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The very many photos in this book are all authentic 
photos I took myself and published on my blog 
www.orbpro.blogspot.com. I took all of the photos 
when I photographed falling drops of pure, clean water.
Most astonishingly, the photos show an astonishingly 
and inexplicable effect: the dramatic appearance of 
hugely repetitive orb patterns. 

I first started to get such an effect in 2014 when I 
started to photograph falling water drops using an 
inexpensive Olympus point-and-click camera. Besides 
the rather strange effect of always getting little circles 
or orbs appear when I photographed falling streams of 
water, I occasionally got four very unusual effects:
(1) Face-like details in orbs that appeared when I 
photographed falling water drops;
(2) Crescent shapes that appeared when I 
photographed falling water drops;
(3) Stripes in orbs that appeared when I 
photographed falling water drops;
(4) Strange veil-like objects that occasionally 
appeared when I photographed  falling water drops.

Very remarkably, the first three of these effects would 
appear in stunning streaks of repetition.  For example, 
when I would get face-like details in orbs while 
photographing water drops, a single photo would show 
something like between three and ten occurrences of 
such an effect. Then there would usually be many more
consecutive photos that would show the same degree of
repetition.  The same thing would happen when I 
photographed crescent shapes and orbs with stripes. So 
in a set of 50 consecutive photos of falling water drops,
I might get hundreds of repetitions of some particular 
pattern, such as one of the patterns mentioned above. 
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After publishing on my blog www.orbpro.blogspot.com
very many photos showing such effects, I eventually 
bought a more expensive camera, a Sony A5000 
camera. By 2017 I had started to often get dramatic 
effects in which holes would appear in orbs I was 
photographing during photography of falling water 
drops.  A particular type of orb hole would appear in a 
photo, and such an anomaly would show up multiple 
times in the same photo. Then many subsequent photos
would show the same pattern. 

By 2017, I was getting with my Sony  camera photos of
many different types of orb patterns.  A typical photo 
session would start out with me photographing only 
featureless orbs that appeared in streams of water. After
taking many photos showing only featureless orbs, I 
would on very many days start to get dramatic patterns 
appearing in such orbs.  Such patterns would most 
typically involve some type of orb hole or orb 
indentation.  Sometimes a pattern would consist of 
more than one element, such as two elements, three 
elements or even four elements. 

When such a pattern appeared in my photos, it would 
almost always persist through multiple photos. For 
example, I might get an orb pattern that persisted for 
almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos.  Or I 
might get an orb pattern that persisted for almost all of 
thousands of consecutive photos. Quite often I would  
see many hundreds or thousands of repetitions of the 
same distinctive pattern during the same  photographic 
session occurring on one day. 

In the book you are now reading, you will see countless
examples of these mystifying patterns. What you will 
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see is surely one of the most astonishingly 
photographic effects that has ever been recorded. 

We cannot at all explain such patterns through some 
hypothesis of “something on the camera lens.” The 
pattern repetitions show clear, sharp details, and dust or
water on the camera lens never results in clear, sharp 
features in a photo, but only some thing in the photo 
that is an out-of-focus blur.  I took the photos with a 
camera in a fixed position, resting on a box. Something
on the camera lens of a static camera causes the same 
blurry thing to appear in each photo, in the same 
position. But in the photos you will see the orbs with 
patterns having positions that always varied from one 
photo to the next. 

Could it be that mere chance has produced such 
patterns? A rather simple calculation will reveal why 
such a thing is impossible. 

Let us consider the mathematics of orb pattern 
repetition. Considering all of the different possibilities 
for marks, holes, stripes and indentations that might 
exist in an orb, which could appear in a huge number of
possible configurations or arrangements, we may 
estimate that any particular orb might have any of 1000
different appearances.  So the chance of an orb having 
some exact appearance (other than a featureless 
appearance) is something like 1 in 103, which is the 
same as 1 in 1000. 

What is the chance that a particular photo might by 
chance show five or more orbs that all had the same 
distinctive appearance, making a pattern repetition with
five occurrences of the pattern? Since any given orb 
might have any of 1000 different appearances, the 



chance of the second orb matching the pattern of the 
first orb is about 1 in 1000; the chance of a third orb 
then matching the same pattern is about 1 in 1000; the 
chance of a fourth orb then matching the same pattern 
is about 1 in 1000; and the chance of the fifth orb then 
matching the same pattern is about 1 in 1000.  

It is a mathematical law of probability that to compute 
the probability of a certain number of events all 
independently occurring (when the probability of none 
of these events is affected by the occurrence of any of 
the other events), you simply multiply together the 
probability of each independent event. For example, 
the probability of getting the number 6 when you roll a 
dice is 1 in 6. So to compute the probability of 
throwing four dice in a single throw and getting four 
sixes, we calculate this as 1 in 6 multiplied by 1 in 6 
multiplied by 1 in 6 multiplied by 1 in 6. So the 
probability of throwing four dice in a single roll and 
getting four sixes is 1 in 6 times 1 in 6 times 1 in 6 
times 1 in 6, which equals 1 in 1296. 

Now using such a law of probability on the orb case 
previously mentioned, we would calculate the chance 
of getting a photo showing five orbs that all 
coincidentally have the same distinctive and 
improbable appearance by multiplying 1 in 1000 times 
1 in 1000 times 1 in 1000 times 1 in 1000. That gives 
you a probability of about 1 in a trillion, the same as 1 
in 1,000,000,000,000 or 1 in 1012. 

But in the cases I will describe in this book, and 
abundantly document with photos, it will not merely be
a single photo that shows five or more occurrences of 
the same orb pattern.  Typically what I have got is very 
many consecutive photos that all show multiple 



repetitions of the same pattern. 

Calculating the improbability of such a pattern 
persisting is hard to do exactly. But we can quickly do 
a little math to get a feel for the improbability involved.
If five or more occurrences of a distinctive and 
improbable orb pattern in the same photo have a 
probability of something like 1 in a trillion or 1 in 1012, 
then:
• the probability of the same thing happening in 
two consecutive photos is something like 1 in 1024;
• the probability of the same thing happening in 
three consecutive photos is something like 1 in  1036;
• the probability of the same thing happening in 
four consecutive photos is something like  1 in 1048;
• the probability of the same thing happening in 
five consecutive photos is something like 1 in 1060;
• the probability of the same thing happening in six
consecutive photos is something like 1 in 1072;
• the probability of the same thing happening in 
seven consecutive photos is something like 1 in 1084;
• the probability of the same thing happening in 
eight consecutive photos is something like 1 in 1096;
• the probability of the same thing happening in 
nine consecutive photos is something like 1 in 10108.

We have reached a probability of less than 1 in 10100, or
less than 1 in a googol (a googol is ten to the hundredth
power).  For all practical purposes, something that has 
a chance probability of less than 1 in a googol is 
impossible to happen by chance. 

Once you get to a probability this low, there is basically
no point in calculating further, because you have 
reached something so improbable that it should never 
happen to any observer in the history of the observable 



universe. The observable universe is believed to 
contain about a billion trillion stars, or about 1021 stars. 
If we generously assume that each of these stars has a 
life- bearing planet revolving around it, and that each 
such planet has had 1020 inhabitants who have each 
taken 107 photos of falling water drops (some 
ridiculously generous assumptions),  then it would still 
be incredibly unlikely (with a chance of less than 1 in 
1060) that any one of those photographers would by 
chance photograph falling water drops that formed 
exactly the same improbable pattern in nine 
consecutive photos, with each photo having five or 
more instances of the same distinctive pattern. 

In this book I will document many cases of a degree of 
pattern repetition greater than that just described above.
What I have got many times is a degree of pattern 
repetition that we would expect no observer in the 
history of the universe to get by chance.  I will not at 
all attempt to calculate the total improbability of 
getting such results by chance, a task that would 
presumably defeat the mind of any mathematician. I 
present the calculations above merely to give you a 
little taste of the improbability of getting such results 
by chance. 

There is a concise way  to describe what I will show in 
those photos.  We can simply describe what we see as 
an example of vast precision.  The Cambridge 
Dictionary defines precision as “the quality of being 
exact.” We see precision whenever some machine 
creates something that always has the same form. For 
example, if a machine always creates an object with the
same size, the same look and the same weight, we 
would say that is an example of precision. 



What we will see in the orb patterns in this book is a 
vast degree of precision. Again and again, we will see 
the same distinctive pattern appearing multiple times in
the same photo, with the same pattern repetition 
occurring in many subsequent photos taken at the same
time on the same day. 

All of the photos on my site www.orbpro.blogspot.com
and all of the photos in this book are authentic and 
unaltered. I did not use trickery of any type to get such 
photos, and the water I photographed was always pure, 
clean normal water.  I have never used, bought or 
downloaded any version of Photoshop, I have never 
even seen a Photoshop screen, and I have never 
contacted any person I knew was skillful in Photoshop. 

I have gone to great lengths to prove the authenticity of
these photos, by taking lengthy videos showing the 
display screen on the back of my camera while I was 
taking photos of dramatically repeating orb patterns, 
and then publishing such videos on www.youtube.com.
You can find links to such videos on the front page of 
my site www.markmahin.com. Altogether the videos 
have more than an hour of footage showing the back 
display screen of my camera while I was 
photographing dramatically repeating orb patterns such
as those I show in this book. 

On www.youtube.com you can find three of these 
videos by searching for these titles:

Inexplicable Repetitions: The Spookiest Orb Patterns
Paranormal Abundances: The Massively Multiplying 
Motifs
Strangest Effect: Orb Repeating Patterns

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.markmahin.com/
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The first of these videos is 36 minutes long,  the second
is 49 minutes long, and the third is even longer. 

In this book, you will see some links to such videos. In 
many places when I show photos of a particular orb 
pattern repetition, I will include a link to a video, and 
refer to the exact position in the video where you can 
see the back display screen of my camera as I 
photographed exactly that pattern.  Due to the technical
limitations of the site where you are reading this book 
or obtained this book (www.archive.org), and the 
technical limitations of the PDF file format, you will 
not be able to run such videos while reading this book. 
But you can always run the videos by either tracking 
down the corresponding blog post at 
www.orbpro.blogspot.com (where the video links can 
be watched), or by watching the video from 
www.youtube.com or www.markmahin.com. At the 
page below you can watch such videos as either 
www.youtube.com videos or as a “slideshow 
equivalent” under which it is easy to save particular 
frames from the videos. 

http://www.markmahin.com/alternatelinksforvideos
.html

To a skeptic who may say “but even videos can be 
faked,” I would make the following points: 

(1) If you were to try to fake even one minute of 
video footage from the videos I have provided showing
the back display screen of my camera while I 
photographed dramatically repeating patterns in orbs, I 
imagine you would find it an enormously time-
consuming and expensive undertaking.
(2) While it is true that movies nowadays have 
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remarkable special effects, the creation of such special 
effects requires a massive investment, typically along 
the lines of 100,000 dollars or more per minute of 
cinematic special effects footage (CGI equipment and 
CGI experts are very expensive).  I am a retired man 
with a very modest annual income,  who can't afford 
such lavish expenditures. 
(3) I have never made any profit from my 
photography, as my photography expenses vastly 
exceed any very small income I occasionally get 
related to my photography or writings. My 
photography expenses have been in excess of $2500, 
mainly because I have four times had to buy expensive 
Sony cameras that I put to such heavy use that they 
stop working occasionally.  There would be no reason 
why someone would fake videos or photos at very 
great expense, with no hope of profiting.  I receive zero
income from the book you are now reading, which you 
can read or download at www.archive.org for free. 
(4) Besides having never seen, bought or downloaded
any version of Photoshop, I have had zero involvement 
during my lifetime with video or movie special effects, 
and have never knowingly met or contacted any person
who was good at either Photoshop or video or movie 
special effects.
(5) The special effects in movies and TV shows will 
not stand up very well to a frame-by-frame scrutiny. 
Under frame-by-frame analysis of movie and TV 
special effects, you will see little signs giving away that
artifice was used to create such effects.  But as for the 
videos I have published showing the back display 
screen of my camera while I photographed 
dramatically repeating orb patterns, such videos will 
stand up very well to any frame-by-frame scrutiny you 
may apply to them. I invite you to try using the 
“ffmpeg” utility on such videos, which can be used to 
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produce a series of still images from any video, images 
you can use to do a frame-by-frame analysis. My 
photos and videos will stand up very well to any such 
scrutiny, and you will find in them zero evidence of any
kind of trickery or special effects, no matter how 
closely you examine them.  

At the end of this book you will find a post in which I 
fully describe the exact technique I used to take the 
astonishing photos in this book.  I encourage other 
researchers and photographers to photograph falling 
water drops, to see whether they get any of the same 
astonishing effects I get.  The camera I am currently 
using is the Sony A6100. 

I did nothing to produce any of the astonishing 
wonders in this book.  All I did was to point a camera 
at falling water drops, and click the shutter button.  
When these astonishing patterns occurred, I never had 
any kind of mental impression that I was doing 
anything to produce them through some kind of 
psychic effect coming from me.  So I would not be 
surprised if I heard that someone else was able to 
photograph the same type of wonders when 
photographing falling water drops. 

There is no human technology capable of causing 
falling streams of water to produce dramatically 
repeating patterns like those shown in this book. There 
is no human technology capable of causing falling 
streams of clean, pure water to show little orbs that 
repeat hundreds of times the same distinctive pattern or
motif (such as one hole on the left side of the orb, and a
larger hole on the right side).  The effects shown in this
book suggest the influence of some unfathomable 
mysterious power capable of very exactly controlling 



matter or energy with an astonishing degree of speed 
and precision.  

We cannot fathom how that could happen, but we also 
have no real understanding of how a tiny-specked size 
egg is able to progress to become a full-sized human.  
Contrary to misstatements frequently made, DNA does 
not contain any specification of human anatomy, nor 
does it even specify the incredibly complicated 
structure of any of the 200 types of cells inside human 
beings (many so complicated they have been compared
to factories or cities). DNA is not at all a blueprint or 
recipe or program for making a human. DNA only 
contains low-level chemical information, such as the 
sequence of amino acids that make up a polypeptide 
chain. So how does the human form arise in a mother's 
womb? We don't understand such a thing. It is as far 
beyond our understanding as the effects shown in a 
book like this. 

What you will see in this book's photos are something 
awe-inspiring and unfathomable, but every time a 
baby's body arises inside a mother's womb, it is 
something even more awe-inspiring and unfathomable, 
something a thousand miles over the heads of our 
scientists, as are the effects shown in this book. 

Mark Mahin, September, 2020
www.markmahin.com
www.orbpro.blogspot.com
www.headtruth.blogspot.com
www.futureandcosmos.blogspot.com
See my other books at www.archive.org:
Why Mind and Memory Cannot Be Brain Effects
800 Mysterious Striped Orbs: A Paranormal 
Phenomenon
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https://archive.org/details/combinepdf_20200924
http://www.futureandcosmos.blogspot.com/
http://www.headtruth.blogspot.com/
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, October 1, 2020

 Photo date: September 29, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got the striking three-part pattern shown below, which appeared in almost all
of hundreds of consecutive photos.  More than 1000 orbs showed such a
three-part motif. 

A Three-Part Orb Pattern
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb veils,
orb with three holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Wednesday, September 30, 2020

 Photo date: September 29, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(besides more astonishing sights) I got very many orbs with big holes. Below
are some examples.
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, orb veils, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Monday, September 28, 2020

Photo date: September 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got (in almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos) orbs with notches on the
top left part of the orb.  Below are some examples. 

"Northwest" Notches

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb notches, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Sunday, September 27, 2020

 Photo date: September 24, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got many orbs with a similar-looking feature on their right edges. Below are
some examples. 

Eerie Edges

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-
circular orb hole

Saturday, September 26, 2020

 Photo date: September 16, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see an orb
pattern consisting of three parts. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb notches, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

A Three-Part Orb Pattern

Friday, September 25, 2020
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 Photo date: September 23, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see orbs
with holes. Such orbs appeared in almost all of several thousand consecutive
photos I took on this day. 
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, September 24, 2020

 Photo date: September 23, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part pattern consisting of a small circle above a much larger oval hole. On
this day I got about 1000 orbs with such a pattern, which appeared in almost
all of hundreds of consecutive photos. Below are some examples. 

Big Oval and Little Circle: A Two-Part Orb Pattern
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Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb with two
holes, oval shape in orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Wednesday, September 23, 2020

 Photo date: September 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got 5000+ orbs with indentations.  Such orbs appeared in almost all of
thousands of consecutive photos. There were a few different phases of such
indentations. In the first phase, there was a streak of 1000+ photos that
almost all had multiple orbs with a single indentation at the top center. In
another phase, there were hundreds of photos in which orbs had two
indentations or notches at the top, the larger one being on the left side. Below
are some examples from the second of these phases.  

The 5000+ Orb Indentations, Part 2

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb notches, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, September 22, 2020

Photo date: September 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got 5000+ orbs with indentations.  Such orbs appeared in almost all of
thousands of consecutive photos. There were a few different phases of such
indentations. In the first phase, there was a streak of 1000+ photos that
almost all had multiple orbs with a single indentation at the top center. Below
are some examples. 

The 5000+ Orb Indentations, Part 1

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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A few seconds ago I heard this comment by some astronomer scanning radio
waves from distant stars, looking for life in space: "The first thing we'll do is
look for some repeating pattern." How come such people are so blind to such
dramatically repeating patterns as those shown here and here and here? 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:01 PM No comments: 
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suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, September 19, 2020

 Photo date: September 16, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other wonders) I got the four-part pattern shown below, the pattern
consisting of a large hole at the top, two smaller holes near the bottom, and
an indentation at the bottom right edge.

A Four-Part Orb Pattern
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, September 18, 2020

Photo date: September 16, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got the very unusual effect shown below. It rather reminds me of a winter
scene in which you see air coming from someone's mouth. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: diamond shaped orb veil, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Thursday, September 17, 2020

 Photo date: September 16, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got (in almost all of 1500+ consecutive photos) orbs with oval holes at their
bottoms. Below are some examples.
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 Photo date: September 16, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got dozens of consecutive photos that almost all showed a pattern looking
rather like a one-eyed face. Below are some examples:

Like One-Eyed Faces orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:21 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Tuesday, September 15, 2020

 Photo date: September 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part pattern that looks like two set of eyes. But the pattern falls short of being
a face-like pattern, for lack of a mouth-like feature below the two "eyes."

Facial Shortfall

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)
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effect

Monday, September 14, 2020

 Photo date: September 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part pattern consisting of a notch at the top center and a feature near the
center.   
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, September 13, 2020

 Photo date: September 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part pattern consisting of a smaller hole on the left next to a larger hole on the
right. The pattern persisted throughout almost all of hundreds of consecutive
photos. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Friday, September 11, 2020

Photo date: September 10, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part pattern consisting of a semi-oval at the bottom middle, and a circular
feature at the top right. Such a pattern persisted through almost all of 100+
consecutive photos. 
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-oval
orb hole

Thursday, September 10, 2020

  Photo date: September 7, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of orbs that all had eye-shaped holes on the left. 

Eye-Shaped Holes

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Tuesday, September 8, 2020

 Photo date: September 7, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.   We see a
pattern consisting of a larger round shape on the bottom left, and a smaller
round shape on the lower right. Such a pattern appeared in almost all of 100+
consecutive photos. 

A Two-Part Orb Pattern

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
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oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)
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photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)
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pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)
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pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)
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rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Sunday, September 6, 2020

 Photo date: September 3, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see some
orbs that all have notches, and in each case a veil-like structure is to the left
of the notch. 

Sidekicks of the Notches

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb notches, orb veils, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, September 5, 2020

 Photo date: September 3, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.   

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.   We see some
orbs with a distinctive indentation .Such indentations appeared in almost all of
300+ consecutive photos. 
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, September 4, 2020

 Photo date: September 3, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

 I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day
(among other patterns) I got a three-part pattern consisting of an indentation
on the top left and two circular features on the lower left. Below are some
examples.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6100 photos, orb notch, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Thursday, September 3, 2020

Photo date: September 3, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

 I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day
(among other patterns) I got a pattern resembling a face looking to the left.
Below are some examples.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:38 PM No comments: 

Labels: a6100 photos, orb face, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect, water face effect

Thursday, August 27, 2020

Photo date: August 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a three-part
orb pattern consisting of a slight notch at the top, a ring-like feature below
that notch, and a larger circular feature below the ring. The pattern was
relatively short-lived, but persisted for more than 10 photos.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Wednesday, August 26, 2020

Photo date: August 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other astonishing wonders) I got a pattern consisting of a hole on the
lower left of each orb.  Such a pattern persisted throughout almost all of more
than a thousand consecutive photos. Below are some examples.
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)
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mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
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miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)
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orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
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orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, August 25, 2020

Photo date: August 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other astonishing wonders) I got a pattern consisting of a faint
calzone-like shape on the left, and a notch on the right.  Such a pattern
persisted throughout almost all of more than a thousand consecutive photos.
The pattern (which had this pattern as a predecessor) started out in the state
shown below:

The "Notch and Calzone" Pattern Grew More Complex

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Eventually (after thousands of orbs had appeared with such a pattern) the
pattern grew more complex, and had the addition of a kind of a wing-like
feature on the right, as we see in the photos below:
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Monday, August 24, 2020

Photo date: August 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a three-part orb pattern that occurred throughout almost all of more than
200 consecutive photos. In these photos there were more than 500 orbs with
a small hole near the center, a large notch on the right, and in the mid-lower
left area a strange calzone-shaped feature (rather resembling a stamped
impression).  Below are some examples.
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blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)
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dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
hole, orb notch, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Sunday, August 23, 2020

Photo date: August 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a two-part orb pattern that occurred throughout almost all of more than
500 consecutive photos. In these photos there were thousands of orbs with a
big hole on the left and a big notch on the right. Below are some examples. 
You can call the pattern a two-part pattern, although in some of the photos a
triangular feature in front of the left hole means we have a three-part pattern.

Hole/Notch Pairs by the Thousands (Part 2)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)
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orb line (28)

orb lines (2)
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orb moving against the wind (9)
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orb near Chrysler Building (30)
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orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
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orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)
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orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)
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orb with triple stripe (1)
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orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
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orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb notch, orb
veils, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
triangular orb veil

Saturday, August 22, 2020

Photo date: August 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other wonders) I got a two-part orb pattern that occurred throughout
almost all of more than 500 consecutive photos. In these photos there were
thousands of orbs with a big hole on the left and a big notch on the right.
Below are some examples.  You can call the pattern a two-part pattern,
although in some of the photos a triangular feature in front of the left hole
means we have a three-part pattern.

Hole/Notch Pairs by the Thousands (Part 1)

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, August 21, 2020

Photo date: August 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see a
strange juxtaposition in which veil-like triangle shapes are exactly behind
triangular holes or marks in orbs. 
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Labels: orb hole, orb veils, orb with triangular hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, triangle behind orb

Thursday, August 20, 2020

Photo date: August 20, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
first got hundreds of consecutive photos that almost all showed the simple
pattern below, consisting of a single hole or dark shape at the top.
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The pattern stopped after a few hundred consecutive photos. Much later,
after hundreds of photos showing no such pattern, the pattern seemed to
start up again. There were then hundreds of consecutive photos that almost
all had the pattern shown below.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, August 18, 2020

Photo date: August 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a pattern consisting of orbs with semi-oval holes, often appearing with
triangular veil-like shapes. Such a pattern persisted for almost all of 1000+
consecutive photos.

Semi-Oval Holes Mix with Triangle Shapes (Part 2)
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Photo date: August 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a pattern consisting of orbs with semi-oval holes, often appearing with
triangular veil-like shapes. Such a pattern persisted for almost all of 1000+
consecutive photos. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 3:57 PM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, congruent orb veils, gradient color orb, orange orb
veils, orb hole, orb veils, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
semi-oval orb hole, stack of orb veils

Saturday, August 15, 2020

Photo date: August 15, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part pattern that persisted for quite a few consecutive photos, one that
included an oval shape and a circle shape.

A Two-Part Orb Pattern
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb with two holes, oval shape in orb, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, August 8, 2020

Photo date: August 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

In early August I experienced an unrecoverable failure of a Sony A6100
camera for the third time this year.  The Sony A6100 takes great pictures, but
is not as reliable as I would like. I do put it to a heavy workout, taking 5000+
photos a day.  The photos below are from my third Sony A6100.  I have now
got pattern anomalies like the ones below from five different cameras (an
Olympus camera, a Sony A6000, and three Sony A6100 cameras).

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part orb pattern consisting of a circular feature on the lower left and a much

A Two-Part Orb Pattern
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orb in crystal ball (1)
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orb lollipops (1)
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orb moving against the wind (9)
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orb near Chrysler Building (30)
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orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
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orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
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orb not blurred in blurred photo
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orb notch (5)
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larger oval feature on the bottom middle. The pattern appeared in almost all
of 100+ consecutive photos.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, camera failure, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, August 3, 2020

Photo date: July 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got many orbs with leaf-shaped holes. Below are some examples.

Leaf-Shaped Orb Holes

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)
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orbs in water drops (376)
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orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)
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orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders
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Photo date: July 30, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got thousands of orbs with the same complex indentation. Such a pattern
appeared in almost all of 500+ consecutive photos. Below are some
examples:
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)
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gradually changing orb motif (1)
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green orb near water drop (23)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)
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orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)
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orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
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orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)
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orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
notches, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Friday, July 31, 2020

Photo date: July 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other patterns) I got a pattern consisting of orbs with an indentation
at the top, one with a knob-like part.  Nearby were many veil-like objects.

Veil-Like Things Above the "Knobbed" Indentations

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, congruent orb veils, orb notches, orb veils, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, stack of orb veils

Thursday, July 30, 2020

Photo date: July 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other patterns) I got a pattern consisting of 1000+ orbs with the same
indentation, which you can see below.  The indentation pattern persisted
through almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos.
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orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
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orbs in water drops (376)
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orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)
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oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)
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photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)
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photos suggesting a
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pink air orb (203)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders
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Wednesday, July 29, 2020

Photo date: July 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got hundreds of occurrences of a "circle under the top notch" pattern, which
appeared in almost all of more than 100 consecutive photos.  In all of the
cases below, we see veil-like structures above such a pattern.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, orb notches, orb veils,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, July 27, 2020

Photo date: July 24, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day in
almost all of 9000 consecutive photos I got multiple orbs with ring shapes
inside them, and every single one of these 20,000+ rings shapes were on the
bottom left edge of the orb. Normally I don't get a pattern until I've taken quite
a few photos, maybe hundreds or thousands. But on this day the pattern
appeared as soon as I took my first photo, and persisted throughout the
photo session.  The next day the pattern was gone.

The pattern often showed a kind of ring within the ring effect. Below are some

Day of the 20,000 Spooky Rings, Part 2

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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examples. orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders
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Sunday, July 26, 2020

Photo date: July 24, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day in
almost all of 9000 consecutive photos I got multiple orbs with ring shapes
inside them, and every single one of these 20,000+ rings shapes were on the
bottom left edge of an orb. Normally I don't get a pattern until I've taken quite
a few photos, maybe hundreds or thousands. But on this day the pattern
appeared as soon as I took my first photo, and persisted throughout the
entire photo session.  The next day the pattern was gone.

The pattern often showed a kind of ring within the ring effect. Inside many of
the rings there were face-like details. Below are some examples, starting with
four that show a face-like appearance inside the ring.

Day of the 20,000 Spooky Rings, Part 1
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Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, half-ring in orb, orange orb near
water drop, orb face, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, ring in
orb, water face effect

Saturday, July 25, 2020

Photo date: July 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see below a
two-part orb pattern that persisted through almost all of 200 consecutive
photos.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb notches, orb
with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Friday, July 24, 2020

Photo date: July 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got thousands of orbs with lemon-shaped holes. Such orbs with lemon-
shaped holes appeared in almost all of 400+ consecutive photos. In many of
the photos you can barely see on the right bottom part of the orbs an
additional feature: a kind of faint bagel-shaped feature.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, July 23, 2020

Photo date: July 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part pattern consisting of a large hole on the right and a small circle on the
left.
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Either before or after this pattern, there was a simpler pattern consisting of
only the hole on the right. Below are some examples.
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Photo date: July 18, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got very many photos showing orbs with a semi-circular notch on the left side,
and also veil-like objects to the left of such orbs. This was the same thing I
had got on the previous day. But on this day the veil-like objects appeared in
greater numbers, sometimes appearing in stack-like formations.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, congruent orb veils, green orb veil, orange orb veil, orb
notches, orb veils, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, stack of
orb veils

Monday, July 20, 2020

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
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orange green orb near water
drop (2)
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Photo date: July 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got very many orbs with a semi-circular notch on the left side.  Below are
some of the less remarkable instances:

Veil-Like Sidekicks of the Notched Orbs orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)
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orb color shift (1)
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orb faces on windows (10)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)
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orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
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orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)
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orb near Columbus Circle (7)
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orb near Empire State Building
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)
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More remarkable were the photos below, which all show a veil-like object to
the left of a notched orb.
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An almost identical thing occurred on the next day, except that the left-
notched orbs were flanked on the left not only by single veil-like objects, but
also by stacks of such objects.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 
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Sunday, July 19, 2020

Photo date: July 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got quite a few orbs with a two-part pattern rather resembling a face looking
to the left. Below are some examples.
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Photo date: July 16, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day in
almost all of 700+ consecutive photos I got orb holes that seemed rather
head-shaped. Below are some examples.
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Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
hole, oval shape in orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Friday, July 17, 2020

Photo date: July 16, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  
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I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got hundreds of consecutive photos that almost all showed multiple orbs with
half-oval holes. I got a streak of more than 1000 half-oval holes in orbs. 
Below are some examples (see here, here and here for previous photos I
took of orbs with half-oval holes).
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:15 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-
oval orb hole

Tuesday, July 14, 2020

Photo date: July 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other astonishing phenomena) my photos showed more than 1000
veil-like objects.  With these veil-like objects were orbs with large holes.
Below are some examples .

Day of 1000 Veils, Part 2

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders
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Monday, July 13, 2020

Photo date: July 9, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see below
quite a few cases of a pattern consisting of a large hole near the middle and a
much smaller circular feature below it.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Sunday, July 12, 2020

Photo date: July 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other astonishing phenomena) my photos showed more than 1000
veil-like objects.  With these veil-like objects were orbs with large holes.
Below are some examples .

Day of 1000 Veils, Part 1

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4026)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
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air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
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air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
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air orb near Metropolitan opera
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air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)

air orb with double outer ring
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, congruent orb veils, gradient color orb, orange orb near
water drop, orb hole, orb veils, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect, stack of orb veils

Saturday, July 11, 2020

Photo date: July 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a pattern consisting of a large hole on the top of each orb, and a smaller
hole to the right of that hole. I got more than 1000 orbs with such a pattern,
appearing in almost all of 400+ consecutive photos.  The hole on the left
usually had an appearance resembling a five-sided polygon. Below are some
examples, in which we also see quite a few of the wispy things I call orb veils.

The Thousand Hole Pairs, Part 2

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, congruent orb veils, gradient color orb, orb hole, orb
hole polygon, orb veils, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect, stack of orb veils

Photo date: July 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a pattern consisting of a large hole on the top of each orb, and a smaller
hole to the right of that hole. I got more than 1000 orbs with such a pattern,
appearing in almost all of 400+ consecutive photos.  The hole on the left
usually had an appeariance resembling a five-sided polygon. Below are some
examples, in which we also see quite a few of the wispy things I call orb veils.

The Thousand Hole Pairs, Part 1

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, July 10, 2020

Photo date: July 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got quite a wealth of inexplicable anomalies. One of them was the three-part
pattern below.  The first part is a dark feature on the left top, and the second
part is a smaller feature on the right top.  The third part is a protrusion coming
from out of the orb, just above the dark feature on the left.

A Three-Part Orb Pattern
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Thursday, July 9, 2020

Photo date: July 7, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see below
on each of the orbs a complex indentation on the top, one that includes a
round part. Such a complex indentation appeared multiple times in almost all
of hundreds of consecutive photos.

A Complex Indentation Pattern
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Photo date: July 7, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see below
a very strange orb pattern consisting of a small hole on the left and a big hole
on the right.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Sunday, July 5, 2020

Photo date: July 2, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see some
orbs with similar-looking holes, and they all have similar-looking shapes
behind them.
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photos suggesting a
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb veil, orb hole, orb veils, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Saturday, July 4, 2020

Photo date: July 3, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see orbs
with two features, a larger feature on the left, and a smaller feature on the
right.

The Orb Holes Had Sidekicks

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Friday, July 3, 2020

Photo date: July 2, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got 20+ photos that showed orbs with big holes at  the top, appearing with
hill-shaped veil-like objects. Below are the photos.

The Holes and the "Hills"

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)
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striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
(158)

U-shape of light rays (3)

U-turn of light rays (6)

UFO (15)

UFO video (1)

umbilical cord recurring orb motif
(6)

V-shape of light rays (1)

videos (31)
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videos by others of moving orbs
(2)

videos of moving orbs (6)

viewfinder videos (6)

violet air orb (14)

W-shaped orb motion (1)

water face effect (409)

water face effect described (1)

water orb undulation (2)

white-green air orb (1)

white-purple air orb (1)

whitish blue orb (1)

winged luminous anomaly (1)

winking orb (1)

word inside orb (1)

yellow air orb (168)

yellow green orb in water drop
(4)

yellow green orb near water drop
(1)

yellow orb crescent (3)

yellow orb in water drop (1)

yellow orb mushroom (2)

yellow orb near water drop (34)

yellow orb veil (9)

yellow striped orb (2)

yellow-green air orb (1)

yellowish-blue air orb (1)

yellowish-orange orb veil (3)

zig-zag stripe in orb (1)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, July 2, 2020

Photo date: July 1, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part pattern rather resembling a face looking to the right.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb face, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-circular orb hole, water face
effect

Like Faces Looking to the Right

Wednesday, July 1, 2020

Photo date: June 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  
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I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got (in almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos) orbs with a curvy
indentation at the top left of the orbs.  Below are some examples.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
notches, orb with small ring, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, June 30, 2020

Photo date: June 29, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got (in almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos)  orbs with oval shapes
inside them. Below are some examples.

Ovals in the Orbs

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)
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dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, blue orb near water drop, orange orb near water drop,
orange orb veil, orb hole, orb veils, oval shape in orb, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Sunday, June 28, 2020

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Photo date: June 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  Below we see
an orb pattern that persisted for almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos.
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Friday, June 26, 2020

Photo date: June 24, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got hundreds of consecutive photos that almost all showed big orb holes, and
every single one of these holes was at the top part of the orbs.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, June 25, 2020

Photo date: June 24, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a face-like orb pattern in almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos. 
More than 1000 orbs appeared with a look rather resembling a face pointing
to the left. Below are some examples.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb face, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face effect

Monday, June 22, 2020

Photo date: June 19, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see an orb
pattern consisting of a larger hole at the top above a smaller hole in the
bottom.
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb veils, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, June 20, 2020

Photo date: June 15, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
one of several dramatic patterns I got was one that looked like the orb
notches that appeared the previous day (June 14), except that this day's
notches were even deeper.  The orb notches appeared in almost all of 2000+
consecutive photos, with a total of more than 5000 such orb notches
appearing, always on the bottom right of an orb. Below are some examples.

Deep Indentations

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
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orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)
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orb zone theory (20)
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orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
notches, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, red orb near water
drop

Wednesday, June 17, 2020

Photo date: June 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of orbs that all have potato-shaped holes in their bottom right areas.

Puzzling Punctures

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Tuesday, June 16, 2020

Photo date: June 15, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
one of quite a few astonishing patterns I got was what I can call a "pyramid
on a hill" pattern, which consisted of a triangular shape perched on top of a
shape resembling a hill or semi-circle. Below are some examples.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, orb with triangle, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Photo date: June 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got 2500+ consecutive photos that almost all showed multiple orbs with semi-
circular recesses, and every single one of these recesses was on the bottom
right of the orbs. Below are some examples.

Repetitive Recesses (Part 2)

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1479)

blue green orb in water drop (2)
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blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)
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dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
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gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
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miscellaneous luminous
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miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
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mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)
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number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)
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orange orb near water drop
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orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
notches, orb veils, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, June 15, 2020

Photo date: June 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got 2500+ consecutive photos that almost all showed multiple orbs with semi-
circular recesses, and every single one of these recesses was on the bottom
right of the orbs. Below are some examples.

Repetitive Recesses (Part 1)

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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notches, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, June 14, 2020

Photo date: June 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got hundreds of consecutive photos that almost all showed orbs with two
holes or dark circles. Below are some examples.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, June 13, 2020

Photo date: June 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
took hundreds of consecutive photos that almost all showed orbs with oval-
shaped holes, and every single one of these holes was in the lower bottom
part of the orbs.  Below are some examples.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
hole, oval shape in orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, June 7, 2020

Photo date: April 29, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see many
orbs that all had two holes in their lower half.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Tuesday, June 2, 2020

Photo date: May 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got more than 1000 consecutive photos that almost all showed orbs with a
large hole in the center.  Below are some examples.

Horde of the Rings (Part 2)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb ring, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, June 1, 2020

Photo date: May 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got more than 1000 consecutive photos that almost all showed orbs with a
large hole in the center.  Below are some examples.

Horde of the Rings (Part 1)

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
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speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)
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striped pink orb (15)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, May 31, 2020

Photo date: May 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got the two-part pattern shown below.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Saturday, May 30, 2020

Photo date: May 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see an orb
pattern consisting of a notch on the left and a circle in the top right area of
each orb.
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Labels: A6100 photo, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, purple orb near water
drop

Thursday, May 28, 2020

Photo date: May 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got orbs with semi-circular notches appearing in almost all of thousands of
consecutive photos. The total number of such semi-circular notches was
greater than 10,000. Below are some examples.

The 10,000 Semi-Circular Notches

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4026)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(1097)

air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(712)

air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)

air orb with double outer ring
(10)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
hole, orb notches, orb veils, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Wednesday, May 27, 2020

Photo date: May 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got in almost all of 700+ consecutive photos multiple orbs with semicircular
holes.  I have got such a thing on numerous previous days, as you can see
here. Below are some examples from the 22nd.

Semicircle Surfeit

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Tuesday, May 26, 2020

Photo date: May 16, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see a two-
part pattern consisting of a circular feature near the middle and a semi-
circular indentation at the bottom.

A Two-Part Orb Pattern
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, orb notches, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, May 25, 2020

Photo date: May 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part pattern.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb notches, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, May 24, 2020

Photo date: May 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a very
strange pattern consisting of three parts: a dark semi-circular shape, a
triangular shape above that dark shape, and another shape below and to the
right of the dark shape.

Triangles Help Make a Weird Pattern
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Photo date: May 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got what looked like faces looking to the left in almost all of 800+ consecutive
photos, with a total of more than 2000 such face-like orbs appearing.
Every single one of these face-like orbs looked like faces looking to the left,
and none looked like faces looking to the right.  Below are some examples,
which have a small difference between the examples shown yesterday:  the
"eyes" of the faces in these examples look like semi-circles rather than
circles.
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blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)
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dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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At the 47:33 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed exactly this pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb face, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-circular orb hole, water face
effect

Paranormal Abundances: ThParanormal Abundances: Th……

Saturday, May 23, 2020

Photo date: May 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got what looked like faces looking to the left in almost all of 800+ consecutive
photos, with a total of more than 2000 such face-like orbs appearing. Every
single one of these face-like orbs looked rather like faces looking to the left,
and none looked like faces looking to the right.  Below are some examples.

Like Faces Looking to the Left

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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At the 43:15 mark in the video below, you can see several clips showing my
camera viewfinder while I photographed the pattern shown above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orange orb near water drop, orb face, orb hole, orb with
two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face effect

Paranormal Abundances: ThParanormal Abundances: Th……

Friday, May 22, 2020

A Four-Part Orb Pattern

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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Photo date: May14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a four-
part orb pattern.

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb with four holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, purple orb near water drop

Tuesday, May 19, 2020

Photo date: May 10, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see below
a three-part pattern that persisted through almost all of hundreds of
consecutive photos.

A Three-Part Orb Pattern

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Monday, May 18, 2020

Photo date: May 10, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see a
simple two-part pattern consisting of two holes.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole positional bias, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, May 17, 2020

Photo date: May 7, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
three-part orb pattern that I got in almost all of hundreds of consecutive
photos.
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At the 41:21 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed what was either this pattern or something that was the main
two-thirds of this pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect
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Friday, May 15, 2020

Photo date: May 9, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got what I sometimes call a "pattern tour," in which I see a series of different
orb patterns appearing, each pattern appearing for many consecutive photos.
One pattern was the one shown below:
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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Then there was the pattern shown below, consisting of a pair of ring shapes
on the left:

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Then there was the pattern shown below, consisting of a semi-circular shape
at the bottom right:

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb with green edge (1)
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orb with multiple colors (3)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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Then there was the pattern below consisting of a rectangular shape at the
bottom right:

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)
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speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
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speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
notches, orb with rectangular feature, orb with rectangular hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-circular orb hole

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, May 14, 2020

Photo date: May 4, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day in
almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos I got a pattern consisting of a
large hole and a much smaller hole below it, to the right. Below are some
examples.
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A few minutes after getting such photos and hundreds of other photos
showing exactly such a pattern, the pattern underwent a small change. The
small circular feature moved from below the big hole to a position above the
big hole. Then I got some photos like the ones below.
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Photo date: May 7, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  
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I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a two-
part orb pattern that I got in almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos. 
This was an example of a pattern becoming less complex, the pattern being
preceded by a pattern that looked identical except for one additional element.
On different days I observe both patterns become more complex, and
patterns becoming less complex.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb pattern
becoming less complex, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Monday, May 11, 2020

Photo date: May 4, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see what I
have photographed before on more than 10 different days: orbs with semi-
circular holes.
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orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, semi-circular orb hole

Saturday, May 9, 2020

Photo date: May 1, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this "May
Day" in which workers are traditionally honored, I got in quite a few orbs a
motif consisting of a circle and a small ring shape to the right. Below are
some examples.

May Day Motif

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, ring in orb

Friday, May 8, 2020

Photo date: April 30, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a pattern consisting of an oval shape of the left of each orb and a colon
shape (consisting of two circles) on the right of each orb. The pattern
persisted for almost all of 500+ consecutive photos. Below are some
examples.

"Colon and Oval" Pattern Persisted for 500+ Photos

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)
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striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
(158)

U-shape of light rays (3)

U-turn of light rays (6)

UFO (15)

UFO video (1)

umbilical cord recurring orb motif
(6)

V-shape of light rays (1)

videos (31)
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videos by others of moving orbs
(2)

videos of moving orbs (6)

viewfinder videos (6)

violet air orb (14)

W-shaped orb motion (1)

water face effect (409)

water face effect described (1)

water orb undulation (2)

white-green air orb (1)

white-purple air orb (1)

whitish blue orb (1)

winged luminous anomaly (1)

winking orb (1)

word inside orb (1)

yellow air orb (168)

yellow green orb in water drop
(4)

yellow green orb near water drop
(1)

yellow orb crescent (3)

yellow orb in water drop (1)

yellow orb mushroom (2)

yellow orb near water drop (34)

yellow orb veil (9)

yellow striped orb (2)

yellow-green air orb (1)

yellowish-blue air orb (1)

yellowish-orange orb veil (3)

zig-zag stripe in orb (1)
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Thursday, May 7, 2020

Photo date: April 30, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got the five-part orb pattern shown below:

Later the bottom part of the pattern was lost, and the 5-part pattern became a
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb with circular hole and oval hole,
orb with five holes, oval shape in orb, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect
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Photo date: April 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
first got a two-part pattern consisting of a hole in the center of each orb and
also a hole at the top. Below are some examples:
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As so often happens when I photograph falling water drops, the pattern
became more complex. In this case, the addition to the pattern was a third
orb hole, in between the top hole and the bottom hole, and to the right of both
of them. Below are some examples:
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blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)
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dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
pattern growing more complex, orb with three holes, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, May 5, 2020

The Pattern Grew More Complex
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orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
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orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Photo date: April 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  At first I saw a
pattern consisting of simply a semi-circular indentation on the left side of
orbs. Below are some colorful examples.

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)
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poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)
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predictions (1)
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reappearance of anomalous
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recommended books (1)
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Then, as often happens when I get patterns while photographing falling water
drops, the orb pattern grew more complex. A new element in the appeared in
the top of each orb. Together the two elements made something looking
rather like a face looking to the left.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Monday, May 4, 2020

Photo date: April 30, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see quite a
few orbs that all have both a large oval hole and a much smaller circular hole.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, orb with circular hole and
oval hole, orb with two holes, oval shape in orb, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Sunday, May 3, 2020

Photo date: April 26, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. One of quite a
few dramatic patterns I got on this day was the pattern below, in which 3
holes combine to make what looks like a surprised face.
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Photo date: April 26, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  Below we see
what was only one of several dramatic patterns I got on this day.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Friday, May 1, 2020

Photo date: April 26, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see an orb
pattern consisting of two holes on the left resembling a slanted snowman,
and an additional feature in the top middle.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, orb with three holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, ring in orb, snowman motif

Thursday, April 30, 2020

Photo date: April 26, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see an orb
pattern consisting of two holes. The pattern persisted for many photos, and
gained an additional detail that I will show in another post.

"Slanted Snowman" Pattern Persisted for Many Photos
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At the 36 second mark in the video below,  you can see my camera
viewfinder as I photographed the pattern shown above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, purple orb near water
drop, snowman motif
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, April 29, 2020

Photo date: April 25, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see some
orbs that look rather like faces looking to the left.
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This was only one of several days in which I have got what looked like faces
looking to the left when I photographed nothing but pure, clean drops of water
falling against a dark background. The grid below show four examples from
four diferent days.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, semi-circular orb hole, water face effect

Tuesday, April 28, 2020

Photo date: April 24, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got many examples of a two-part orb pattern consisting of a large hole on the
left, and a much smaller hole or ring near such a large hole, always to the
right of it. Below are ten examples.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:10 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, April 27, 2020

Photo date: April 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  At first on this
day I got hundreds of photos showing orbs with a circular hole, always on the
right part of the orb. Below are some examples.
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dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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Then, as so often happens when I photograph falling water drops, there was
a kind of pattern transformation. The long series of circular holes turned into a
long series of semi-circular holes that appeared in the same spot of the orbs. 
Below are some examples.

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
hole, orb hole positional bias, orbs with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, semi-circular orb hole

Sunday, April 26, 2020

Photo date: April 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got a very distinctive orb pattern consisting of five different parts.  The pattern
we see below persisted through almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos.

A Five-Part Orb Pattern (Part 2)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, April 25, 2020

Photo date: April 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got an orb pattern consisting of three different parts.  The pattern directly
preceded (or directly followed, I'm not sure which) a similar pattern consisting
of five parts (shown here).   Below are some examples of the three-part
pattern.
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Photo date: April 19, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see orbs
with three holes.
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Photo date: April 21, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got a very distinctive orb pattern consisting of five different parts.  The pattern
we see below persisted through almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb notches, orb with five holes, orb with small
ring, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Wednesday, April 22, 2020

Photo date: April 16, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see some
orbs that look rather like faces pointing to the left.

Like Faces Looking to the Left
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face
effect

Tuesday, April 21, 2020

Photo date: April 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
one of several dramatic patterns I got was a pattern resembling a face tilted
to the left.  The pattern persisted through almost all of hundreds of
consecutive photos.  It was another example of the extremely astonishing
water face effect that I have photographed in one form or another for quite a
few years. Below are some examples.

Like Faces Tilted to the Left

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)
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orb with red feature near center
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orb with spot (29)
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orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
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orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)
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orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
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pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
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recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)
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speeding orbs crossed paths (1)
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speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:33 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
water face effect

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
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striped orb with curved stripe
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striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, April 19, 2020

Photo date: April 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. One of several
astonishing and very dramatic patterns I got on this Easter day was an arch-
shaped pattern in the lower left part of orbs. Below are some examples:

Arch-Shaped Motif Persisted for Hundreds of Photos
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, April 18, 2020

A very diverse and colorful bonanza of inexplicable paranormal orb patterns
(such as a wealth of spooky "orb faces") show up most dramatically and
abundantly in this entirely authentic 94-minute video that chronologically
documents 40 weeks of my photographic activity. The video shows 1000+
unaltered photos taken while I photographed nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  From
such a purely natural source, there mysteriously arises a stunning horde of
mystifying motifs suggesting some unfathomable supernatural influence. I
have no power whatsoever to produce any of the astonishing effects shown
in this video. All I did was pour water drops and click a camera.

A Video of 40 Weeks of Hugely Repeating Orb Patterns
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The photos shown in this video are well authenticated by my 38-minute video
below, which mainly consists of video clips showing my camera viewfinder
while I took photos such as the photos above. There is no way to fake what is
shown by a running camera viewfinder, which always shows exactly what is
in front of the camera. At the link here you can see several other viewfinder
videos I took showing in realtime the photography of other orb patterns seen
in the video above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, videos

Miracle of the Hugely RepeatMiracle of the Hugely Repeat……

Inexplicable Repetitions: The Inexplicable Repetitions: The ……

Friday, April 17, 2020

Photo date: April 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. One of several
astonishing and very dramatic patterns I got on this Easter day was a pattern
consisting of two large holes and a small ring, with the small ring always
appearing on top of the left hole, which was always larger than the right hole. 
Exactly this pattern persisted throughout almost all of 500 consecutive
photos. Below are some examples.

"Little Ring and Two Big Holes" Pattern Persisted for
500+ Photos

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
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orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
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orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)
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orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)
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Labels: A6100 photo, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb hole
positional bias, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Thursday, April 16, 2020

Photo date: April 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
one of several dramatic patterns I got was a pattern resembling a face tilted
to the left.  The pattern persisted through almost all of hundreds of
consecutive photos.  It was another example of the extremely
astonishing water face effect that I have photographed in one form or another
for quite a few years. Below are some examples. 

Phantom Faces Arose from the Water
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videos by others of moving orbs
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water face effect (409)
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At the 32:16 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed the pattern shown above. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:46 AM No comments: 

Paranormal Abundances: ThParanormal Abundances: Th……
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, April 15, 2020

Photo date: April 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
pattern rather reminding me of a tree seen outdoors near the sun.  The
pattern lasted through 100+ photos.

"Tree and Sun" Pattern Lasted Through 100+ Photos
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, April 12, 2020

Photo date: April 10, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a pattern very similar to the pattern I got on March 19, 2020: a pattern of
finger-like indentations. This pattern persisted on April 10 through almost all
of 1000 consecutive photos, with more than 5000 orbs showing such a finger-
like indentation. Below are many examples.

Again, Finger-Like Orb Indentations

3D-looking orb (5)
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air orb turning back on itself (3)
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air orb with animal face (9)
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air orb with double outer ring
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, blue orb near water drop, finger-like orb indentations,
gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb notches, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, red orb near water drop

Saturday, April 11, 2020

Photo date: April 6, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first
photo we four orbs that each three holes arranged in the same angle that a
clock has at 7:00.

In the next photo we see orbs with holes making the same "7:00" angle.

In the next photo we see orbs with holes making the same "7:00" angle.

They All Had a "7 O'Clock" Angle

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Friday, April 10, 2020

Photo date: April 8, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got two waves or bursts of photos showing orbs that looked rather like faces
looking to the right.  In between there were many photos that showed orbs
that did not have a face-like appearance.

Below are photos from the first of these waves.

The Two Waves of Face-Like Orbs

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)
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orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)
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orb with blue smile (1)
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orb with central spot (5)
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After I took these photos, I took many photos showing orbs without such face-
like details. Then there was a second wave  of photos showing orbs with
face-like details. In the second wave, the "eyes" of the orbs were smaller
.Below are some photos from this second wave.

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
face, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect, purple orb near water drop, water face effect

Wednesday, April 8, 2020

Photo date: April 6, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In my post
yesterday I showed some of the 600+ photos I took on April 6 showing a
"tilted snowman" pattern consisting of two circle shapes, a smaller one on top
of a larger one. After I took those photos, I saw the pattern grow more
complex.  An additional circle appeared on the right.

The "Tilted Snowman" Pattern Grew More Complex

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb pattern growing more complex, orb with three holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, April 7, 2020

Photo date: April 6, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other patterns) I got 600+ photos that almost all showed orbs with the
pattern shown below. The pattern looks rather like a snowman titled to the
left.

"Tilted Snowman" Pattern Persisted Through 600+
Photos

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Tuesday, March 31, 2020

Photo date: March 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got more than 1500 photos that almost all showed more than four orbs that
each had multiple holes.  98% of these orbs with multiple holes had exactly
two  holes: two holes in the top right of the orb.  The total number of clearly
visible orb hole pairs I photographed on this day was far in excess of 5,000.

Below are some of the photos.

The 5000 Orb Hole Pairs, Part 2
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Monday, March 30, 2020

Again, Breast-like Shapes in Orbs

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Photo date: March 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other things) I photographed some orbs with breast-like shapes
inside them. The pattern appeared rather briefly, unlike a previous day on
which I got such a pattern throughout a very long series of photos.   Below
are some examples:

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb bosoms, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, March 29, 2020

Photo date: March 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got more than 1500 photos that almost all showed more than four orbs that
each had multiple holes.  98% of these orbs with multiple holes had exactly
two  holes: two holes in the top right of the orb.  The total number of clearly
visible orb hole pairs I photographed on this day was far in excess of 5,000.

This was only the latest in a very long series of dramatic similar
manifestations that have occurred on many days.  You can see highlights of
such a series here and here.

Below are some of the photos. Look closely below, and you clearly see
through quite a few of the holes.

The 5000 Orb Hole Pairs, Part 1

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, March 28, 2020

Photo date: March 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see many
orbs that look rather like scared faces looking to the right, with mouths wide
agape.  Such a pattern may be appropriate for these days of a growing
coronavirus crisis.  The pattern persisted for hundreds of consecutive photos.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb notches, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect, water face effect

Friday, March 27, 2020

Photo date: March 25, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see an orb
pattern with three parts: two circles on the left, and an indentation on the
right.
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Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb notches, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Thursday, March 26, 2020

Photo date: March 25, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of orbs that have a kind of "Pac Man" look. This pattern persisted
throughout almost all of hundreds of consecutive photos.
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
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miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
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orange orb ring (4)
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orange-green air orb (5)
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orb holes (1)
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orb aligned with flag edge (56)
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orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)
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orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)
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orb face (633)
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orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb face, orb hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, water face effect

Tuesday, March 24, 2020

Photo date: March 19, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Mystifying Indentations (Part 2)

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day my
photos showed thousdand of orbs with finger-shaped indentations, and every
one of these indentations appeared on the left side of an orb. Below are
some examples.

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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At the 1:51 mark in the video below,  you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed the pattern shown above.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Monday, March 23, 2020

Photo date: March 19, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day
(among other things) I got some orbs that looked rather like faces looking to
the right. Below are some examples. The same pattern occurred many times
on a day in January, as shown here.
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air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1479)

blue green orb in water drop (2)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb face, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, water face effect

Sunday, March 22, 2020

Photo date: March 19, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day my
photos showed thousdand of orbs with finger-shaped indentations, and every
one of these indentations appeared on the left side of an orb. Below are
some examples.

Mystifying Indentations (Part 1)

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)
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dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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At the 1:51 mark in the video below,  you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed the pattern shown above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: finger-like orb indentations, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb
notches, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, red orb near water
drop

Paranormal Abundances: ThParanormal Abundances: Th……

Friday, March 20, 2020

Photo date: March 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  Below we see
orbs with a two-part pattern consisting of a circle on the middle left and a
semi-circular dent on the bottom right.

A Two-Part Orb Pattern

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:03 AM 1 comment: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Thursday, March 19, 2020

Photo date: March 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this I got
thousands of orbs with the same semi-circular dent at the bottom. Below are
some examples.

Thousands of Orbs, All with the Same Dent

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, March 18, 2020

Photo date: March 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got hundreds of photos that each showed four or more orbs with a semi-
circular orb hole.  Below are some examples.  I have got very many of these
semi-circular orb holes on quite a few previous days, as shown here.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-
circular orb hole
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Photo date: March  15, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see below
many orbs that each have two holes, and the pair of holes look the same in
each of the orbs.
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 2:55 PM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, March 10, 2020

Ovals Flanked by Half-Ovals

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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Photo date: February 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got quite a few photos of orbs that a had an oval hole to the left of a smaller
half-oval hole or mark.  Below are some examples.

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb with two holes, oval shape
in orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, purple orb near water
drop, semi-circular orb hole

Saturday, March 7, 2020

Photo date: March 5, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got hundreds of consecutive photos showing orbs with a pair of dark circles
inside them. Below are some examples.

Puzzling Pairs

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, March 6, 2020

Photo date: March 5, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got more than 100 consecutive photos showing orbs with a row of three
circular marks. Below are some examples.
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supernatural design effect

Thursday, March 5, 2020

Photo date: March 4, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of orbs that all resemble faces looking to the left.
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb face, orb hole, orb
hole positional bias, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, water face effect

Sunday, March 1, 2020

Photo date: February 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got an astonishing motif uniformity.  Almost all of 5000+ photos I took showed
half-rings at the top of orbs. The total number of such half-rings that I
photographed was in excess of 20,000. Below are some examples.

Day of the 20,000+ Half-Rings (Part 2)

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)
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orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, half-ring in orb, orange orb near water drop, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, purple orb near water drop

Saturday, February 29, 2020

Photo date: February 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got an astonishing motif uniformity.  Almost all of 5000+ photos I took showed
half-rings at the top of orbs. The total number of such half-rings that I
photographed was in excess of 20,000. Below are some examples.

Day of the 20,000+ Half-Rings (Part 1)

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, February 28, 2020

Photo date: December 31, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see four
orbs with a set of holes that form question-mark shapes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Like Question Marks

Wednesday, February 26, 2020

Photo date: February 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other patterns) I got some 500+ consecutive photos that all showed
multiple orbs with holes in the left top part of the orb. There was a series of
2000+ such holes, and every single one of the holes was in the left top part of

2000+ Orb Holes, All on the Left Top
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, orb hole positional bias,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, February 25, 2020

Photo date: February 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other patterns) I got a pattern consisting of orb holes with ring-like
features adjacent to the holes. We see below some examples.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Monday, February 24, 2020

Photo date: February 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see half-
oval shapes that appeared multiple times in each of 100+ consecutive
photos. The shapes look identical to shapes that I abundantly photographed
in orbs ten days earlier, as shown here.

Return of the Half-Oval Holes

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-oval orb hole

Sunday, February 23, 2020

"Turtle" Motif Persisted for 100+ Photos

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Photo date: February 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a motif
that resembles the shape of a turtle. The motif appeared 500+ times,
persisting through 100+ photos.

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: animal shape in orb, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Saturday, February 22, 2020

Photo date: February 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
pattern looking like a colon punctuation mark, slanted to the left.

A Slanted Colon Pattern

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Friday, February 21, 2020

Photo date: February 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day one
of several repeating patterns I got was one consisting simply of a large hole
on the left side of each orb. Over the course of some 400 photos, I got
thousands of orbs with such a hole, always on the left side.

The 2000+ Holes

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)
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supernatural design effect

Thursday, February 20, 2020

Photo date: February 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the orbs
below we see two big holes in each orb.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Photo date: February 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day one
of several repeating patterns I got was one consisting of three rounds
shapes: two at the bottom of each orb, and one at the top.  The motif
appeared about a thousand times in roughly 200 photos. Below are 50+
examples in 15+ photos.
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At the 16:22 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed the pattern above. What is interesting is that we first see a
simpler version of the pattern, and then before our eyes we see the pattern
becoming more complex, becoming the pattern we see above.
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Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb pattern growing more complex,
orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, February 18, 2020

Photo date: February 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other persistent patterns) I got a pattern consisting of a row of three
units: a small circular shape on the left, a large oval in the middle, and an
oval or half-oval shape on the right.  Such a pattern persisted for hundreds of
consecutive photos. Below are some examples.
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At the 11:05 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed the pattern above. What is interesting is that we can see the
three-part pattern appear before our eyes from a simpler two-part pattern.

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb pattern
growing more complex, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Paranormal Abundances: ThParanormal Abundances: Th……

Monday, February 17, 2020

Photo date: February 14, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day one
of several repeating patterns I got was a pattern resembling a face looking to
the left. Below are some examples.

A Spooky Surge of Light, and Then the Face Pattern
Appeared

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Immediately before this pattern appeared, there was a spooky light effect.
Suddenly there was a flash of light which my camera captured as the pure
whiteness we see below. I put a border around the photo, or otherwise you
wouldn't be able to distinguish it from the background whiteness of this page.

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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The next three photos showed complete blackness, and then suddenly the
pattern shown above appeared.

I get this "surge of light" effect numerous times when I photograph falling
water drops. Suddenly there will be a noticeable surge of light, and the
corresponding photo will appear as a photo showing pure whiteness. One or
more photos that follow will show pure blackness. Then the photos will go
back to capturing lots of details.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: light surge, orb face, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect, semi-circular orb hole, water face effect

Sunday, February 16, 2020

Photo date: February 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other persistent patterns) I got a pattern consisting of a semi-oval
shape inside each orb.  The pattern persisted for hundreds of consecutive
photos. Below are some examples.

Stunning Semi-Ovals, Part 2

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
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recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)
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In the grid below we see three consecutive photos, probably taken within the
same second or two, given how fast my camera was shooting in "burst"
mode. On the left was the last in a long series that showed a pattern like that
you can see on the left and in this series. The next photo after that showed
complete blackness. The third shows the semi-oval pattern that appeared in
many consecutive photos. In a future post I will show how an eerie surge of
light came just before a pattern appearance.
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red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-oval orb hole

Saturday, February 15, 2020

Photo date: February 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other persistent patterns) I got a pattern that made orbs look like a
bitten doughnut. It reminded me of the similar pattern shown here. Below are
some examples.

Another "Bitten Doughnut" Pattern

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)
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striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)
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striped orb with curved stripe
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striped orb with three stripes (7)
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striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
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striped pink orb (15)
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striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
(158)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, February 14, 2020

Photo date: February 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other persistent patterns) I got a pattern consisting of a semi-oval
shape inside each orb. The pattern persisted for hundreds of consecutive
photos.  Below are some examples.
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I will show more examples on another day.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-oval orb hole

Thursday, February 13, 2020

Photo date: February 12, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other persistent patterns) I got a pattern consisting of a little circle
above a big oval.  The pattern started out as shown in the photos below.

"Little Circle Above Big Oval" Pattern Persisted for
200+ Photos
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blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)
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camera whiteout (1)
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Then the pattern started to get more complex, with an additional feature
appearing on the right side of each orb.

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)
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frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
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ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)
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letters inside orb (32)
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At the 10:05 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed the first pattern shown above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Paranormal Abundances: ThParanormal Abundances: Th……

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

Photo date: February 7, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. In each photo
we see dark semicircle shapes at the top.

Semicircles in the Circles

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-circular orb hole

Friday, February 7, 2020

Photo date: February 5, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got about 4000 orb holes in a series of about 800 consecutive photos. Every
single one of the holes was on the right middle of an orb.  This reminds me of
the Beatles song "A Day in the Life," which had a line about "4000 holes in
Blackburn, Lancashire."  In the song "they had to count them all," but luckily I
didn't have to count all of these holes.

4000 Orb Holes, All in the Right Middle

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:10 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole positional bias, orb with
hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Thursday, February 6, 2020

Photo date: February 1, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
saw 1000+ occurrences of the two-part orb motif shown below.

Two-Part Motif Occurred 1000+ Times

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Photo date: January 30, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In each orb we
see the same three-part pattern.
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Photo date: January 30, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In each photo
we see a motif consisting of two holes or dark circles close to each other, in
the top left of an orb. Such a motif persisted through 500+ photos, with the
motif occuring thousands of times.
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dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Monday, February 3, 2020

Photo date: January 28, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got more than 1000 consecutive photos showing orbs with a similar-looking
indentation,  a kind of curved indentation on the top left of the orb.  Below are
some examples.

Uniformity of Their Indentations

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:10 AM No comments: 

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect, red orb near water drop

Sunday, February 2, 2020

Photo date: January 29, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of orbs that all have the same pattern, consisting of a large oval hole,
and below it a smaller circular hole (sometimes only half visible) near the
bottom right edge of the orb.  The pattern persisted for hundreds of
consecutive photos.

An Oval and Circle Pattern

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, February 1, 2020

Photo date: January 29, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of orbs that all have a large oval near the center, and a smaller hole
underneath and to the left of such a hole. This pattern persisted throughout
hundreds of photos.
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3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4026)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(1097)

air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(712)

air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, orb hole, orb with two holes, oval shape in orb, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Thursday, January 30, 2020

Photo date: January 27, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see orbs
that each had an identical-looking pair of marks.

Mystifying Marks

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1479)

blue green orb in water drop (2)
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blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)
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dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:10 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Wednesday, January 29, 2020

Photo date: January 20, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of orbs that all have two holes or dark marks in a column.

Confounding Columns

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, January 27, 2020

The 5000 Ovals, Part 2

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Photo date: January 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got more than 1500 photos that each showed multiple orbs with a large oval
hole inside them, always on the left or middle of the orb. Altogether I
photographed on this day more than 5000 such orbs with these large oval
holes.  Below are a few dozen examples.

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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This pattern appeared all of a sudden. Below we see consecutive photos.
The photo on the right occurred just after the photo on the left. 
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At the 29:04 mark in the video below (and the next several minutes) you can
see my camera viewfinder as I photographed exactly this pattern.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, January 26, 2020

Photo date: January 22, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got more than 1500 photos that each showed multiple orbs with a large oval
hole inside them, always on the left or middle of the orb. Altogether I
photographed on this day more than 5000 such orbs with these large oval
holes.  Below are a few dozen examples.
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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At the 29:04 mark in the video below, you can see more than 7 video clips
showing my camera viewfinder while I was photographing exactly this
pattern.

Inexplicable Repetitions: The Spookiest Orb PatteInexplicable Repetitions: The Spookiest Orb Patte……

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb
hole, oval shape in orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
purple orb in water drop

Saturday, January 25, 2020

Photo date: January 20, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other things) I got quite a few repetitions of a pattern consisting of a
smaller hole or dark circle on top of a larger hole or dark circle, both at the top
of an orb.  Together the two looked rather like the shape of a snowman, a
motif I have seen on other days.

Spooky "Snowmen"

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
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orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, orb with hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, snowman motif

Friday, January 24, 2020

Photo date: January 15, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day
(besides other things) I got hundreds of photos showing orbs with a thick
stripe on the left side.  I got such a thing appearing more than a thousand

Spooky Stripe Surplus

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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times in hundreds of photos.  Below are some examples: pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
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striped pink orb (15)
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striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
(158)

U-shape of light rays (3)

U-turn of light rays (6)

UFO (15)

UFO video (1)

umbilical cord recurring orb motif
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V-shape of light rays (1)

videos (31)
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videos by others of moving orbs
(2)

videos of moving orbs (6)

viewfinder videos (6)

violet air orb (14)

W-shaped orb motion (1)

water face effect (409)

water face effect described (1)

water orb undulation (2)

white-green air orb (1)

white-purple air orb (1)

whitish blue orb (1)

winged luminous anomaly (1)

winking orb (1)

word inside orb (1)

yellow air orb (168)

yellow green orb in water drop
(4)

yellow green orb near water drop
(1)

yellow orb crescent (3)

yellow orb in water drop (1)

yellow orb mushroom (2)

yellow orb near water drop (34)

yellow orb veil (9)

yellow striped orb (2)

yellow-green air orb (1)

yellowish-blue air orb (1)

yellowish-orange orb veil (3)

zig-zag stripe in orb (1)
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders
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Photo date: January 17, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got a pattern appeared consisting of a small ring shape next to a circle shape,
which persisted through 100+ photos. Below are some examples:

"Circle and Ring" Pattern Persisted Through 100+
Photos
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, orb with hole and ring,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, January 21, 2020

Photo date: January 15, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got many examples of orbs with what looked like exclamation marks inside
them. More than 500 such "exclamation marks" appeared in more than 150
photos.  Below are some examples.

Orbs Get All "Exclamatory" on Me

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, punctuation mark in orb, purple orb
in water drop, striped orb near water, striped orbs

Sunday, January 19, 2020

Photo date: January 15, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,

Like Faces Looking Upward

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day
(besides other things) I got many cases of orbs looking like faces looking
upward. Below are some examples:

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: A6100 photo, blue orb near water drop, orange orb near water drop,
orb face, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, purple orb in water
drop, water face effect

Saturday, January 18, 2020

Photo date: January 10, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
among other interesting results I got an orb motif consisting of three large
holes near the middle of an orb. The motif occurred hundreds of times,
persisting through hundreds of consecutive photos. Below are some
examples.

So Many "Triple-Punched" Orbs

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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plasma cloud (10)
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red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)
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At the 19:00 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed exactly this pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, gradient color orb, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with
three holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Inexplicable Repetitions: The Spookiest Orb PatteInexplicable Repetitions: The Spookiest Orb Patte……

Friday, January 17, 2020

Photo date: January 9, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
among other interesting results I got an orb motif looking like a slightly
dissatisfied face looking to the left. Below are some examples.

Like Faces Looking to the Left

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
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striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
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striped orb with shadow stripe
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striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)
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striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
(158)

U-shape of light rays (3)

U-turn of light rays (6)

UFO (15)

UFO video (1)

umbilical cord recurring orb motif
(6)

V-shape of light rays (1)

videos (31)
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videos by others of moving orbs
(2)

videos of moving orbs (6)

viewfinder videos (6)

violet air orb (14)

W-shaped orb motion (1)

water face effect (409)

water face effect described (1)

water orb undulation (2)

white-green air orb (1)

white-purple air orb (1)

whitish blue orb (1)

winged luminous anomaly (1)

winking orb (1)

word inside orb (1)

yellow air orb (168)

yellow green orb in water drop
(4)

yellow green orb near water drop
(1)

yellow orb crescent (3)

yellow orb in water drop (1)

yellow orb mushroom (2)

yellow orb near water drop (34)

yellow orb veil (9)

yellow striped orb (2)

yellow-green air orb (1)

yellowish-blue air orb (1)

yellowish-orange orb veil (3)

zig-zag stripe in orb (1)
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At the 5:00 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
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first started to photograph exactly this pattern. First you see just the lower
part of the pattern above, and then within a few seconds you start seeing the
full pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, January 16, 2020

Photo date: January 10, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
among other interesting results I got an orb motif consisting of a larger hole
below and to the right of a smaller hole. The motif occurred more than 1000
times, persisting through hundreds of consecutive photos. Below are some
examples.
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At the 8:30 mark in the video below, you can see several clips showing my
camera viewfinder as I photographed exactly this pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, gradient color orb, orange orb near water
drop, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect
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Photo date: January 9, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. In the photos
below we see a pattern consisting of a semicircle on the left and a circle on
the right, both appearing at the bottom of an orb.

"Semicircle and Circle" Pattern Appeared Dozens of
Times

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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At the 4:18 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed exactly this pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb
with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-circular
orb hole

Inexplicable Repetitions: The Spookiest Orb PatteInexplicable Repetitions: The Spookiest Orb Patte……

Tuesday, January 14, 2020

Photo date: January 10, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
among other interesting results I got an orb motif consisting of a large hole
next to a small hole. The motif occurred more than 1000 times, persisting
through hundreds of consecutive photos. Below are some examples.

"Big Hole Next to Small Hole" Motif Occurred 1000+
Times

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, January 13, 2020

Photo date: January 9, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
among other interesting results I got an orb motif consisting of two holes at
the bottom of an orb. The motif occurred more than 1000 times, persisting
through hundreds of consecutive photos. Below are some examples.

"Two Holes at Bottom" Motif Appeared 1000+ TImes

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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At the 45 second mark in the video below, you can see several video clips of
my camera viewfinder as I photographed exactly this pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, January 12, 2020

Photo date: January 6, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day in
hundreds of photos I got a pattern I may describe as a "bitten doughnut"
motif, as it looked rather like a doughnut which someone had taken a bite out
of.  Below are some examples. Notice that in each case the "doughnut bite" is
at the bottom.

"Bitten Doughnut" Pattern Was in Hundreds of Photos
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb donuts, orb hole, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, yellow orb in water drop

Saturday, January 11, 2020

Photo date: December 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. In  each of the
next seven photos we will see orbs with semi-circular holes, and we will also
see a triangular veil-like object behind an orb. See here for similar examples.
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb veils, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-
circular orb hole, triangle behind orb, triangular orb veil

Friday, January 10, 2020

Photo date: January 6, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got many orbs that had a pattern looking like a face pointing to the right. This
was the exact opposite of what I observed on another day, when there were
many orbs that looked like faces pointing to the left.  Below are some
examples:

Like Faces Looking to the Right

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, water face effect

Wednesday, January 8, 2020

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Photo date: January 6, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see some
orbs that have details suggesting a face. For some reason I get a little bit of
an impression of femininity here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face
effect

They Looked a Bit Feminine

Photo date: January 6, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a strange pattern that I might call a "wings above the tombstone" pattern. 
The pattern persisted through more than 500 consecutive photos,  appearing
more than 1000 times.  Below are some examples:

Below are more examples of this pattern:

A Pattern Persisting Through 500+ Consecutive Photos

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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Below are more examples of this pattern:

Below are more examples of this pattern:

Below are more examples of this pattern:

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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Below are more examples of this pattern:

Below are more examples of this pattern:

Below are more examples of this pattern:

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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Below is another example of this pattern:

Below are more examples of this pattern:
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statistical evidence regarding
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striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)
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striped orb near water (75)
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Below are more examples of this pattern:

Below are more examples of this pattern:

Below are more examples of this pattern:

striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
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U-shape of light rays (3)

U-turn of light rays (6)

UFO (15)

UFO video (1)

umbilical cord recurring orb motif
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V-shape of light rays (1)

videos (31)
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Below are more examples of this pattern:

Below are more examples of this pattern:

Below are more examples of this pattern:

videos by others of moving orbs
(2)

videos of moving orbs (6)

viewfinder videos (6)

violet air orb (14)

W-shaped orb motion (1)

water face effect (409)

water face effect described (1)

water orb undulation (2)

white-green air orb (1)

white-purple air orb (1)

whitish blue orb (1)

winged luminous anomaly (1)

winking orb (1)

word inside orb (1)

yellow air orb (168)

yellow green orb in water drop
(4)

yellow green orb near water drop
(1)

yellow orb crescent (3)

yellow orb in water drop (1)

yellow orb mushroom (2)

yellow orb near water drop (34)

yellow orb veil (9)

yellow striped orb (2)

yellow-green air orb (1)

yellowish-blue air orb (1)

yellowish-orange orb veil (3)

zig-zag stripe in orb (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb with
hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Tuesday, January 7, 2020

Photo date: December 30, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see a kind
of minimal-looking face motif, what resembles a face looking to the left.

We see the same "face looking to the left" motif below:
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We see the same "face looking to the left" motif below:
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We see the same "face looking to the left" motif below:

At the 13:12 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
was photographing exactly this pattern.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orange orb near water drop, orb face, orb hole, orb
with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
water face effect

Sunday, January 5, 2020

Photo date: December 31, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. In the first set
we see a pattern that I may call a "2:30" pattern, because it looks rather like a
clock showing a time of 2:30.

If you picked any of these orbs and drew a line here between the top right
hole and the center hole, and between the center hole and the bottom hole,
we would have something that looked like a clock showing the time of 2:30.
The same pattern is shown below:

"2:30" Pattern Occurred Hundreds of Times

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4026)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(1097)

air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(712)

air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)

air orb with double outer ring
(10)
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We also see the same "2:30" pattern in the photos below.

We see the same "2:30" pattern in the photo below.

We  see the same "2:30" pattern in the photo below.

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1479)

blue green orb in water drop (2)
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 We see the same "2:30" pattern in the photo below.

We see the same "2:30" pattern in the photo below.

We see the same "2:30" pattern in the photo below.

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)
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At the 14:15 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed exactly this pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Inexplicable Repetitions: The Spookiest Orb PatteInexplicable Repetitions: The Spookiest Orb Patte……

Saturday, January 4, 2020

Photo date: January 2, 2020. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got many repetions of a pattern that I may subjectively call a "bleeding finger"
motif (although to some it may look like something more masculine).  Below
are nine examples, which show the motif repeated with an astonishing
similarity.

"Bleeding Finger" Motif Repeated Many Times

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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Below are additional cases of the same pattern:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, phallic orb, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Thursday, January 2, 2020

Triangles Behind the Orbs

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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Photo date: December 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. In  each of the
first four photos we see a triangular veil-like object behind an orb.

We also see triangles behind orbs in the photos below:

We also see triangles behind orbs in the photos below:

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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We also see triangles behind orbs in the photo below:

I have 7 other simlar photos I will show in a future post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, orb veil behind orb, orb veils, orb with
hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-circular orb hole,
triangle behind orb, triangular orb veil

Wednesday, January 1, 2020

Photo date: December 27, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first we
see two orbs that look rather like awed sky-watchers, looking up with mouths
agape at some wonder in the sky.

Like Awed Sky-watchers

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Below we see the same pattern:

Below we see the same pattern:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
water face effect

Tuesday, December 31, 2019

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Photo date: December 27, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
one of multiple repeating patterns I got was one that consisted of a small
circle to the left of a semicircle, both at the top of an orb.  Below are some
examples:

Below is another example of the same pattern:

Below is another example of the same pattern:

A Circle and Semicircle Pattern orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Below is another example of the same pattern:

Below is another example of the same pattern:

Below is another example of the same pattern:

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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At about the 8:10 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder
as I took photos with the pattern shown above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, semi-circular orb hole

Paranormal Patterns: A ViewParanormal Patterns: A View……

Monday, December 30, 2019

Photo date: December 27, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got quite a few different repeating orb patterns, and one them resembled an
upside-down face -- a pattern consisting of two small holes underneath a
larger hole. Here is one example:

Like Upside-Down Faces

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Here is another example of the same pattern:

Here is another example of the same pattern:

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Here is another example of the same pattern:

At the 7:30 mark in the video here, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed such a pattern.

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Paranormal Patterns: A ViewParanormal Patterns: A View……

Sunday, December 29, 2019

Photo date: December 27, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
one of several repeating patterns I got was the one shown below, consisting
of a notch on the left and a big oval hole on the right.

Below are other examples of this pattern:

Big Oval Holes in the Orbs

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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Below is another  example of this pattern (one with a good example of a see-
through hole):

 Below is another  example of this pattern:

Below is another  example of this pattern:

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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 Below is another  example of this pattern:

 Below is another  example of this pattern:

Below is another  example of this pattern:

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)
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Below is another  example of this pattern:

Below is another  example of this pattern:
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Below is another  example of this pattern:

Below is another  example of this pattern:
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Below is another  example of this pattern:

Below is another  example of this pattern:

Below is another  example of this pattern:
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Below is another  example of this pattern  (and now there is an additional
feature on the top right):

At the 8:34 mark of the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed exactly this anomaly.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, oval shape in orb, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near water, striped orb
with hole

Paranormal Patterns: A ViewParanormal Patterns: A View……
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Friday, December 27, 2019

Photo date: December 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got quite a few different repeating orb patterns, each of which persisted for
multiple photos.  One such pattern was the one below:

The photos below show the same pattern:

The photos below show the same pattern:

A Day of Multiple Repeating Orb Patterns
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In the next we several cases of the same pattern:

In the next one, we see an additional element in the pattern, at the bottom
center.
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I also got the different pattern below, which later started to grow an additional
feature:

Below is the same pattern:
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Below is the same pattern, with an additional feature starting to appear at the
bottom right:

Below is the same pattern:
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Below is the same pattern:

Below is another different pattern from the same day:
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The video below shows my camera viewfinder while I photographed the
patterns shown above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:43 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Paranormal Patterns: A ViewParanormal Patterns: A View……
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, December 27, 2019

Photo date: December 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first two
we see a bunch of orbs that all have a dark-colored shape in them
resembling the shape of a croissant.

Below we see the same shapes resembling the shapes of croissants.

Weird Croissant Shapes in the Orbs
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Below we see the same shapes resembling the shapes of croissants.

Below we see the same shapes resembling the shapes of croissants.
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Below we see the same shapes resembling the shapes of croissants.

At the 3:15 mark in the video below, you can see my camera viewfinder as I
photographed this pattern.
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Featured Post
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Paranormal Patterns: A ViewParanormal Patterns: A View……

Thursday, December 26, 2019

Photo date: December 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see six
repetitions of a pattern we may call a "munching the morsel" motif.  It looks
like a kind of a Pac-man head (consisting of an eye and a big mouth) about to
munch on a little morsel of food in the middle of the mouth.   If you go to
www.pixabay.com, and search for "Pac man," you will see two similar-looking
shapes of a Pac-man head about to munch a morsel.

Like Pac-Man: A "Munching the Morsel" Motif

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)

a6000 photo (172)

A6100 photo (116)

a6100 photos (2)

air orb (4026)

air orb double loop (1)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(1097)

air orb in Central Park (4)

air orb in Grand Central Station
(712)

air orb in New York Public
Library (14)

air orb in very clean air (39)

air orb near cathedral (36)

air orb near flag of France (1)

air orb near Metropolitan
museum (10)

air orb near Metropolitan opera
(1)

air orb near New York Public
Library (10)

air orb near steeple (31)

air orb near UN building (13)

air orb near US flag (137)

air orb quadruple turn (2)

air orb single loop (1)

air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)

air orb turning back on itself (3)

air orb undulation (30)

air orb with animal face (9)

air orb with concentric rings (4)

air orb with double outer ring
(10)
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At the 4:02 mark in the video below you can see my camera viewfinder while
I photographed this pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, water face effect

Paranormal Patterns: A ViewParanormal Patterns: A View……

Wednesday, December 25, 2019

Photo date: December 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got several hundred photos showing multiple orbs with a column of three orb
holes, which appeared only on the left side of an orb. In every one of these
cases, the top hole in this column was the biggest, and the bottom hole in this
column was smallest (so that the three circles looked rather like an upside-
down snowman). Below are some examples:

Below are some more examples of such columns:

1000+ Orbs with an "Upside-Down Snowman" Motif

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1479)

blue green orb in water drop (2)
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Below are some more examples of such columns:

Below are some more examples of such columns:

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)
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Below are some more examples of such columns:

Below are some more examples of such columns:

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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Below are some more examples of such columns:

At the 1:56 mark in the video below, and the whole following minute, you can
see my camera viewfinder as I photographed this exact pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:58 AM No comments: 

Paranormal Patterns: A ViewParanormal Patterns: A View……

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, orb with three holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, snowman motif

Monday, December 23, 2019

Photo date: December 22, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. In the first we
see an orb with the Christmas colors of green and red -- including the letter
"L" in green.

In most of 200 or so consecutive photos there were orbs that had the same
two dark marks or holes. Below is one example.

Below is another example.

The Orb's Christmas Colors

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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Below is another example.

Below is another example.

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Below are some more examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb with letter, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Sunday, December 22, 2019

Photo date: December 21, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
saw a particular pattern appear in most of hundreds of consecutive photos.
The pattern consisted of a small circular hole on the bottom left of an orb, and
a larger and more oval-shaped hole on the bottom right of the orb. Below are
some examples.

The Right Hole Was Always Bigger

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Below is another example:

Below is another example:

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Below is another example:

Eventually, the pattern grew a little more complex, with an additional hole
appearing at the top. Below is an example:

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20perched%20on%20window%20frame
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20photos%20by%20others
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20polygon
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20protrusion
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20rainbow%20swarm
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20rays
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20right%20angle%20turn
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20row
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20S-shape
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20sandwiches
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20seen%20in%20consecutive%20photos
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20selective%20positioning
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20shadow
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20shields
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20silhouette
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20squirt
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20stairway
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20string%20of%20pearls
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20stripe%20with%20two%20lines


Below is another example:

Below are more examples:

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-P7dLqIcZSPo/Xf7oNdLLvhI/AAAAAAAAjF4/eHiUja_5kWgqk7ZcMyUMjrW4TATO7X8SQCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/water_drop_miracle.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-tRnGRE-WY3c/Xf7orGPfsLI/AAAAAAAAjGA/WUyYxW0W8XISL1FPBGyK037as-qhOKB1wCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/strange_water_drip.jpg
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20swarm
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20swords
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20symmetry
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20telepathy
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20totem%20pole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20tower
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20triangles
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20triple%20alignment
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20twins
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20u-turn
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20V-shaped%20turn
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20behind%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20Bezier%20curve
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20outer%20membrane
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20radial%20symmetry
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20concentric%20rings
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20face
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20internal%20circle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20internal%20cross
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20internal%20diamond
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20rainbow%20edge
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20rainbow%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20right%20angle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20shadow%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20straight%20line
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veil%20with%20tail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20veils
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20vertical%20bias
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20vertical%20tail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20blue%20smile
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20brighter%20bottom
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20central%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20circular%20hole%20and%20oval%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20diamond%20mark


Below are more examples:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb holes, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, orb with three holes,
orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, December 21, 2019

Photo date: December 20, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I

A Three-Part Recurring Pattern

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-kNwxiu2rgsI/Xf7pM_eAfjI/AAAAAAAAjGI/N0yJnaBxtuE6Vp0D6UYQRnugTlTdF7w8gCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/peculiar_holes.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-IsYzHwvOr6o/Xf7piiFrOCI/AAAAAAAAjGQ/8YBd7hdeNIsX6kbrQZvrCyXFwCMpOjZSACLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/water_drop_patterns.jpg
https://www.blogger.com/profile/17230591038352645520
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2019/12/the-right-hole-was-always-bigger.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2019/12/the-right-hole-was-always-bigger.html#comment-form
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20hole%20positional%20bias
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20three%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20two%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photos%20suggesting%20a%20supernatural%20design%20effect
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2083459371890513507&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2083459371890513507&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2083459371890513507&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2083459371890513507&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2083459371890513507&target=pinterest
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2019/12/a-three-part-recurring-pattern.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20diamond-shaped%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20five%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20four%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20glasses
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20green%20edge
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20hair
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20hole%20and%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20internal%20arcs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20letter
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20long%20tail
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20multiple%20colors
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20number
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rainbow%20face
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rectangular%20feature
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20rectangular%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20red%20feature%20near%20center
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20single%20big%20eye
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20six%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20small%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20square
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20three%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20tongue
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triangle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triangular%20eye
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triangular%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20triple%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20two%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20zone%20theory
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20zone%20theory%20debunked
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20and%20alien%20abductions
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20and%20near-death%20experiences
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20at%20Hall%20of%20Science


got quite a few repetitions of a three-part pattern consisting of a circular edge
notch and two small dark marks or holes. Below are some examples.

Below are some more examples:

Below are some more examples:

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Y44UbaSCXlM/Xf2RQ-nCv2I/AAAAAAAAjEQ/2-oX1RaQFHE57WzP9zYwwKc5IGB0kweggCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/weird_notch.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Is59Jgq8eJE/Xf2RpX8EIZI/AAAAAAAAjEY/6o5JFQNxMkYJ47nCKfHm1ypjy-hjhT2dgCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/circle_weirdness.jpg
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20a%20letter
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20a%20number
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20right%20angle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20forming%20semi-circle
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20general%20characteristics
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20in%20high%20megapixel%20photos
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20in%20water%20drops
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20near%20Unisphere
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20near%20wires
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20on%20glass%20pane
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20visible%20to%20naked%20eye
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20with%20pear-shaped%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20with%20small%20rings
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orbs%20with%20two%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/outdoor%20night%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/outdoor%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/outdoor%20orbs%20on%20low%20pollen%20day
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/oval%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/oval%20shape%20in%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pac%20man%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/paranormal%20transformation
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/paranormal%20transformation%20of%20inanimate%20object
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/particle%20size%20analysis
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/peach-colored%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/phallic%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photo%20summary
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photo%20taken%20with%20higher%20focal%20length
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photo%20uploaded%20directly%20from%20camera
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photographic%20techniques%20for%20paranormal%20photography
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photos%20suggesting%20a%20supernatural%20design%20effect
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pie-like%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20air%20orb


Below are some more examples:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Friday, December 20, 2019

Photo date: December 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got many hundreds of orbs with face-like details, which appeared in most of
hundreds of consecutive photos. In the first photo we see face-like details.

The Strangest Faces

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-HrlFE3x_Q2M/Xf2R_QDIqGI/AAAAAAAAjEg/4EsM2zrVmNIdcovBZtXHagUlZzewvbTkwCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/orb_with_strange_marks.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-m62euU-yLCc/Xf2Q1dm3PwI/AAAAAAAAjEI/2ibQFtRjvKUyGLMgh6o2xAnCs3rkCjNDwCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/psychic_pattern.jpg
https://www.blogger.com/profile/17230591038352645520
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2019/12/a-three-part-recurring-pattern.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2019/12/a-three-part-recurring-pattern.html#comment-form
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/orb%20with%20three%20holes
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/photos%20suggesting%20a%20supernatural%20design%20effect
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2610006142175974215&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2610006142175974215&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2610006142175974215&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2610006142175974215&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=2874248458403630029&postID=2610006142175974215&target=pinterest
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/2019/12/the-strangest-faces.html
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20and%20blue%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20and%20green%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20and%20orange%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20orb%20cluster
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pink%20orb%20in%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/Pinterest%20board%20of%20orb%20photos
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/plasma%20cloud
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/plasma%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/poltergeist%20activity
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/posters
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/precognition
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/precognitive%20levitation
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/predictions
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/pulsating%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/punctuation%20mark%20in%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/purple%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/purple%20orb%20in%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/purple%20orb%20near%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/purple%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/purple%20striped%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/purple-red%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/rainbow%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/reappearance%20of%20anomalous%20object
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/reappearance%20of%20orb%20at%20same%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/reappearance%20of%20orb%20veil%20with%20same%20distinctive%20shape
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/recommended%20books
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/rectangular%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/rectangular%20UFO
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/recurring%20orb%20patterns
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/red%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/red%20orb%20aura
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/red%20orb%20crescent
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/red%20orb%20near%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/red%20orb%20ring


 In the next photo we also see face-like details.

 In the next photo we also see face-like details.

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-3281EQYUMh8/Xe7ZgSrMwYI/AAAAAAAAi7Y/dTPYP3uSWYAPTzl8RShuAtTRaFEzK_LnwCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/strangest_faces.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ZdizCY3xz3M/Xe7aKVdbfuI/AAAAAAAAi7g/JeVXxUnzKhAkvgnrONRgJFJzwXKdE0KqwCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/strange_group.jpg
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/red%20orb%20stripe
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/red%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/red-blue%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/red-green%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/red-green%20orb%20in%20water%20drop
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/right-angle%20turn%20of%20light%20rays
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/ring%20in%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/ring%20of%20orbs
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/rising%20light%20rays%20and%20falling%20rays%20from%20same%20source
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/S-shape%20of%20light%20rays
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/sawed%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/semi-circular%20orb%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/semi-circular%20orb%20veil
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/semi-oval%20orb%20hole
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/shape%20cloning%20in%20water%20drops
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/shell-shape%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/site%20for%20checking%20photo%20authenticity
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/sky%20line
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/sky%20orb%20with%20bright%20spot
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/sky%20ring
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/snake-like%20sky%20luminosity
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/snowman%20motif
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/Sony%20light%20metamorphosis%20photo
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20blue%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20cyan%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20green%20air%20orb
https://orbpro.blogspot.com/search/label/speeding%20half%20orb
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 In the next photo we also see face-like details.
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 In the next photo we also see face-like details.

 In the next photo we also see face-like details.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face effect

Tuesday, December 17, 2019

Photo date: December 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got thousands of orbs with face-like details,  which appeared in most of
1500+ consecutive photos.  Below is one such photo, showing an orange orb
reminding us of a "jack-o-lantern" face carved in a pumpkin.

In the photo below, we also see face-like details.
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In the photo below, we also see face-like details.

In the photo below, we also see face-like details.

In the photos below, we also see face-like details.
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In the photos below, we also see face-like details.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face
effect

Monday, December 16, 2019

Photo date: December 11, 2019.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a very long series of photos that each had many cases of a similar-
looking pattern.  The pattern appeared multiple times in most of more than
2000 consecutive photos. Below are three examples:

Perplexing Plenitude
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Below is another example of the pattern:
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Below is another example of the pattern:
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Below is another example of the pattern:
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:13 AM No comments: 
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, December 15, 2019

Photo date: December 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a massive repetition of two different motifs: a face-like motif and a
"snowman" motif.  The "snowman" motif consisted of a smaller circle on top
of a larger circle, both on the right side of an orb.  I saw such a "snowman"
motif appear more than 5000 times in most of 1600+ consecutive photos,
with the "snowman" motif appearing at least several times in most of these
photo. In the post here I showed many such photos, and below are some
more. Below is one such photo showing the "snowman" motif, taken at 1:30
PM:

Below is one such photo showing the "snowman" motif, taken at 1:30 PM:
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 Below is one such photo showing the "snowman" motif, taken at 1:36 PM:

Below is one such photo showing the "snowman" motif, taken at 1:38 PM:

Below is another photo showing the "snowman" motif, taken at 2:14 PM. By
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this time the "snowman" shape had drifted over to the left side of the orbs,
with the lower part becoming more oval:

Below is another photo showing the "snowman" motif, also taken at 2:14 PM:

A minute later there was something new in the photos: an additional circle
appearing to the right of the "snowman," as shown below (in a photo taken at
2:15 PM):
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We also see such an extra hole in the photo taken below at 2:16 PM:

We also see such an extra hole in the photo taken below at 2:16 PM:
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We also see such an extra hole in the photos taken below at 2:17 PM (and
we see the right hole widening):

We also see such an extra hole in the photos taken below at 2:17 PM :

It is interesting that in this chronological series, the "snowman" shape always
appeared, but there were four different changes over the course of 40
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minutes: (1) the "snowman" shape started appearing on the left rather than
the right; (2) the bottom half of the "snowman" shape became oval-
shaped. (3) a third hole appeared to the right of the top circle on the
"snowman"; (4) that third hole then become much wider than a circle. I often
see such "gradual evolution" occurring when I get one of these photographic
series in which a motif is appearing over hundreds of different photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradually changing orb motif, orb hole, orb with three holes, orb with
two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, snowman motif

Saturday, December 14, 2019

Photo date: December 11, 2019.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a very long series of photos that each had many cases of a similar-
looking pattern.  The pattern appeared multiple times in most of more than
2000 consecutive photos. Below are two examples.

Notice the straight line in the hole on the top left of the orbs. We will such a
straight line in all of the photos that follow. The next photo shows the same
pattern.

The Pattern Persisted Throughout 2000 Photos
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The next photo shows the same pattern.

The next photo shows the same pattern.
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The next photo shows the same pattern.

The next photo shows the same pattern.

The next photo shows the same pattern.
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The next photo shows the same pattern.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Friday, December 13, 2019

Photo date: December 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got many hundreds of orbs with face-like details, which appeared in most of
hundreds of consecutive photos.  Below is one example:

The photo below also shows face-like details:
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The photo below also shows face-like details:

The photo below also shows face-like details:
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The photo below also shows face-like details:
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The photo below also shows face-like details:

The photo below also shows face-like details:
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect, water face effect

Thursday, December 12, 2019

Photo date: December 10, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first two,
we see some orbs with semi-circular holes.

Orbs with Semi-circular Holes

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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In the next we also see some orbs with semi-circular holes.

In the next we also see some orbs with semi-circular holes.

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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In the next we also see some orbs with sem-circular holes.

In the next we also see some orbs with semi-circular holes.

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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In the next we also see some orbs with semi-circular holes.

This is the second day I have seen such semi-circular holes in the middle of
orbs. See here for a previous day when I got such results.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, semi-
circular orb hole

Wednesday, December 11, 2019

Photo date: December 6, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  The first nine
show a shape that looks rather like the side mirror on the outside of a car.

"Side Mirror" Motif Appeared Repeatedly

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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Note the little "necks" at the bottom left of each of the shapes.

Below we see the same shape resembling a car's side mirror.

Below we see the same shape resembling a car's side mirror, although we no
longer see a "neck."

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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Below we see the same shape resembling a car's side mirror.

Below we see the same shape resembling a car's side mirror.

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Tuesday, December 10, 2019

Photo date: December 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see some
orbs with face-like details.
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Below we also see some orbs with face-like details:
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Below we also see some orbs with face-like details:
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At the link here you can watch a video showing my camera viewfinder while I
took photos such as the photos above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, water face effect

Monday, December 9, 2019

Photo date: December 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a massive repetition of two different motifs: a face-like motif and a
"snowman" motif.  The "snowman" motif consisted of a smaller circle on top
of a larger circle, both on the right side of an orb.  I saw such a "snowman"
motif appear more than 5000 times in most of 1600+ consecutive photos,
with the "snowman" motif appearing at least several times in most of these
photos, always on the right side of an orb. Below is one such photo showing
the "snowman" motif:

Mystifying Myriad
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Below is another photo showing the "snowman" motif:

Below is another photo showing the "snowman" motif:
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Below is another photo showing the "snowman" motif:
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Below are two other photos showing the "snowman" motif:

In the two photos above, the pattern starts to grow more complex, as we see
a new feature on the left side of the orb. The next photo seems to show a
continuation of such a complexity increase, as the feature on the left of the
orb turns into a large hole.
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The photo below also shows such a setup, with a hole appearing on the left
of the orbs.

See here for many other similar photos I took on this day.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, December 8, 2019

Photo date: December 7, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first we
see orbs that all have the same shape inside them: a shape consisting of a
big circle on top of a small circle.

Below we see orbs with the same shape consisting of a big circle on top of a
small circle.
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Below we see orbs with the same shape consisting of a big circle on top of a
small circle.

Below we see orbs with the same shape consisting of a big circle on top of a
small circle.
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Below we see orbs with the same shape consisting of a big circle on top of a
small circle.

Below we see orbs with the same shape consisting of a big circle on top of a
small circle.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Saturday, December 7, 2019

Photo date: December 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got many hundreds of orbs with face-like details, which appeared in most of
hundreds of consecutive photos.  The orbs had a more cheerful look than the
eerie-looking orbs I got on the previous day. Below is an example.
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In the photo below we also see face-like details:

In the photo below we also see face-like details:
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In the photo below we also see face-like details:

In the photo below we also see face-like details:
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In the photo below we also see face-like details:
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In the photo below we also see face-like details:
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In the video below, you can watch my camera viewfinder as I photographed
some photos like the ones above.

You can use this link if you prefer to watch the video in a separate tab.

This is the third video I have published showing my camera viewfinder while I
photographed inexplicable paranormal orb anomalies.  You can see two other
such videos as the end of this post and the end of this post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, videos, viewfinder videos, water face
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effect

Friday, December 6, 2019

Photo date: December 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a massive repetition of two different motifs: a face-like motif and a
"snowman" motif.  I got thousands of orbs with face-like details,  which
appeared in most of 1500+ consecutive photos.  Below is one of them.

Below are two other  photos showing face-like details.
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Below are two other  photos showing face-like details.

Below is another photo showing face-like details.
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Below are two other photos showing face-like details.

Below is another photo showing face-like details.
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Below is another photo showing face-like details.

I will in the next few days give a link to a video I took showing my camera
viewfinder while I took photos on this day, including photos like the ones
above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face effect
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Photo date: December 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a massive repetition of two different motifs: a face-like motif and a
"snowman" motif.  The "snowman" motif consisted of a smaller circle on top
of a larger circle, both on the right side of an orb.  I saw such a "snowman"
motif appear more than 5000 times in most of 1600+ consecutive photos,
with the "snowman" motif appearing at least several times in most of these
photos.  Below are two such photos showing the "snowman" motif:

Below are two such photos showing the "snowman" motif:
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Below is another photo showing such a "snowman" motif:

Below is another photo showing such a "snowman" motif:

Below is another photo showing such a "snowman" motif:
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Below is another photo showing such a "snowman" motif:

Below is another photo showing such a "snowman" motif:
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Below are two such photos showing such a "snowman" motif:

Below are two such photos showing the "snowman" motif.  The hole on the
left appeared in a certain fraction of these photos showing the "snowman" on
the right (the two photos were taken before the photos above).
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The motif shown here resembles the similar "snowman" motif shown in this
post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, snowman motif

Wednesday, December 4, 2019

Photo date: December 2, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of shapes that look like upside-down jeweled turbans

Like Inverted Turbans
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In the photo below we see the same shapes.

In the photo below we see the same shapes.
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In the photo below we see the same shapes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Monday, December 2, 2019

Photo date: November 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day in
most of hundreds of consecutive photos, there appeared multiple times a
shape that looked just like the silhouette of a female breast pointing to the
left. Altogether my photos on this day showed more than 1000 cases of such
a breast-like shape, and in every single one of these cases the "nipple" of the
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breast shape was pointing to the left.  I have already shown quite a few of
such photos in the posts here and here and  here, the latter including a video
of my camera viewfinder while I took quite a few such photos. Below are
some more.

Below we also see breast-like shapes.

Below we also see breast-like shapes.
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Below we also see breast-like shapes.

Below we also see breast-like shapes.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb bosoms, orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Sunday, December 1, 2019

Photo date: November 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day in
most of hundreds of consecutive photos, there appeared multiple times a
shape that looked just like the silhouette of a female breast pointing to the
left. Altogether my photos on this day showed more than 1000 cases of such
a breast-like shape, and in every single one of these cases the "nipple" of the
breast shape was pointing to the left.  I have already shown quite a few of
such photos in the posts here and here, the latter including a video of my
camera viewfinder while I took quite a few such photos. Below are some
more.

Motif Multiplicity
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Below is another photo showing breast-like shapes.

Below are two other photos showing breast-like shapes.
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Below is another photo showing breast-like shapes.

Below is another photo showing breast-like shapes.
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Below is another photo showing breast-like shapes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb bosoms, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, November 30, 2019

They All Looked Like Puzzled Faces
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Photo date: November 27, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. In the first we
see some orbs that look like puzzled faces.

In the next we also see orbs that look rather like puzzled faces:

In the next we also see orbs that look rather like puzzled faces:
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In the next we also see orbs that look rather like puzzled faces:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect, water face effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, November 27, 2019

Photo date: November 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day in
most of hundreds of consecutive photos, there appeared multiple times a
shape that looked just like the silhouette of a female breast pointing to the
left. Altogether my photos on this day showed more than 1000 cases of such
a breast-like shape, and in every single one of these cases the "nipple" of the
breast shape was pointing to the left.  I have already shown quite a few of
such photos in the post here, which includes a video of my camera viewfinder
while I took quite a few such photos. Below are some more.

Below are two more photos showing such breast-like shapes.
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Below are two more photos showing such breast-like shapes.

Here is another photo showing such  breast-like shapes.
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Here is another photo showing such breast-like shapes.

Here is another photo showing such breast-like shapes.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb bosoms, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Tuesday, November 26, 2019

Photo date: November 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got one of the most astounding results I have ever got. In most of hundreds of
consecutive photos, there appeared multiple times a shape that looked just
like the silhouette of a female breast pointing to the left.  Altogether my
photos on this day showed more than 1000 cases of such a breast-like
shape, and in every single one of these cases the "nipple" of the breast
shape was pointing to the left. Before inserting a video allowing you to watch
my camera while it took many such photos, let me give several examples.
Below is one such photo.
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Below are two other  photos showing breast-like shapes.

Below is another photo showing breast-like shapes.
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Below are two other photos showing breast-like shapes.

Below are two other photos showing breast-like shapes.
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Below is another photo showing breast-like shapes.

Below is another photo showing breast-like shapes.
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The video below shows the viewfinder of my camera while I took some of the
photos in which this shape appeared.  Look closely at the viewfinder, and you
will see many of the breast-like shapes appear on the viewfinder screen. 
 There is no way to fake what is shown in the viewfinder of a camera such as
the camera I used, the Sony A6000.  The viewfinder always shows what is in
front of the camera.

You can use this link to watch the video in a separate tab.

See here and here and here for three other posts showing many similar
photos from this day.
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Labels: a6000 photo, orb bosoms, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with
hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, videos, viewfinder
videos

Monday, November 25, 2019

Photo date: November 22, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
took a series of 1300+ photos that almost all showed multiple orbs with a
single hole at the top. After this, I got dozens of photos showing two holes at
the top of every orb. In all of the photos in that series, the hole on the left was
bigger. Here is one example:

Here is another such photo, again with all of the left holes bigger than the
right ones:

The Holes on the Left Were All Bigger
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Here is another such photo, again with all of the left holes bigger than the
right ones:

Here is another such photo, again with all of the left holes bigger than the
right ones:
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Here is another such photo, again with all of the left holes bigger than the
right ones:

Here is another such photo, again with all of the left holes bigger than the
right ones:
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Here is another such photo, with a particularly colorful orb:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole,
orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, November 24, 2019

Photo date: November 22, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. Each of the
orbs shown below is from a different photo. In each photo we see orbs that
have an identical set of holes or marks at their top.

They All Had the Same Three-Part Motif
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In both of the photos below, we can see multiple instances of the strange
three-part pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Saturday, November 23, 2019

Photo date: November 22, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day,
before things started to get more interesting, a series of 1300+ photos almost
all showed multiple orbs with a single hole at the top.  Altogether more than

A Series of 5000+ Orb Holes Were All on the Orb Tops
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5000 orb holes appeared in this series, and every single one of them
appeared at the top of an orb, without any in the center or bottom of an orb. 
Here is one such photo.

Here is another such photo:

Here is another such photo:
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Here are two other such photos:

Here is another such photo:
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Here is another such photo:

Here is another such photo:

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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Here is another such photo:

Here are two other such photos:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Monday, November 18, 2019

Photo date: November 17, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.   In the first we
see a bunch of orbs with holes in their centers.

In the next we also see a bunch of orbs with holes in their centers. 

Transformations of the Mystery

red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
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speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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In the next we also see a bunch of orbs with holes in their centers. 

In the next we also see a bunch of orbs with holes in their centers.

This anomaly appeared in most of hundreds of consecutive photos, as in the
photo below:
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Below is a closeup:

Eventually, after getting hundreds of such photos showing a single hole in
each orb, I started to get orbs with two holes, as in the photo below:

Below is another example, with each orb showing two holes:
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Below is another example, with each orb showing two holes:

Below is another example, with each orb showing two holes:
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Below are two more examples, with each orb showing two holes:

Below are two more examples, with each orb showing two holes:
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This anomaly continued in most of more than a hundred photos.  More than
100 photos showed such pairs of holes in orbs. Eventually there was a
strange twist.  The holes on the right began to have a rectangular shape, as
shown below:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with rectangular hole, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, November 17, 2019

Photo date: November 14, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,

Spooky Orb "Faces"
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clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see 9 orbs
that have face-like details.  Once again, I have got the "water face effect" that
has repeatedly appeared over multiple years, as you can see in the 368
photos here.

In the photo below we see the same effect.

In the photo below we see the same effect.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, posters, water face effect

Saturday, November 16, 2019

Photo date: November 14, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
(among other wonders) I got many orbs with rectangular holes.  These
rectangular holes were all semi-rounded, with only the right-most edge being
rounded. They look like the shape below:

Below are two photos showing such a  rectangular shape:

Orbs with Semi-Rounded Rectangle Holes
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Below is one photo showing such a rectangular shape:

Below is one photo showing quite a few cases of such a rectangular shape:
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Below is one photo showing such a rectangular shape:

Below are three photos showing such a rectangular shape:
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Below are two photos showing such a rectangular shape:

Below is one photo showing such a rectangular shape:

Below is one photo showing such a rectangular shape:
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, November 15, 2019

Photo date: November 14, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We can divide
the circle of an orb into four regions we can call  the northwest, the northeast,
the southwest and the southeast.  In the first two photos we see orbs that all
have a short bumpy stripe in their northwest region.

In the next photos we also see orbs that all have a short bumpy stripe in their
northwest region.

The Orb Stripes Kept Pointing to the Northwest
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In the next photos we also see orbs that all have a short bumpy stripe in their
northwest region.

In the next photos we also see orbs that all have a short bumpy stripe in their
northwest region.
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In the next photo we also see orbs that all have a short bumpy stripe in their
northwest region.

In the next photo we also see orbs that all have a short bumpy stripe in their
northwest region.
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In the next photo we also see orbs that all have a short bumpy stripe in their
northwest region.

In the last photo we also see orbs that all have a short bumpy stripe in their
northwest region. Now there is a bit of increased complexity, with the addition
of a circle in the northeast area of each orb.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Thursday, November 14, 2019

Photo date: November 11, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a spectacular series of 1000 photos showing orbs with four holes, some
of which can be seen in this post.  But I also got a fairly long series showing
orbs with only three holes.   One such photo is below.
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We also see three-hole orbs in the photo below:

We also see three-hole orbs in the photo below:
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We also see three-hole orbs in the photo below:

We also see three-hole orbs in the photo below:
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Tuesday, November 12, 2019

Photo date: November 11, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see orbs
that all had four holes.

Orbs with Four Holes

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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Below we also see orbs with four holes:

Below we also see orbs with four holes:

Below we also see orbs with four holes:

Below we also see orbs with four holes:

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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Below we also see orbs with four holes: 

Below we also see orbs with four holes:

Below we also see orbs with four holes:

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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Below we also see orbs with four holes:

Below we also see orbs with four holes:

This effect of having multiple orbs with four holes persisted for hundreds of
consecutive photos, with thousands of four-hole orbs appearing in such a
series.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:50 AM No comments: 

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Labels: orb hole, orb with four holes, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Monday, November 11, 2019

Photo date: November 11, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first we
see orbs with two large holes. On the top of each orb is a strange wavy
thing.  Altogether this creates the strange impression of faces seen from the
side, with the wavy things resembling wavy hair.  But no hair was
photographed.

The same "orb with wavy hair" effect is created by the photo below:

Like Orb "Wavy Hairstyles"

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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And below we again see this "orb with wavy hair" effect:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 3:21 PM No comments: 

Labels: orange green orb near water drop, orange orb near water drop, orb
hole, orb veils, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Saturday, November 9, 2019

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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Photo date: October 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see orbs
that all have face-like details.

Below are other examples:

You can see at this link a video of my camera viewfinder while I was
photographing such mysterious "orb face" anomalies.

Mysterious Faces orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect, water face effect

Friday, November 8, 2019

Photo date: November 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see four
orbs that all had the same strange motif at their bottom, a motif consisting of
three parts: a rectangle shape, a circular shape, and a partial oval shape.

We see more cases of the same motif in the photo below:

The Repeating Motif Had Three Parts

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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We see more cases of the same motif in the photo below:

We see more cases of the same motif in the photo below:

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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We see more cases of the same motif in the photo below:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Tuesday, November 5, 2019

Photo date: November 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see four
orbs that all have two holes on the bottom, and one hole on the top.

The Rule Was "2 Holes on the Bottom, 1 Hole on the
Top"

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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We see the same pattern followed in the photo below:

We see the same pattern followed in the photo below (and also see some
veil-like strangeness):

We see the same pattern followed in the photo below (and also see some
veil-like strangeness):
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We see the same pattern followed in the photos below (and also see some
veil-like strangeness):

We see the same pattern followed in the photos below:

We see the same pattern followed in the photos below (and also see some
veil-like strangeness):
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We see the same pattern followed in the photo below:

The pattern appeared as shown above in almost all of hundreds of
consecutive photos, with a large fraction of the photos showing multiple
instances of the pattern, as in the photo below:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:15 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb veils, orb with three holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect
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Sunday, November 3, 2019

Photo date: October 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of orbs that all have face-like details.

On this day such mysterious orb faces appeared in more than a thousand
photographs I took of ordinary drops of pure, clean water. Below is another
example from this day:

A Horde of Spooky "Faces"
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Below is another example from this day:

Below is another example from this day:
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See here for a video I took while photographing such an effect.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, posters, water face effect

Saturday, November 2, 2019

Photo date: October 30, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
strange motif that I can call a "weeping eyes" motif.

Below is another example:

A "Weeping Eyes" Motif
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Friday, November 1, 2019

Photo date: October 28, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of the strange things I have occasionally photographed for years: what
I call orb crescents.

The photo below shows the same thing.

Mysterious Crescents
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The photo below shows the same thing.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb crescent, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, October 31, 2019

Photo date: October 29, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of orbs that all have face-like details. Notice the variation in the
"noses," ranging from none, to circular, to pointy.  Click here to see a video I
took while photographing such anomalies.

On this day such mysterious orb faces appeared in more than a thousand
photographs I took of ordinary drops of pure, clean water.  Below are two
such anomalies that appeared together:
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect, posters, water face effect

Wednesday, October 30, 2019

For years I have photographed mysterious "orb faces" appearing while I
photographed only ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling. You can see
hundreds of these photographs here.  Yesterday October 29, 2019,  while
photograping only ordinary drops of pure, clean water in front of a black
featureless background, I took hundreds of consecutive photos that almost all
showed mysterious face-like details in orbs.  Altogether I photographed more
than 1000 "orb faces" yesterday.

Below are some of the photos I took.  Notice the strange center details that
resemble pointy noses. 

To help demonstrate the authenticity of this astonishing phenomenon, I took a
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video of my camera's viewfinder as I was photographing these mysterious
"orb faces." The video is shown below. In the video, you can clearly see the
face-like details appear many times in the camera's viewfinder as I was
photographing nothing but ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling in front
of a black featureless background.

You can use this link to watch the video in a separate tab.

There is no way to fake a video like the one you see above.  Using
Photoshop (a product I have never used), a person can "photoshop" a photo,
but there's no way to fake or "photoshop" what is displayed on the viewfinder
of a modern camera such as the camera I used (the Sony A6000).  The
viewfinder always shows what is front of the camera.  There is absolutely no
way that a Sony A6000 user can manipulate the viewfinder so that it does not
show what is front of the camera.  We can see in this video the viewfinder of
the camera showing mysterious "orb faces" appearing many times in front of
the camera, and that is exactly what must have been appearing in front of the
camera.

Below is another video similar to the one above, showing my camera
viewfinder while I photographed inexplicable "orb faces."
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You can watch the video in a separate tab by using this link.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
videos, viewfinder videos, water face effect

Spooky Orb Faces Realtime #2Spooky Orb Faces Realtime #2

Tuesday, October 29, 2019

Photo date: October 28, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.   We see some
of the strange things I have occasionally photographed for years, what I call
orb crescents.

Below we see other orb crescents, in front of what I call an orb veil.

Day of the Orb Crescents
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Below we see other orb crescents.

Below we see other orb crescents.

Below we see other orb crescents.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, gradient color orb crescent, orb crescent, orb veils,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, October 28, 2019

Photo date: October 24, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see some
orbs that all followed the same rule of "half hole at top center, with two
smaller holes below that."

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, orb notches, orb with three holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Eerie Holes

Saturday, October 26, 2019
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Photo date: October 23, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first three
photos we see orbs that all have a kind of number 80 inside them.

The photo below also shows such "80" numbers.

Enigmatic Eighties: I Kept Getting Spooky Numbers dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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The photo below also shows such "80" numbers.

So many number 80's. Maybe I should buy a Powerball lottery ticket, and
request the numbers 80808080.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with number, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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Thursday, October 24, 2019

Photo date: October 23, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day
there started to appear a complex motif that I may call a "snowman and sun"
motif. The left part of the motif looked like a snowman. The right part of the
motif (the "sun" part) looked circular or oval. I saw this pattern more than
1000 times in hundreds of consecutive photos.  Below are four examples.

In the examples below, we see such a "snowman and sun" motif appear 9 or
more times.

In the examples below, we also see such a "snowman and sun" motif appear
7 times.

"Snowman and Sun" Motif Appeared 1000+ Times

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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In the example below, we see such a "snowman and sun" motif appear 5
times.

n the example below, we see such a "snowman and sun" motif appear 5 or
more times.

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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In the example below, we see such a "snowman and sun" motif appear many
times.

In the example below, we see such a "snowman and sun" motif appear twice:

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:15 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, orb with four holes, orb with three holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, snowman motif

Tuesday, October 22, 2019

Photo date: October 21, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first two
we see strange triangle notches in the top left corner of some orbs.  In the
right photo is a triangular-shaped veil-like structure.

In the next photo we see some similar-looking strangeness:

Positional Bias of the Triangular Notches

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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In the next photo we see some similar-looking strangeness:

In the next photo we see some similar-looking strangeness:

In the next photo we see some similar-looking strangeness:

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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In the next photo we see some similar-looking strangeness:

Note that all of these identical-looking notches all appeared at the same
position on the orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole positional bias, orb notches, orb veils, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, October 12, 2019

Photo date: October 7, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see a
bunch of orbs that all have a larger hole on the right and a smaller hole on the
left.

Orb Pairs Followed the Same Rule

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Below we also see a bunch of orbs that all have a larger hole on the right and
a smaller hole on the left.

Below we also see a bunch of orbs that all have a larger hole on the right and
a smaller hole on the left.

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Below we also see a bunch of orbs that all have a larger hole on the right and
a smaller hole on the left.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Wednesday, October 9, 2019

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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Photo date: October 7, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got an orb pattern that can be considered a kind of reversal of the pattern I
photographed a few days earlier on October 4.  On October 4 I had
photographed quite a few consecutive photos showing orbs with two holes,
and in each case the larger hole was on the left. But on this day (October 7) I
photographed quite a few consecutive photos showing orbs with two holes,
and in each case the larger hole was on the right.

The next photo shows the same pattern, with the larger holes always on the
right.
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The next photo shows the same pattern, with the larger holes always on the
right.

The next photo shows the same pattern, with the larger holes always on the
right.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Monday, October 7, 2019

Photo date: October 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. In each of the
photos we see many orbs with two holes or dark marks, and in each case the
hole or dark mark on the left is larger than the one on the right.  Such a
pattern persisted for many consecutive photos, with each photo showing
many cases of the pattern.
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The next photo shows the same pattern:

The next photo shows the same pattern:
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The next photo shows the same pattern:

See here for five more photos showing the same pattern, taken on the same
day.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Saturday, October 5, 2019

Photo date: October 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In each of the
photos we see many orbs with two holes or dark marks, and in each case the
hole or dark mark on the left is larger than the one on the right.  Such a
pattern persisted for many consecutive photos, with each photo showing
many cases of the pattern.

The next photo shows the same pattern:

The next photo shows the same pattern:
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The next photo shows the same pattern:

Below we see a closeup:
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See here for four other photos showing the same pattern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Thursday, October 3, 2019

Photo date: September 25,  2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see in
these photos many occurrences of a "heart and lung" motif similar to that
shown in the photos here from the same day.   The motif consisted of a
roundish shape in the center of an orb, with a much larger oval shape (or
half-oval shape)  on the right of the orb.

Below is another photo showing the same motif:

"Heart and Lung" Motif Kept Reappearing
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Below is another photo showing the same motif:

Below is another photo showing the same motif:
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:29 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Tuesday, October 1, 2019

Photo date: September 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
started to get orbs with the hole shape shown below. The same hole shape
continued to appear abundantly in each of more than 100 consecutive
photos. Altogether the photos showed the same hole shape more than 1000
times.

Perplexing Pattern Plethora
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In the example below we see the same hole shape as above:

In the example below we see the same hole shape as above:
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In the example below we see the same hole shape as above:

In the example below we see the same hole shape as above:
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See here and here and here for many other photos I took on this day,
showing the same hole shape.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, September 28, 2019

Photo date: September 20, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.   We see orbs
with semi-circular holes.

Below we also see orbs with semi-circular holes:
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Below we also see orbs with semi-circular holes:

Below we also see orbs with semi-circular holes: 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orbs forming semi-circle, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, semi-circular orb hole
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Friday, September 27, 2019

Photo date: September 18,  2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
started to get orbs with the hole shape shown below. The same hole shape
continued to appear abundantly in each of more than 100 consecutive
photos. Altogether the photos showed the same hole shape more than 1000
times.

We see the same hole shape in the photo below:

We see the same hole shape in the photo below:
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We see the same hole shape in the photo below:

We see the same hole shape in the photo below:
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We see the same hole shape in the photo below:

We see the same hole shape in the photo below:

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1479)

blue green orb in water drop (2)
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See here and here and here for 13 other photos I took on this day, showing
the same hole shape.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Thursday, September 26, 2019

Photo date: September 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a long series of photos that all showed a small hole in the center of orbs,
and a large hole on the right part of the orbs.

The Rule Was "Little Hole in the Middle, Big Hole on
the Right"

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)
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The same pattern of "little hole in the middle, big hole on the right" appears in
the photo below:

The same pattern of "little hole in the middle, big hole on the right" appears in
the photo below:

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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The same pattern of "little hole in the middle, big hole on the right" appears in
the photo below:

The same pattern of "little hole in the middle, big hole on the right" appears in
the photo below:

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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I got quite a few other photos of the same "little hole in the middle, big hole on
the right" pattern, which I'll show in a future post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb veils, orb with hole, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Wednesday, September 25, 2019

Photo date: September 20, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see an
example of a "head and shoulders" motif that appeared multiple times in each
of 40+ consecutive photos I took on this day.

"Head and Shoulders" Mysterious Pattern

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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We see the same "head and shoulders" motif below:

We see the same "head and shoulders" motif below:

We see the same "head and shoulders" motif below:

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)
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See here for 12+ photos showing a similar "head and shoulders" motif in
mysterious orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb head and shoulders motif, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, September 24, 2019

Photo date: September 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
started to get orbs with the hole shape shown below. The same hole shape
continued to appear abundantly in each of more than 100 consecutive
photos. Altogether the photos showed the same hole shape more than 1000
times.

Paranormal Persistence
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The next photo shows the same hole shape as we see above:

The next photo shows the same hole shape as we see above:
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orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)
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orb line (28)

orb lines (2)
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orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
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orb near information window (19)
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The next photo shows the same hole shape as we see above. The blue
shape is one of the "orb veils" I get periodically.

The next photo shows the same hole shape as we see above. 
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See here and here for many other photos I took on this day, showing the
same hole shape.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb veil, orb hole, orb veils, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Monday, September 23, 2019

Photo date: September 20, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
got a "head and shoulders" motif that appeared in more than 40 consecutive
photos.  Below is one of them.

"Head and Shoulders" Motif Appeared Often in Each of
40+ Consecutive Photos
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Below is another photo showing the same "head and shoulders" motif:

Below is another photo showing the same "head and shoulders" motif:
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(1)

orb with five holes (7)
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orb with glasses (1)
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Below is another photo showing the same "head and shoulders" motif:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb head and shoulders motif, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb
with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, September 22, 2019

Photo date: September 18,  2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first
photo we see that all of the orbs have the same motif: a circular hole above a
slightly curved rectangle shape (which creates a kind of "head and shoulders"
motif).

"Head and Shoulders" Motif Persisted for 10+ Photos
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The next photo shows the same pattern of a circle above a slightly curved
rectangle: 

The next photo shows the same pattern of a circle above a slightly curved
rectangle:
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The next photo shows the same pattern of a circle above a slightly curved
rectangle:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb head and shoulders motif, orb hole, orb with hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, September 21, 2019

On July 26, 2019 I predicted the following on this blog:

'"I have now photographed mysterious orbs with circular holes, triangular
holes, and diamond-shaped holes (the latter being shown here).  I therefore
predict (only with rather slight confidence) that I will, in a future photograph, 
get multiple mysterious orbs that all have square-shaped holes or rectangular
holes."

I took the photos below on September 18, 2019. while photographing only
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling in front of a black featureless
background.  We see orbs with rectangular holes:

Orbs with Rectangular Holes: My Prediction Fulfilled
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Below (from the same day) are more orbs with rectangular holes:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with rectangular feature, orb with
rectangular hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, predictions

Friday, September 20, 2019

Photo date: September 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
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started to get orbs with the hole shape shown below. The same hole shape
continued to appear abundantly in each of more than 100 consecutive
photos. Altogether the photos showed the same hole shape more than 1000
times.  See here for four other examples.

The same orb hole shape can be seen in the photo below: 

The same orb hole shape can be seen in the photo below:
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The same orb hole shape can be seen in the photo below:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Thursday, September 19, 2019

Photo date:September 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day I
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started to get orbs with the hole shape shown below. The same hole shape
continued to appear abundantly in each of more than 100 consecutive
photos. Altogether the photos showed the same hole shape more than 1000
times.

Below is another example showing the same hole shape:

Below is another example showing the same hole shape:
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Below is another example showing the same hole shape:

See here for more photos from the same day showing exactly the same motif.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Tuesday, September 17, 2019

"Lollipop" Motif Was a Repeating Orb Pattern
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Photo date: September 16, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a dark featureless background.  They all show
the same pattern: a pattern in which we see an oval shape connected to a
line on one side (which gives a shape resembling the top of a lollipop).

We can also see three cases of such a "lollipop" pattern in the photo below:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:23 AM No comments: 
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Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Thursday, September 12, 2019

Photo date: September 4, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. In each photo
we see orb holes that all have the same distinctive shape, looking like a hill
slanting to the right.

Once again, we see a "positional bias" of the orb holes, with 14 orb holes all
appearing in the bottom center of the orb.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

The Orb Holes All Had the Same Distinctive Shape

Saturday, September 7, 2019

Below we see two photos I took, with the second taken an hour and twenty-
one minutes after the first.  We see a very distinctive-looking "ballet dancer"
motif repeated at the top of both of the photos. It looks like a stick figure of a
leaping ballet dancer.  I took many photos in between these photos showing

Another Orb Reappearance
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no such anomaly.

The photo below taken on September 6 shows the same "ballet dancer"
motif:

Click here to see 30 other cases of repeating patterns in mysterious orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, reappearance
of anomalous object, striped air orb, striped orb with chord stripe, striped orb
with curved stripe, two striped orbs with same look

Friday, September 6, 2019

Photo date: September 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see below some stunning examples of orb reappearances that I
photographed early yesterday.

Dramatic Orb Reappearances
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See here for two other equally dramatic cases of orb reappearances.

Fasten your seat belts, folks. The phenomenon of mysterious striped orbs
seems to be intensifying. There may be some truly jolting results to come. But
I can't predict how long this intensification will last. I have found that there will
be "streaks" lasting months in which mysterious striped orbs appear very
often and very dramatically, but then there will be "slumps" lasting months in
which I rarely get striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, reappearance
of anomalous object, reappearance of orb at same spot, striped air orb,
striped orb with two stripes

Thursday, September 5, 2019

Photo date: August 23, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a dark background. We see a bunch of orbs that
all have an identical-looking pair of holes.

Double-Hole Orbs All Looked the Same
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In the photo below we see orbs that have a similar-looking pair of holes:

In the photo below we see orbs that have a similar-looking pair of holes:

In the photo below we see orbs that have a similar-looking pair of holes:
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In the photo below we see orbs that have a similar-looking pair of holes:

In the photo below we see orbs that have a similar-looking pair of holes:
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In the photo below we see orbs that have a similar-looking pair of holes:

In the photo below we see orbs that have a similar-looking pair of holes:
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In the photo below we see orbs that have a similar-looking pair of holes:

In the photo below we see orbs that have a similar-looking pair of holes:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Monday, September 2, 2019

Photo date: August 23, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see some
orbs with face-like details. The one on the left reminds me of a pumpkin jack-
o-lantern face.

In the photo below, we also see many face-like details (one of which is also
orange):

Like an Orange Jack-o-Lantern
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In the photo below, we also see many face-like details:

In the photo below, we also see many face-like details:
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
water face effect

Thursday, August 29, 2019

Photo date: August 23, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first we
see face-like details in orbs.
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In the next we also see face-like details in orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face effect

Wednesday, August 28, 2019

Photo date: August 27, 2019.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black background.  On this day I started to
photograph orbs that all had holes on their right sides.  The next 80 photos all
showed many orbs that all had a single hole, only on the right side.
Eventually the streak was broken, and I started getting orbs with two holes.

Below is one example, with the holes all on the right:

80 Consecutive Photos Showed Orb Holes Only on the
Right

3D-looking orb (5)

a5000 photo (277)
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air orb too distant to be dust (74)

air orb too large to be dust (89)
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air orb with double outer ring
(10)
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Below is another example, with the holes all on the right:

Below is another example, with the holes all on the right:
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Below is another example, with the holes all on the right:

Below is another example, with the holes all on the right:
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Below is another example, with the holes all on the right:

Below is another example, with the holes all on the right:

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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Below is another example, with the holes all on the right:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Saturday, August 24, 2019

Photo date: August 23, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. Look closely
and you can see 10 orbs with curved stripes at the top of the orb.  I had
previously taken more than 100 photos  showing mysterious orbs with curved
stripes, but all were taken when I was not photographing falling water drops,
and all showed only a single orb with a curved stripe. This is the first photo I
have taken showing multiple orbs with curved stripes.

Ten Orbs with Curved Stripes at the Top

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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This pattern of a curved stripe at the top or bottom of an orb is one of the 28
types of recurring orb patterns shown here.

Below is another example from this day:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orb with curved stripe

Photo date: August 23, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see a  new
example of the water face effect that I have photographed in various forms,
on and off, over the course of several years.  Look closely to see many orbs
with face-like details.

So Many Little "Faces"

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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Below is another photo from the same day:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
water face effect

Friday, August 23, 2019

Photo date: August 23, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. We see a  new
example of the water face effect that I have photographed in various forms,

More Face-Like Details in Orbs

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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on and off, over the course of several years.

I got quite a few consecutive photos showing the same effect. Below is
another example:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 3:24 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with three holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face effect

Tuesday, August 20, 2019

Photo date: August 19, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. On this day I
got many diverse varieties of photographic anomalies. One is shown in the
photo below, where we can see 9 or 10 dark semicircles at the top of orbs.

Transformations of the Orb Weirdness

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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The same effect can be seen in this photo:

The same effect can be seen in this photo:

Later in the photographic session, a "corner notch" effect appeared, under
which there were notches in the right corners of all the orbs. The effect is
shown here:
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The same effect is shown here:

The same effect is shown here:

The same effect is shown here:
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orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)
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orb over head (1)
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orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
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orb pattern growing more
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orb perched on window frame (7)
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orb rainbow swarm (7)
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The same effect is shown here:

The same effect is shown here:

The same effect is shown here:
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The same effect is shown here:

In the two photos below we see eight occurrences of a notch with a very
distinctive shape, kind of a knob-like shape:

Later in the photographic session there were many orb holes, and every one
of the holes appeared in the top of the orbs, another example of the orb hole
positional bias I have repeatedly observed. Here is one example:
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Many more orb holes are shown here, all in the top center of the orbs:

Many more orb holes are shown here, all in the top center of the orbs:
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orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
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orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)
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orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
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oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
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photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)
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pink air orb (203)
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Many more orb holes are shown here, all in the top center of the orbs:

Many more orb holes are shown here, all in the top center of the orbs:

Finally there is this example, in which you can clearly see through one of the
holes:

pink and blue orb (2)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:04 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb notches, orb with hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, August 11, 2019

Photo date: August 9, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  On this day my
photos showed many holes in orbs, and the holes were all on the right side of
the orb.  It was another example of what I call "orb hole positional bias,"
shown in this series of photos.

In the first photo we see many orb holes, all on the right sides of the orbs:
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In the next photo we see many orb holes, all on the right sides of the orbs:
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In the next photo we see many orb holes, all on the right sides of the orbs:
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In the next photo we see orb holes, all on the right sides of the orbs:
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In the next photo we see orb holes, all on the right sides of the orbs:
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And finally, some more orbs from this day, each quite colorful:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, August 10, 2019

Photo date: August 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling in front of a dark background. We see orbs with triangles inside
them. I photographed something similar before, as you can see here.

In the photo below, we seem to see not merely a triangle in the orb, but the
letter "e" above the triangle.
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Labels: letters inside orb, orb hole, orb with letter, orb with triangle, orb with
triangular hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Friday, August 9, 2019

Photo date: August 7, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. The first show
four orbs that each have two holes, the larger one on the bottom, and the
smaller one on the top left:

A double-hole pattern like this appeared briefly on this day, for several
consecutive photos, even though most of the photos on this day showed only
one hole per orb.  Below is an example:

Below is another  example of the same pattern:
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Below is another  example of the same pattern:

Below is another  example of the same pattern:
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Below is a close-up  example of the same pattern:

Below is another close-up  example of the same pattern:
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Thursday, August 8, 2019

Photo Date: August 7, 2019.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  The results on
this day were rather monotonous, but astonishingly consistent. In almost all of
more than 500 consecutive photos of falling water drops, I got orbs with a big
hole in the bottom part of the orb.  Below is only a tiny percentage of these
photos.

In the first we see holes only in the bottom part of orbs.

In the next we also see holes only in the bottom part of orbs.

In the next we also see holes only in the bottom part of orbs.
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In the next we also see holes only in the bottom part of orbs.

In the next we also see holes only in the bottom part of orbs.
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ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)
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orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)
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orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)
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orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
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orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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In the next we also see holes only in the bottom part of orbs.

The one below showed a nice gradient effect:

Eventually the orbs started to show two holes, but the larger hole was always
on the bottom.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect
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orb at bar (3)
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orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
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orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)
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Wednesday, August 7, 2019

Photo date: August 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling in front of a dark featureless background. We see two orbs that
have face-like details.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, water face effect

Like Orb Faces

Photo date; August 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  The first photo
shows many orb holes, all of which are near the orb's top.

All the Orb Holes Were Near the Orb's Top

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)
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orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)
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orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)
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orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
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orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
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orb notch (5)
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The next photo shows many orb holes, all of which are are near the orb's top.
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The next photo shows many orb holes, all of which are are near the orb's top.

The next photo shows many orb holes, all of which are are near the orb's top.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb
with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, August 6, 2019

Photo date: August 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We first see
some orbs that all have the same pattern: a hole in the middle, and a small
mark below that hole, to the right:
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Next we see the same pattern in all the orbs:  a hole in the middle, and a
small mark below that hole, to the right:

Next we see the same pattern in all the orbs:  a hole in the middle, and a
small mark below that hole, to the right:
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Next we see the same pattern in all the orbs:  a hole in the middle, and a
small mark below that hole, to the right:
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Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
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Photo date: August 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a dark black background. We see orbs with a
pair of holes that make up a kind of "head and shoulders" motif, looking
rather like a stylized side profile of someone.

The next photo shows many other cases of the same two-hole "head and
shoulders" motif:

More Cases of the "Head and Shoulders" Orb Motif red orb stripe (1)

red orb veil (4)

red-blue orb (1)

red-green orb (4)

red-green orb in water drop (1)

right-angle turn of light rays (10)

ring in orb (8)

ring of orbs (2)

rising light rays and falling rays
from same source (1)

S-shape of light rays (4)

sawed orb (31)

semi-circular orb hole (21)

semi-circular orb veil (14)

semi-oval orb hole (7)

shape cloning in water drops (2)

shell-shape orb (1)

site for checking photo
authenticity (1)

sky line (3)

sky orb with bright spot (1)

sky ring (5)

snake-like sky luminosity (4)

snowman motif (7)

Sony light metamorphosis photo
(2)

speeding air orb (761)

speeding blue air orb (197)

speeding cyan air orb (2)

speeding green air orb (3)

speeding half orb (2)

speeding orange air orb (26)

speeding orbs crossed paths (1)

speeding ovoid (1)

speeding peach-colored air orb
(9)

speeding pink air orb (43)

speeding purple air orb (6)
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The next photo shows many other cases of the same two-hole "head and
shoulders" motif:

The next photo shows many other cases of the same two-hole "head and
shoulders" motif:

speeding red air orb (3)

speeding striped orb (29)

speeding water orb (86)

speeding yellow air orb (16)

spinning air orb (1)

spiral light rays (1)

split aura orb (37)

splitting orb (1)

square orb (1)

squiggly light rays (17)

stack of orb veils (81)

statistical evidence regarding
orbs (3)

strange sky glow (1)

striped air orb (693)

striped blue orb (65)

striped green orb (34)

striped orange orb (22)

striped orb inside striped orb (1)

striped orb near water (75)

striped orb veil (14)

striped orb with chord stripe
(241)

striped orb with curved stripe
(175)

striped orb with face (1)

striped orb with hole (1)

striped orb with right angle stripe
(10)

striped orb with shadow stripe
(88)

striped orb with three stripes (7)

striped orb with transparent
stripe (1)

striped orb with two stripes (67)

striped orbs (447)

striped orbs with parallel stripes
(2)

striped pink orb (15)
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See here for five other cases of the same "head and shoulders" motif.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb head and shoulders motif, orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two
holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, August 5, 2019

Photo date: August 5, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a dark background. In the first group we see a
kind of "head and shoulders" motif that looks rather like a stylized side-view
of a human.

Repetition of the Mysterious "Head and Shoulders"
Motif

striped purple orb (19)

striped red orb (23)

striped yellow orb (12)

stripes orb with shadow stripe (1)

summary of phenomena on this
blog (2)

sun-like orb in water drop (7)

swarm of unexplained lights (1)

symmetric orb veil (1)

synchronicity (7)

tan-colored orb veil (1)

teardrop shape in sky (1)

teardrop-shaped orb (1)

text behind orb (1)

three-color orb veil (1)

tilted levitation (3)

top 10 list (7)

transformation apparition (1)

transparent orb (552)

triangle behind orb (4)

triangle of orbs (9)

triangular orb veil (19)

triangular UFO (1)

TV image falling from TV (16)

TV image folding (9)

TV letters rising up from TV
screen (33)

two striped orbs with same look
(158)

U-shape of light rays (3)

U-turn of light rays (6)

UFO (15)

UFO video (1)

umbilical cord recurring orb motif
(6)

V-shape of light rays (1)

videos (31)
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I got this motif today many times in each of many consecutive photos.  Below
is another example where we see the same "head and shoulders" motif:

Below is another example where we see the same "head and shoulders"
motif:

videos by others of moving orbs
(2)

videos of moving orbs (6)

viewfinder videos (6)

violet air orb (14)

W-shaped orb motion (1)

water face effect (409)

water face effect described (1)

water orb undulation (2)

white-green air orb (1)

white-purple air orb (1)

whitish blue orb (1)

winged luminous anomaly (1)

winking orb (1)

word inside orb (1)

yellow air orb (168)

yellow green orb in water drop
(4)

yellow green orb near water drop
(1)

yellow orb crescent (3)

yellow orb in water drop (1)

yellow orb mushroom (2)

yellow orb near water drop (34)

yellow orb veil (9)

yellow striped orb (2)

yellow-green air orb (1)

yellowish-blue air orb (1)

yellowish-orange orb veil (3)

zig-zag stripe in orb (1)
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Below is another example where we see the same "head and
shoulders" motif:

Below is another example where we see the same "head and
shoulders" motif:
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There were quite a few other similar photos I'll show in a future post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:10 PM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb head and shoulders motif, orb hole, orb with
two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, August 3, 2019

Photo date: August 1, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a dark background. In this series of photos, we
will see what I call "orb hole positional bias," which I have documented in 24
previous photographic posts.  When such a "positional bias" occurs, orb
holes will all appear only in one particular place in the orb,  such as only on
the left, or only on the right, or only on the top right.

In the photo below all of the orb holes are on the top right:

Positional Bias of the Orb Holes
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In the photo below all of the orb holes are also on the top right:

In the photo below all of the orb holes are also on the top right:
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In the photo below all of the orb holes are also on the top right:

In the photo below all of the orb holes are also on the top right:

In the photo below all of the orb holes are also on the top right:
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Newer Posts Older PostsHome

In the photo below all of the orb holes are also on the top right:

The same positional bias is shown in the colorful one below:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, August 2, 2019

Photo date: August 1, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background. In the first we
see some orbs with double holes looking like a pair of eyes:

The next photo shows the same "orb eyes" effect:

The next photo shows the same "orb eyes" effect:
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The next photo shows the same "orb eyes" effect:

The next photo shows the same "orb eyes" effect:

The next photo shows the same "orb eyes" effect:
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The next photo shows the same "orb eyes" effect:

The next photo shows the same "orb eyes" effect:

My experience on this day matches my experience on many similar days on
which an inexplicable photographic anomaly would appear, and then keep
appearing in consecutive photos, with the anomaly appearing many times in
each of quite a few consecutive photos. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, orb with
two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect
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Photo date: July 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  In the first, we
see many orb holes that are all on the left side of the orb.

In the next, we also see orb holes that are all on the left side of the orb.

In the next, we also see many orb holes that are all on the left side of the orb.

The Orb Holes Were All on the Left
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In the next, we also see many orb holes that are all on the left side of the orb.

In the next, we also see many orb holes that are all on the left side of the orb.

In the next, we also see many orb holes that are all on the left side of the orb.
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See here for 22 other cases in which orb holes show a "positional bias," such
as only showing up on the left of an orb, only showing up on the right of an
orb, only showing up on the top of an orb, or only showing up on the bottom
of an orb.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Tuesday, July 30, 2019

Photo date: July 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a dark background. We see mysterious triangle
shapes inside orbs.
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Below is another example from the same day. 

See here for quite a few other similar photos taken the same day.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:56 PM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, orb with triangle, orb with triangular hole,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Monday, July 29, 2019

Photo date: July 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black background.  We see a bunch orbs that
all have a similar-looking curvy hole, which kind of reminds you of the shape
of a gourd or a pear.

Gourd-Shaped Spooky Holes

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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Below is another photo showing the same type of shape:

Below is another photo showing the same type of shape:

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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Below is another photo showing the same type of shape:

Below are some more photos showing the same type of shape:

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: gradient color orb, orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Sunday, July 28, 2019

Photo date: July 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a black featureless background.  We see four orb
that each have two holes.

Below is another strange photo I took on this day. Each of the orb shapes has

Colorful Mystery

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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a hole on its right side.

We can see the same effect occurring colorfully in the photo below:

We can see the same effect in the photo below, where we again see all of the
holes on the right sides of the orbs:

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Below is a more closeup example:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb ring, green orb ring, orange orb ring, orb hole, orb hole
positional bias, orb ring, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect, red orb ring

Photo date: July 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a black featureless background.  We see three
strange columns. In the first each orb has both a large hole on the left and a

Coordinated Columns?

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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small hole on the right. In the second column each orb has a rectangular-
looking hole or mark on its left. In the third, each orb has a semi-circular hole
on the left.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, July 27, 2019

Photo date: July 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a black background.  We see orbs that all have
triangular holes inside them.

Mysterious Triangles

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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We can also see the effect in the photo below, although in this photo the
triangles are a little less distinct. In both of these photos, all of the triangular
holes are in the top right of the orb.

orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with triangle, orb with triangular
hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Photo date: July 26, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see orbs
that all have holes with a similar shape, rather resembling the silhouette of a
head.

Below are two other photos showing the same strange effect, which I got in
quite a few consecutive photos:

Spooky Similarity

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:45 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Friday, July 26, 2019

Photo date: July 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a black featureless background. We see some
orbs that each have two holes: a larger hole on the right, and a smaller hole
on the left.

They All Had Two Holes

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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We can see the same effect in the photos below. Look closely, and you will
more than 20 different times an orb with a small hole on the left and a larger
hole on the right.

We can see the same "small hole on the left, big hole on the right" effect in
the next photo:
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The photo above is part of the larger photo below, which shows other
examples of the effect:

Below is one more example:
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with two holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Photo date: July 25,  2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a black featureless background.  We see some
strange triangle shapes.

The same effect is shown in the photos below:
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We can see many examples of the strange effect here. In every orb, the
triangular hole is on the top right.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with triangle, orb with triangular
hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Thursday, July 25, 2019

Photo date: July 25, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Today started with a spooky incident. While sitting at a table eating my
breakfast, I heard the top of a trash basket crashing to the ground, a trash
basket several meters away, in an empty room. The top had been on top of a
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small trash basket, and I hadn't touched the trash basket or its top recently.

I started taking some photos of ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling
against a black featureless background.  Near the end of the photo session, I
got the photos below, showing inexplicable triangle-shaped holes in orbs.

At the beginning of the session, I had only got ordinary orbs, like I always get
when photographing water drops. After a few dozen such photos, I suddenly
started to get orbs with holes. I got many such photos.  Below is one of them,
showing more than 30 orb holes. All of the orb holes are on the right side of
the orb.
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After taking quite a few such photos with a single hole in each orb, there
started to appear two holes in each orb. I then took quite a few consecutive
photos with two holes in each orb.  One is below.

After taking quite a few consecutive photos showing two holes in orbs, like
the one above, the hole on the right started to take a triangular appearance,
as in the photo at top. Eventually I got quite a few consecutive photos
showing orbs that each had a single triangular hole.  One of them is below.
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Below is a closeup example of one of the many triangle holes I
photographed:

I have now photographed mysterious orbs with circular holes, triangular
holes, and diamond-shaped holes (the latter being shown here).  I therefore
predict (only with rather slight confidence) that I will, in a future photograph, 
get multiple mysterious orbs that all have square-shaped holes or rectangular
holes.

In the days ahead I will publish quite a few additional photos from today's
astonishing photo session.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:37 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with triangular hole, orb with
two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, July 23, 2019

Photo date: July 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling against a dark featureless background. We see three repetitions
of a "small hole next to a big hole" pattern. The same strange effect can be
seen in the photos here, here, here and here.

Mysterious Pattern
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Monday, July 22, 2019

Photo date: July 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling in front of a black featureless background.   We see five cases of
the same "little hole next to big hole" pattern, a pattern I got in multiple
consecutive photos on this day.

Spooky Schema
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Sunday, July 21, 2019

Photo date: July 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary water drops falling
in front of a black featureless background.   We see a pattern that appeared
abundantly on this day in multiple consecutive photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Spooky Pattern
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Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Saturday, July 20, 2019

Photo date: July 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling in front of a black featureless background. I took several
consecutive photos looking like the one below, including this one.

Below we see another example of the strange motif:
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Mystifying Motif
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Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Friday, July 19, 2019

Photo date: July 18, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling in front of a black featureless background.  We see seven orbs
that each have the same distinctive feature: a pair of holes consisting of a
smaller hole next to a larger hole.  On this day I got many similar photos. In
each of the photos this "small hole next to the big hole" motif appeared
multiple times.

Below is another photo from the same day. 

Mysterious Manifestation
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Below is another photo from the same day. If you look closely, you will see
many cases of this "small hole next to the big hole" motif.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, air orb, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting
a supernatural design effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, July 18, 2019

Photo date: July 10, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling in front of a black featureless background.  See here for some
similar photos I took on this day.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, water face effect

Eerie "Eyes"

Monday, July 15, 2019

The grid below shows various orbs with face-like details that I photographed
on July 10, 2019, while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling against a black featureless background.   On this day the same
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type of anomaly appeared in multiple consecutive photographs.  See here for
some related photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:33 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb with four holes, orb with three holes, photos suggesting
a supernatural design effect, posters, water face effect

Sunday, July 14, 2019

Photo date: July 10, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling against a dark background.  We see some astonishing face-like
details. This is one of quite-a-few manifestations of the water face effect that I
photographed on this day.
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What is seen in a photograph such as this is multiple repetitions of the same
unusual visual motif.  I have observed that type of thing many times when
photographing ordinary water drops falling.  The set of photos here (going
back to 2015) show many examples of such a repeating-motif effect, with my
2015 photo here being a particularly striking example.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb face, orb face, orb hole, orb with three holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face effect

Saturday, July 13, 2019

Photo date: July 10, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling against a dark featureless background. We see many circular
shapes with face-like details.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, water face effect

Friday, July 12, 2019

Photo date: July 10, 2019.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling against a black featureless background.  We see strange face-
like details.  It is another example of the astounding water face effect.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orb face, orb hole, orb with three holes, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face effect

Thursday, July 11, 2019

Photo date: July 10, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling against a black featureless background.  We see some orbs with
face-like details.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with four holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, water face effect

Wednesday, July 10, 2019

Photo date: July 10, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark, featureless background.

I had previously got an effect I called the water face effect, in which face-like
details appeared in many photos I took of falling water drops, using an old
Olympus camera that is no longer working.  Today is the first day I got such
an effect abundantly using my Sony A6000 camera.  Today I got many
consecutive photos looking like this photo. I will publish them gradually this
month.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:05 PM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orange orb face, orb face, orb hole, orb with four holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face effect, yellow orb
near water drop

Return of the Water Face Effect

Tuesday, July 9, 2019
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Photo date: July 8, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a black, featureless background.

We see here 9 instances of the same visual motif. We might call this motif a
"crescent and star" motif. Such a motif was used as early as ancient times. A
wikipedia.org article tells us, "It develops in the iconography of the Hellenistic
period(4th–1st centuries BCE) in the Kingdom of Pontus, the Bosporan
Kingdom and notably the city of Byzantium by the 2nd century BCE." 

I had previously got more than 100 photos of mysterious orb crescents, as
shown here, using an Olympus camera that is now broken. This day was the
first day I have seen such crescents appear in a photo taken with a Sony
camera. This is also the first time I have ever got this "crescent and star"
motif.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, crescent and star motif, orb crescent, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Sunday, July 7, 2019

Photo date: July 3, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background.   We see strange orbs
that have many holes in them, often three holes in a single orb.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with circular hole and oval hole, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, July 6, 2019

Photo date: July 3, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background.
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Below is another photo from the same day.  Each orb has both a circular hole
and an oval underneath it, as shown in this photo, and you can see through
the oval hole at the bottom.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with circular hole and oval hole, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Friday, July 5, 2019

Photo date: July 3, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling against a dark background. We see strange orbs that each had
two holes: a circular hole and an oval hole underneath it.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with circular hole and oval hole, orb with two holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, May 28, 2019

Photo date: May 28,  2019. Photo date: Mark Mahin.

When I started today photographing ordinary drops of pure, clean water at
12:37 PM, at first I got nothing other than featureless orbs, as shown below:

But very soon I started to get features in these orbs.  By 12:37 I had got orbs
with oval-shaped dark marks or holes, as shown below.  (In the next four
photos, all of the orb holes were on the right of the orb.)
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By 12:39 the holes had started to have a more round shape, although they
were still slightly oval. Looking at the photo below from 12:39, you can see
right through the holes.

Such an anomaly continued for many photos. For example,  the photo below
is from 12:41 PM.
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The same anomaly continued for dozens of additional photos, for example in
the photo below:

But by 12:56, there was a transformation, and the holes were now rather
diamond-shaped, as shown below:
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I get many diamond-shaped holes in the photos, but by 12:59 there was
another transformation, and now the photos started showing two holes in
each of the orbs.  Here is one example:

I then got quite a few photos in which each orb had two holes as in the
example above. Then later I started to get the letter "L" mysteriously appear
in some of the orbs, as shown here:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:14 PM No comments: 
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Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, orb with letter, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, April 16, 2019

Photo date: April 16, 2019.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only pure, clean water drops
falling against a dark background.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 5:17 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect

Baffling "Buttons"

Saturday, March 16, 2019

Photo date: March 16, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo is one I took when photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
water falling against a dark background.

1000 Orb Holes Today, All on the Right
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When I started to photograph falling water drops today, at first I got only
featureless orbs. Beginning at 9:31 AM today,  the orbs started to have holes,
like we see above. I then took 100 straight photos showing orbs with these
holes. There was a total of more than 1000 such orb holes that appeared in
my photos, and every single one of them was on the right side of the orb.  At
9:42 the orb holes stopped appearing.

Below from January 19, 2019 is a closeup photo of such an orb hole, showing
how you can see right through such a hole.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Tuesday, October 30, 2018

Photo date: October 30, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below is a series of photos I took today while photographing nothing but
ordinary water drops falling against a dark background. We will see an
incredibly weird progression in which first we see no orb holes, then we see 1
hole per orb, then we see two holes per orb, then we see one hole per orb,
and then we see no orb holes.

The first photo taken at 3:32 PM showed orbs with no holes.

A later photo taken at 3:32 PM showed orbs with one hole.

A later photo taken at 3:35 PM shows a weird kind of "half appearing orbs"
effect.

An Astonishing Progression
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A later photo taken at 3:37 PM shows orbs with two holes.

A later photo taken at 3:38 PM also shows orbs with two holes, and now the
smaller hole is farther from the edge of the orbs.  You can see through two of
the holes.

A later photo taken at 3:40 PM also shows orbs with two holes, but now the
second hole is much smaller.
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A later photo taken at 3:40 PM also shows orbs with two holes, and again the
second holes is much smaller.

A later photo taken at 3:40 PM showed orbs with only one hole:

 Finally by 3:41 PM the orbs showed no holes:
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This "increase and then decrease" effect with the orb holes is an effect you
should never expect to see, even if you photograph falling water drops a
thousand times.  I do not get any such effect on most of the times I
photograph falling water drops.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:47 PM No comments: 

Labels: half orbs, orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Friday, October 5, 2018

Photo date: September 28, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
water falling against a dark background. We see orbs that all have two holes:

Posted by Mark Mahin at 5:32 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect
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Monday, October 1, 2018

Photo date: September 28, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary water drops
falling against a dark background. We see three orbs that each have
identical-looking spots or holes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:31 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with three holes, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Triplicate Strangeness

Friday, September 28, 2018

Photo date: September 28, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Today I was photographing ordinary pure, clean water falling against a dark
background. At first I saw nothing unusual, except for the orb shapes I almost
always get when photographing water drops. But after a few such ordinary
photos, I noticed that the orbs now had one hole in them.  I took this picture
at 11:39 AM.
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A few seconds later, I started to get orbs with two holes. Below is one of the
photos, taken at 11:39 AM:

Then at 11:40 I started to get orbs with three holes, as shown below:

But by 11:42 there were only two holes in the orbs, as shown below:
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By 11:44 the orbs had only one hole as shown below:

A few minutes later the photos showed no more holes in the orbs.

We see here an interesting effect in which the number of holes in each orb
rises, and then falls.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with three holes, orb with two holes, photos suggesting
a supernatural design effect

Wednesday, July 18, 2018

Photo date: June 4, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background.  We see a bunch of orbs
with holes on their right sides. You can see through two of the holes.  I get an
inexplicable effect like this in only a small fraction of the times I try to
photograph falling water drops. Whenever I get the effect, it always persists
for about 5 or 10 consecutive photos.

The Holes on Their Right Sides
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Tuesday, July 3, 2018

Photo date: July 2, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
water falling against a dark background. We see some orbs that both have
two little holes, which reminds me of buttons.

Baffling "Buttons"
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The photo below shows the same strange effect.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Monday, June 11, 2018

Photo date: June 4, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see some orbs that
all have diamond-shaped holes.

Another example is below:
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What is very strange is that I will get these types of anomalies only
occasionally when photographing water drops falling. For every day that I get
such anomalies, there will be two or three days when I get no such anomaly
photographing under exactly the same conditions under which the anomalies
appeared.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with diamond mark, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Saturday, June 9, 2018

Photo date: June 4, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see a triangle of
orbs, each of which has two holes, one at the bottom center of the orb, and a
larger hole at the right top of the orb.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, triangle of orbs

Wednesday, June 6, 2018

Photo date: June 4, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark background. In each photo we see orbs
with diamond-shaped holes.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with diamond-shaped hole, orb with hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Saturday, May 19, 2018

Photo date: May 14, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but pure, clean water
falling against a dark background. We see some orbs with strange oval holes
that you can see through.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb ring, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Astounding Apertures

Monday, January 29, 2018

Photo date: January 28, 2018. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. In each of the four
photos we see orbs that have on their right side strange dark marks or
rectangular holes.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water

Thursday, December 28, 2017

Photo date: December 8, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but pure, clean water
drops falling against a dark background. We see some strange orbs that all
have holes on their right sides.

They All Had Holes on Their Right Sides

air orb with face (211)

air orb with outer ring (180)

air orb with oval mark (1)

air orb with rainbow edge (1)

air orb with small ring (14)

air orb with triangle (7)

air orb with two shades of blue
(1)

animal apparition (9)

animal face in orb (16)

animal face in water drop orb (2)

animal shape in orb (2)

anomalous dog (1)

anomalous figure (57)

apparition series (2)

apports (8)

arc-shaped orb motion (2)

arch-shaped orb veil (1)

arching of light rays (1)

arcs of light (1)

arrow shaped orb (1)

attempts to naturally explain
moving orbs (2)

attempts to naturally explain orb
colors (1)

attempts to naturally explain orb
veils (1)

attempts to naturally explain orbs
(15)

attempts to naturally explain
striped orbs (2)

beam of light from sky (1)

bending of light rays (63)

bird apparition (3)

bitten orbs (6)

blockage factors (1)

blue air orb (1479)

blue green orb in water drop (2)
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Below is a photo showing some closer detail:

See here for many similar photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Sunday, December 17, 2017

Photo date: November 28, 2017.  Photographer:T Mark Mahin.

I took the three photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see some strange
circular objects with holes, and the holes are all on the right side of the

A Mystifying "Hole Handedness"

blue orb aura (2)

blue orb crescent (10)

blue orb near water drop (46)

blue orb ring (6)

blue orb veil (21)

blue orb with red spot (1)

blue sky blob (11)

blue-gray air orb (1)

blue-green air orb (7)

blue-purple air orb (9)

books by Mark Mahin (3)

books on orbs (2)

bright air orb (752)

brown air orb (3)

bumpy air orb (2)

camera failure (1)

camera whiteout (1)

candy cane turn of light rays (4)

cape-like orb veils (5)

cardboard test (41)

Christmas-related orb (65)

circular orb veil (4)

color-changing orb (2)

composite orb face (1)

cone-like orb veils (1)

congruent orb veils (70)

crescent and star motif (1)

crop circles (1)

cross-like shape in sky (1)

cyan orb in water drop (2)

cyan-colored air orb (20)

dark crowd blob (6)

death-related visual
phenomenon (18)

diamond shaped orb (4)

diamond shaped orb veil (2)
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circular objects.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Tuesday, December 12, 2017

Photo date: December 1, 2017.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see a bunch of
strange orbs that all have identical holes, along with outer rings.

The one below was more colorful. Looking closely, we can almost seem to
see an eye-like feature at the top left, which rather seems to create a bit of an
eerie suggestion of a dark face.

Confounding Clones

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)

double levitation of TV letters (1)

double reflection orb face photos
(19)

dragon apparition (3)

dripping light (1)

dust orbs (5)

ecto-mist (18)

ESP (1)

expanding orb (2)

experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
photos (1)

faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
(1138)

gap imagery (5)

ghost blob (1)

ghosting photographic effect (45)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:21 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Sunday, December 10, 2017

Photo date: December 7, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see a bunch of orbs
that all have two little holes, one at the bottom and one at the top.  See here
for two similar photos. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

"Double Punched" Orbs All Had Two Holes

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)

green orb ring (2)

green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)

greenish-orange orb (6)

greenish-purple air orb (39)

half eyes in water drop (1)

half face (2)

half orbs (32)

half-ring in orb (4)

head apparition (2)

heart-shaped orb (2)

how to navigate this site (1)

inexplicable orb motion (68)

infinity symbol (3)

initials in water drop (1)

intersecting orb donuts (2)

intersecting rings in orb (1)

inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)

letter inside orb veil (2)

letters inside orb (32)
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Saturday, December 9, 2017

Photo date: December 7, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary water drops
falling against a dark background. In the first we see an orb with a hole, and
next to the hole is the number 6.

The photo below shows a whole bunch of these weird orb holes.

Below are some more weird holes.

A Six Next to the Orb's Hole

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with number, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Saturday, December 2, 2017

Photo date: November 28, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.  

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  In the first
photo (taken on November 29, 2017) we see three orbs that all have holes at
their tops: 

The photo below shows the same thing: all orbs have holes at their top.

They All Had Holes at Their Tops

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)

multicolored orb ring (3)

number in orb veil (1)

number in water (2)

orange air orb (224)

orange green orb in water drop
(5)

orange green orb near water
drop (2)

orange orb aura (10)

orange orb crescent (16)

orange orb face (2)

orange orb in water drop (38)

orange orb near water drop
(136)

orange orb ring (4)

orange orb veil (63)

orange orb veils (3)

orange orb with red spot (1)

orange striped orb (1)

orange yellow air orb (1)

orange-green air orb (5)

orange-green orb ring (1)

orange-pink air orb (1)

orange-purple orb (1)

orange-red air orb (1)

orange-yellow air orb (2)

orb holes (1)

orb 45 degree turn (1)

orb aligned with flag edge (56)

orb alignment (315)

orb and ghost movie (3)

orb and rainbow (1)

orb appearing at requested spot
(6)

orb appearing with requested
color (1)
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 The photo shows the same thing: all orbs have holes at their tops. 

The next photo shows the same thing:

orb appearing with requested
feature (1)

orb arch (2)

orb at bar (3)

orb at top of arch (10)

orb aura (78)

orb behind distant Christmas
wreath (5)

orb behind wire (1)

orb Bezier curve motion (1)

orb bosoms (11)

orb bullseye (1)

orb cameo (1)

orb casting light (2)

orb centrifuge effect (103)

orb changing color (3)

orb circular motion (3)

orb claws (2)

orb color shift (1)

orb colors (2)

orb comet tail (120)

orb comet tail swarm (1)

orb crescent (138)

orb crescent face (3)

orb crescent radial symmetry (7)

orb curving motion (11)

orb disks (3)

orb donuts (4)

orb double alignment (7)

orb double right angle turn (4)

orb during eclipse (4)

orb eclipse (5)

orb eye detail (39)

orb face (633)

orb face within orb face (1)

orb faces on windows (10)

orb halfway in shadow (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb with hole, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Thursday, November 30, 2017

Photo date: November 27, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
three orbs that have the same strange feature set: a flat edge and a small
hole above a big hole.

This is another example of what I repeatedly get when photographing water
drops: multiple orbs in the same picture, all with the same strange improbable
feature, with a degree of repetition of that unusual feature that we would
never expect to happen by chance in a thousand years. See here for some
very astonishing examples. 

Triplets?

orb hammers (1)

orb head and shoulders motif (5)

orb healing (1)

orb hexagon (2)

orb hole (460)

orb hole polygon (2)

orb hole positional bias (68)

orb hook-like stripe (4)

orb in American Museum of
Natural History (7)

orb in crystal ball (1)

orb in mall (1)

orb in Rockefeller Center (9)

orb in tree (2)

orb inside orb (8)

orb line (28)

orb lines (2)

orb lollipops (1)

orb mouth detail (25)

orb moving against the wind (9)

orb mushroom (10)

orb near Chrysler Building (30)

orb near Columbus Circle (7)

orb near cross (2)

orb near Empire State Building
(23)

orb near information window (19)

orb near moon (1)

orb near physical orb (14)

orb near temple (2)

orb near tinsel (5)

orb near Waldorf Astoria hotel
(12)

orb nose detail (5)

orb not blurred in blurred photo
(12)

orb notch (5)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

Wednesday, November 29, 2017

Photo date: November 28, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
most astonishing situation in which there are lots of orbs that each have two
holes. How did they all get this "double punched" appearance?

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb with hole, orb with two holes, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect

How Did the Orbs All Get Two Holes?

Friday, November 10, 2017

Photo date: November 8, 2017.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. In the left
photo we see a bunch of orbs that all have an inexplicable hole on their right
sides (just as in this photo). In the right photo we see a bunch of orbs that all

"Right-Punched" Orbs and "Left-Punched" Orbs

orb notches (50)

orb on banister (10)

orb on edge of photo (1)

orb on escalator (1)

orb on Mars (1)

orb on orb (4)

orb on roof (42)

orb on row of Grand Central
lights (63)

orb on stairway (8)

orb over head (1)

orb pair (19)

orb parachutes (1)

orb pattern becoming less
complex (1)

orb pattern growing more
complex (9)

orb perched on window frame (7)

orb photos by others (37)

orb polygon (3)

orb protrusion (1)

orb rainbow swarm (7)

orb rays (5)

orb right angle turn (52)

orb ring (95)

orb row (2)

orb S-shape (3)

orb sandwiches (1)

orb seen in consecutive photos
(8)

orb selective positioning (271)

orb shadow (1)

orb shields (2)

orb silhouette (1)

orb squirt (1)

orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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have an inexplicable hole on their left sides.

But in the photo below, the orbs are all "center-punched":

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb ring, orb with hole, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect

Thursday, November 9, 2017

Photo date: November 8, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
some of the strange things I call orb rings. All of them have inexplicable holes
on their right sides.

All 12 Had Holes on Their Right Sides
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And speaking of orbs with holes on their right side, check out the photo
below, which includes a very colorful bit of triangular weirdness.
  

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb hole, orb hole positional bias, orb ring, orb with hole, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect

Thursday, October 26, 2017

Photo date: October 23, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see three orbs that
each have an identical-looking vertical stripe. Very strange.

A Strange Triad
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On the same day I photographed this strange orb with what looks a big hole
in it.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb ring, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb
near water, striped orbs

Saturday, October 14, 2017

Photo date: October 12, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see 4 orbs with the
same little dark ring inside them.  It is the same strange thing seen in this
series of photos. 

The same "little rings inside the orbs" can be seen in the photo below from
the same day:

The Same Little Ring in 4 Orbs
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orbs with small rings, photos suggesting
a supernatural design effect

Tuesday, September 19, 2017

The photos below show two mysterious orbs I photographed on September
18, 2017.  The first one I photographed in the Queens area of New York City,
and the second one I photographed in Grand Central Terminal in New York.
Note the astonishing similarity. In both orbs we see a letter "H" in which the
right "leg" of the H is curving to the right.  In between taking these photos I
took many other photos which showed no orbs and no such "H." 

This is the second day on which I have photographed two mysterious orbs
both having the same exact same stripe pattern, one that looked like a letter
of the alphabet.  The previous time this happened was on September 5,
2017, as recorded in this post.  On that day I got the two orbs shown below,
both having a "T" shape inside them.

The Second "Orb Twin" Appeared 8 Hours After the
First
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Such cases (in which the exact same very distinctive orb pattern is repeated
on the same day) seem to be a dramatic new wrinkle in the ever-more-
astonishing orb phenomenon. It is rather hard not to interpret such cases as
being a signalling effect involving some external unfathomable intelligence.

The repeated "H" pattern is one of of 23 recurring patterns I have noticed in
mysterious orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of
these patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click
here to see multiple examples of each of these patterns.
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Labels: green air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, reappearance of anomalous object, striped air
orb, striped green orb, striped orb with curved stripe

Thursday, September 7, 2017

Photo date: September 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

Below are two mysterious orbs I photographed indoors, about an hour apart,
while photographing a featureless wall.  The two orbs look almost identical,
both having a pair of stripes forming a "T" shape.

Imagine if someone were merely photographing natural particles. How often
would a photographer get within the same hour by coincidence two particles
that had distinctive markings this similar? The answer is: not once in a
thousand reincarnated lifetimes.  There are quadrillions of possible ways in
which random markings might be arranged inside an orb, so the chance of
coincidentally getting a match this similar would be less than 1 in
1,000,000,000,000,000 during any hour.

In between taking these two photos, I took several other photos which
showed nothing unusual -- no orbs, and no lines. No such lines were seen in
any photos after the second photo, or before the first.  The photos had
nothing to do with any camera irregularity.

These photos are the third and fourth times I have seen a T-shape in
mysterious orbs I photographed. Two other examples are below.

This pattern is one of of 22 recurring patterns I have noticed in mysterious
orbs I have photographed. The grid below summarizes each of these
patterns, and how many times each have been photographed. Click here to
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see multiple examples of each of these patterns.
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Labels: bright air orb, letters inside orb, orb with letter, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, reappearance of anomalous object, reappearance
of orb at same spot, striped air orb, striped orbs

Wednesday, June 7, 2017

Photo date: April 27, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
strange marks on some small orbs, some horizontal, and others vertical. 
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Monday, May 15, 2017

Besides getting mysterious striped orbs by the hundreds in photos I take in
dry air, I also sometimes get striped orbs while photographing falling water
drops.  I took each of the photos below while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark background. See
here for a similar grid. You can see the original posts containing these photos
here.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, posters, striped orb
near water

Tuesday, May 2, 2017

Photo date: April 27, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see two strange
varieties of striped orbs (in the upper example the stripes have a strange
brownish hue). We also see examples of the orb crescents I have very often
photographed.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb crescent, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped
orb near water, striped orbs

The Water's Weirdness

Monday, May 1, 2017

Photo date: April 27, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We some 10 orb shapes
with inexplicable stripes, some of which look rather like motorcycle helmets. 
See here for many similar photos. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Saturday, April 29, 2017

Photo date: April 27, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see six mysterious
orbs that each have an inexplicable thick stripe.

These are only some of countless striped orbs I have photographed while
photographing water drops. You can see many other examples here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs
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Friday, April 28, 2017

Photo date: April 27, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see two orbs that
have exactly the same very distinctive shape inside them. The shapes almost
look like little animal heads. 

You can see this type of weirdness again and again and again in my photos
of water drops. I will repeatedly get some extremely distinctive inexplicable
shape (such as a particular type of stripe) that will appear multiple times in
the same photo. You can see many jaw-dropping examples here.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs, two striped orbs with same look

The Freakiest "Twins"

Wednesday, April 26, 2017

Photo date: April 25, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see on the left some
strange cones and half-orbs, and on the right some equally strange striped
orbs.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: half orbs, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb
near water, striped orbs

Saturday, March 11, 2017

 Photo date: March 8, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin. 

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. In the first
photo we see yet another example of the water face effect I have
photographed hundreds of times previously, in which face-like details appear.
In the second photo we see strange stripe features.
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On the same day I took the strange photo below. Notice how we seem to see
a strange "shrinkage" effect in which the orbs seem more "chopped" in the
lower part of the photo.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: half orbs, orb face, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
striped orb near water, striped orbs, water face effect

Saturday, February 11, 2017
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Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
mysterious orbs with double stripes. One of the orbs has three parallel
stripes. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb stripe with two lines, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect, striped orb near water, striped orb with three stripes, striped orb with
two stripes, striped orbs

Saturday, February 4, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  In the upper
half of the photo, we see something very strange: three orbs that have inside
them what look like little water faucets seen from the side.  The "water faucet"
look results from a short stripe directly underneath a long stripe.  

3 "Water Faucets" in the Weird Water Drop?

dinosaur-like figure (1)

disk-shaped UFO (2)

distinctive orb seen repeatedly in
same spot (1)

dolphin-headed orb (1)

double bending of light rays (10)

double flat-edged orb (1)
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dust orbs (5)
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ESP (1)
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experiments (10)

eye detail in orbs (16)

Facebook photo stream of orb
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faint half-ring in orb (1)

female face in orb (3)

finger-like orb indentations (3)

flag shape in water drop (1)

flattened orbs (1)

floating head (4)

floating non-circular face (1)

floating number (1)

flying insect (3)

folded orb (1)

four intersecting orbs (1)

four-part orb pattern (1)

frequently asked questions (1)

full spectrum camera photo
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ghost blob (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: air orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb
near water, striped orbs

Thursday, February 2, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see
some orbs with inexplicable stripes.  Note how all 9 of the stripes have the
same angle of inclination.  See here for many similar photos. 

Inexplicably Striped

ghostly apparition (6)

ghostly figure (22)

ghostly figure in window (1)

ghostly figures (8)

ghostly mist (12)

ghostly mist indoors (16)

giant orb (1)

giant purple air orb (17)

gradient color orb (158)

gradient color orb crescent (1)

gradually changing orb motif (1)

green air orb (241)

green orb near water drop (23)
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green orb stripe (1)

green orb veil (4)

green rays (1)
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half face (2)
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how to navigate this site (1)
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infinity symbol (3)
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inverted Y orb motif (8)

lack of more orbs in bad outdoor
air (1)
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letters inside orb (32)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Tuesday, January 31, 2017

Photo date: January 28, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. On the right
we see some striped orbs. On the left we see something that looks stranger
than simple stripes. We see what looks rather like microphones with little
spheres at the end. 

Below is some other strangeness I photographed on the same day.

What Shall We Call This Weirdness?

levitation of TV image (37)

light forms (8)

light metamorphosis (108)

light metamorphosis described
(1)

light metamorphosis flash photo
(84)

light metamorphosis in Grand
Central (28)

light metamorphosis in New York
Public Library (3)

light metamorphosis non-flash
photo (10)

light rays falling and rising (5)

light rays folding (12)

light rays forming into letters (1)

light rays resembling Mobius
strip (1)

light rays rising and falling (2)

light surge (1)

line in oval pattern (1)

little orb next to big orb (15)

lucid dreaming (1)

luminous line (2)

mandorla in water drops (1)

mask-like orbs (1)

mediums (2)

mind over matter experiments
(2)

miscellaneous luminous
anomalies (54)

miscellaneous paranormal
events (52)

miscellaneous photographic
anomaly (19)

mist orbs (1)

misty figures (1)

moving orbs seen by security
cameras (1)

multi-colored air orb (84)

multi-colored orb crescent (1)
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb ring, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb
near water, striped orbs

Thursday, January 26, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but pure, clean drops of
water falling against a dark background.   We see a water drop inexplicably
filled with striped orbs. These are one of very many striped orbs that showed
up in my photos on this day. 

I have by now photographed more than 200 striped orbs while photographing
water drops, as shown in this series of posts,  and another 200 striped orbs

Dramatic Drop

multi-colored orb veil (1)

multi-colored striped orb (15)
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number in water (2)
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orb appearing at requested spot
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orb appearing with requested
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floating about in the air, which you can see in this series of posts.  In the latter
I notice recurring patterns that are summarized in this blog post.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:20 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Monday, January 23, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see a strange striped
orb.

This orb had a curvy stripe, so it looked quite different from the mysterious
striped orbs below I photographed on the same day, which all had straight
stripes.

Like Some Weird Alien Planet
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Saturday, January 21, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
some orbs with inexplicable stripes. The one near the top has three parallel
stripes.   See here for many similar photos. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orb with three stripes, striped orb with two stripes

Thursday, January 19, 2017

Photo date: January 19, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see four
forms of bizarre weirdness that some closeups will reveal.

Four Freaky Facets of This Photo
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The first freaky facet is the large orb with a strange zig-zag stripe.  The
second freaky facet is the strange bright blue-white thing to the left.

The third freaky facet is the part at the top left, a closeup of which is shown
below. It looks like a column of keyholes. 

The fourth freaky facet is the part in the middle right, a closeup of which is
shown below. We see some orbs with inexplicable pairs of parallel stripes.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:28 AM No comments: 

Labels: circular orb veil, orb veil with shadow stripe, orb veils, photos
suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near water, striped orbs,
striped orbs with parallel stripes, zig-zag stripe in orb

Tuesday, January 17, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see one
of many striped orbs I photographed on this day. Very strangely, we see a
strange "segregation." In the middle are orbs with a thick stripe, and below
are orbs with a much thinner stripe.

Segregation of the Inexplicable Striped Orbs?
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Saturday, January 14, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
two drops of water, both filled with strange striped orbs.

Both Drops of Pure Water Had Striped Orbs
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paranormal transformation (12)
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particle size analysis (1)
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photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)
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camera (44)
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photos suggesting a
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Another photo from the same day showed more striped orbs.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Thursday, January 12, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see some strange
striped orbs. The stripes are almost all at the tops of the orbs.  See here for
many similar photos. 

Below is another example from the same day.

Like the Orbs Were Wearing Sweat Bands
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Monday, January 9, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see a bunch of orbs
with inexplicable stripes.  See here for many similar photos. 

A Mysterious Orange Striped Orb and Its Striped
Entourage
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Sunday, January 8, 2017

Photo date: January 3, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark background.  In the one below we can
seem to see an eye and a bill of some strange creature. 

And speaking of creatures, you can almost see the profiles of bird-like
creatures in the orbs below.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, January 7, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see two streams of
water, both of them shockingly weird. For both streams are filled with striped
orbs.  See here for other examples of this weirdness.
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Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Thursday, January 5, 2017

Photo date: January 5, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see more than a
dozen striped orbs. Tonight I photographed more than a hundred of them.
See here for dozens of other examples from previous days. 
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Photo date: November 14, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see four striped orbs.

Below is a closeup of the top right corner. Look closely to see something
incredibly strange. There are two ring-like things that intersect with two other
ring-like things. It reminds me of a part of the Olympic Games logo. 
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Labels: intersecting rings in orb, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect, striped orb near water, striped orbs

Wednesday, November 16, 2016

Photo date: November 14, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see an astonishing
set of striped orbs. The one in the top left has three stripes, each stretching
from one side of the orb to the other.  This is one of 28 photos I have taken
showing two or more striped orbs in a photo. See here for other examples,
one of which shows 25 striped orbs in a single photo. 
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Photo date: November 14, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background.  We see what I have
quite a few times snapped before while photographing falling water drops:
some strange striped orbs. In the right corner is some strangeness I cannot
classify. Check out that blue striped orb in the center. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect, striped orb near water, striped orbs

Photo date: November 14, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see some utterly
bizarre orbs, some of which have parallel stripes, and some of which almost
seem to have some weird image in them -- the head of a bird, perhaps?
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On the same day I took this equally bizarre image, showing strange
rectangular things, and (at the top) some more weird orbs that almost seem
to have a bird image inside them.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: animal face in orb, blue orb near water drop, photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect, striped orb near water, striped orbs, striped orbs
with parallel stripes
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Photo date: October 14,  2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary pure, clean
water drops falling against a dark background. We see 10 mysterious orbs
with big thick stripes, some of which have a quite rectangular appearance. 
See here for similar photos. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Baffling Strangeness of the Striped Orbs

Monday, October 3, 2016

Photo date: September 27, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. Behold the inexplicable
weirdness. We see 20 striped orbs.  See here for a similar photo. 
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Some of the details in this image are startling. Here is one of the orbs. It's like
we can see two different "equal signs" on the orb.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Tuesday, September 27, 2016
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Photo date: September 27, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background.  The left photo shows a
shocking anomaly that is quite inexplicable: seven orbs that each have a
similar-looking stripe.  See here for20 similar photos, one of which shows 20
striped orbs in a single photo. On the right we see some of the equally
mysterious objects I call orb rings and orb crescents (which I have
photographed more than 100 times, as shown here). 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:34 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb crescent, orb ring, photos suggesting a supernatural design
effect, striped orb near water, striped orbs

Sunday, May 1, 2016

Photo date: April 27, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

 The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
an inexplicable column of six orbs, which each has a similar-looking stripe.  I
have 20 times previously photographed these strange striped orbs, as shown
here.  Sometimes they appear in the sky. 

A Column of Six Striped Orbs
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Saturday, April 30, 2016

Photo date: April 28, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
some of the strange objects I call striped orbs. One of them has two parallel
stripes, and another has three parallel stripes.

A Double-Striped Orb and a Triple-Striped Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orb with shadow stripe, striped orbs

Monday, January 11, 2016

Photo date: December 14, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. The first
one shows some weird objects that resemble clam shells.  At the bottom of
the photo are three shield-like objects that each look like carbon copies of
each other.

The same day I got a rather similar photo that again was an example of what
I call striped orbs (see here for 17 other examples).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb shields, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped
orb near water, striped orbs

Like Some Weird Luminous Clam Shells

Saturday, January 2, 2016
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Photo date: December 8, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see an
example of one of the many types of weird things that appear in my photos of
this type: a pair of striped orbs.

Another photo from that day showed the same thing.  They almost looks like
clams.

See here for 16 other photos of such striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Friday, December 25, 2015

Photo date: December 8, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were cropped from a single photo taken while
photographing nothing but ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against
a dark featureless background.  We see three drops of pure, clean water,
each of which has some type of weirdness. The first two drops show the
strange phenomenon I call striped orbs, many of which can be seen here.
The third photo looks like some little school of angel fish.

Which of These Drops of Clean Water Is Weirdest?
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On the same day I photographed this drop of clean water, in which we see
orbs that almost seem to all be wearing little hats.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Wednesday, December 23, 2015

Photo date: December 11, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a strange,
strange stream of water that has more than 25 striped orbs in it. Some of the
striped orbs seem to have triangular tops, and a striped orb at the bottom of
the stream seems to be spinning in a circle.

An Inexplicable Stream of 25 Striped Orbs
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See here for 14 other photos of these striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Sunday, December 13, 2015

Photo date: December 8, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see another
example of striped orbs, which I have shown before in this series of photos. 
But in this photo there is a new bit of strangeness I have never seen before.
Above the stripes there are concentric rings.  They almost look like miners
wearing miner's hats.

Stripy Weirdness in a Water Drop
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Wednesday, December 9, 2015

Photo date: December 8, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a dramatic
example of striped orbs, one of the many strange phenomena shown on this
blog.  See here for 10 other examples of this strange phenomena.  Other
photographers get some of the phenomena shown on this blog (such as
moving orbs, orb veils, sky orbs and orb faces), but I know of no other
photographer who gets striped orbs suddenly and unexpectedly appearing. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Friday, December 4, 2015

Photo date: December 4, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see an
example of the strange phenomenon I call striped orbs.

Another photo from the same day shows the same weird phenomenon.
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See here for 9 other examples of striped orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

Tuesday, December 1, 2015

Photo date: November 28, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a very
strange water drop that has lots of striped orbs in it. The weirdest part is the
left end, where we see a yellow striped thing that resembles one of those
striped poles outside of a barber shop.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs
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Photo date: October 5, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.   We see a water
drop containing the very hard-to-explain anomaly of striped orbs.  See this
link for other photos of striped orbs. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Saturday, October 10, 2015

Photo date: October 5, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see something
astonishing: seven orbs that have a stripe in their middle.

See this post for another photo showing striped orbs in a water drop.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, striped orb near
water, striped orbs

7 Striped Orbs in a Water Drop

Friday, October 2, 2015

Photo date: October 1, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  This photo shows
a new type of marvel I have not previously seen: the wonder of striped orbs.  I
have on this blog 50 photos of orb crescents, 68 photos of orb veils, 14
photos of ring-shaped orbs, and 250 photos of water drop orbs that seem to
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have faces within them. But this is the first time I can recall getting striped
orbs. We see about a dozen striped orbs in a single water drop. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:10 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, orb rays, photos suggesting a supernatural
design effect, striped orb near water, striped orbs
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, July 11, 2019

Photo date: July 10, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling against a black featureless background.  We see many orbs with
face-like details. On this day I got quite a few consecutive photographs
looking like this one.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb hole, orb with three holes, water face effect

Orb Faces

Wednesday, July 10, 2019

Photo date: July 10, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark, featureless background.
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I had previously got an effect I called the water face effect, in which face-like
details appeared in many photos I took of falling water drops, using an old
Olympus camera that is no longer working.  Today is the first day I got such
an effect abundantly using my Sony A6000 camera.  Today I got many
consecutive photos looking like this photo. I will publish them gradually this
month.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 12:05 PM No comments: 

Labels: a6000 photo, orange orb face, orb face, orb hole, orb with four holes,
photos suggesting a supernatural design effect, water face effect, yellow orb
near water drop

Thursday, July 4, 2019

Photo date: July 3, 2019. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing only ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling against a dark background.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, water face effect

Monday, September 4, 2017

Photo date: August 28, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. In the top right we can
seem to see a strange face resembling a Halloween pumpkin.  See here for
many similar photos, many showing multiple face-like details in a single water
drop photo. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: letters inside orb, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect
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Photo date: March 27, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but pure, clean drops of
water falling against a dark background. We see three orbs with face-like
details, an effect I have observed many times since October 2014, as shown
in this series of 300+ photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Saturday, March 11, 2017

 Photo date: March 8, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin. 

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. In the first
photo we see yet another example of the water face effect I have
photographed hundreds of times previously, in which face-like details appear.
In the second photo we see strange stripe features.
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On the same day I took the strange photo below. Notice how we seem to see
a strange "shrinkage" effect in which the orbs seem more "chopped" in the
lower part of the photo.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: half orbs, orb face, photos suggesting a supernatural design effect,
striped orb near water, striped orbs, water face effect

Sunday, February 26, 2017
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Photo date: February 23, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see another example
of the strange, strange water face effect that I have observed since October
2014.  At least four of the orbs seem to have face-like details. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Monday, January 30, 2017

Photo date: January 29, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
what I have hundreds of times previously photographed (as shown here):
orbs that seem to have face-like details.  In this case there's an odd little
variation: lots of the orbs have a kind of bitten look to them, with a "bite" on
their left upper edges.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Tuesday, January 24, 2017

Photo date: January 20, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but pure, clean drops of
water falling against a dark background.  We see various very strange
anomalies. The right photo shows what I have hundreds of times
photographed (as shown here): inexplicable face-like details in orbs.  The
middle photo shows something just as shocking: what looks like my initials. 

Below is a closeup of the lower part of the middle photo. We seem to see my
initials: MM.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: initials in water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

My Initials In a Drop of Pure, Clean Water

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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Photo date: January 2, 2017. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark background. We see strange face-like
details, and in the right photo we see an example of what I call the orb
centrifuge effect, in which orbs seem to spin around the outer edges of a
water drop, like test tubes in a doctor's centrifuge.  See here for a composite
photo showing 48 examples of this strange effect. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:55 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Aqueous Anomalies

Wednesday, December 28, 2016

Photo date: December 23, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. In the top left corner we
see four orbs with face-like details, an effect I have photographed hundreds
of times since October 2014 (as shown in these posts). In the top right corner
we see a bunch of strange half orbs. In the bottom we see some of the
strange things I call orb veils (see here for 200+ examples). 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: half orbs, orb face, orb veils, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wednesday, December 7, 2016

Photo date: December 6, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo while photographing ordinary drops of pure, clean water
falling against a dark background. We see again the astonishing water face
effect in which face-like details appear in orbs.
Since the time I first started getting this effect in October 2014, I have
published on this blog 300+ photos showing cases like this of what looks like
smiling faces. Not one single time has a photo ever shown what looks like a
frown in an orb. Were I to ever to start getting a frown in one of these photos,
I might well interpret it as something rather like a "great disturbance in the
Force," some sign of impending doom or a recent catastrophe.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:58 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Saturday, December 3, 2016

Photo date: December 2, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photo below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. We see another example
of the astonishing phenomenon I call the water face effect, which I have
observed for more than two years.  See here for 300+ examples.  Besides
the strange effect in which we seem to see orbs with faces,  there is also an
orb in the lower left corner with three stripes. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: orbs in water drops, striped orb near water, striped orbs, water face
effect

Sunday, September 25, 2016

Photo date: September 23, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing ordinary drops of pure, clean
water falling against a dark background. We see an example of the strange
phenomenon I call the water face effect, wherein face-like details
mysteriously appear in water drops.

The second photo shows the same effect.
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See this video for many other examples of this strange phenomenon,
something I have photographed 300+ times over a period of almost two years
(as you can see in this series of photos). 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:53 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wednesday, September 21, 2016

Photo date: September 20, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I took the photos below while photographing nothing but ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark background. On the left we see some
weird examples of ring-like features in orbs. On the right we see two orbs that
rather seem to have ring-like eyes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:27 AM No comments: 

Ring-like Eyes in the Orbs?
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Labels: orb face, orb ring, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wednesday, August 17, 2016

Photo date: August 15, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of clean, pure water against a dark background. The left one seems to show
two orbs with face-like features. The right one shows an extremely colorful
striped orb with a green stripe and a purple stripe. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, striped orbs, water face effect

Some Weirdness In the Water Drops

Tuesday, August 16, 2016

Photo date: August 15, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  Looking
closely, you can what looks like a great number of orbs with face-like details,
including a remarkable orange orb.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb face, water face effect

Saturday, August 13, 2016

Photo date: August 12, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless
background.  We see a very clear example of the most astonishing effect I
call the water face effect, wherein face-like details are seen in water drops. I
have observed this effect every month since October 2014.  See here for
300+ examples of this effect. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wednesday, July 13, 2016

 Photo date: July 12, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless
background.  We see an orb that seems to have two eyes, a nose, and a
mouth. Just what you need for a face, and nothing extra.

See here for many similar photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:13 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Euphoric Enigma

Thursday, July 7, 2016

Photo date: July 5, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
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of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see at
least six examples of water drop orbs with face-like details.  It's another
example of the strange water face effect I have observed since October,
2014. 
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Tuesday, July 5, 2016

Photo date: July 4, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
several orbs that almost seem to be enjoying their July 4th holiday.

See here for many other examples of this strange effect.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect, yellow orb near water
drop

Holiday Merriment?

Thursday, June 2, 2016

Photo date: May 30, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see
yet another example of the mysterious phenomenon I call the water face
effect, also shown in this series of 300+ photos.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Sunday, May 29, 2016

Photo date: May 29, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop that seems to have five smiling orbs inside it.   See here for many
other examples of this strange effect. 
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Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Thursday, May 26, 2016

Photo date: May 26, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see
some orbs in a water drop, orbs that seem to have rather giddy expressions.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Exuberant Enigma

Thursday, May 19, 2016

Photo date: May 16, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
some orbs that seem rather smiley. See here for other examples. 
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On the same day I took the photo below, an example of what I call orb veils.
Notice the strange three-color stripe, a stripe of red, yellow, and green. We
see what looks like some weird ghostly stairway.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:15 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb veil with rainbow edge, orb veils, orbs in water drops,
water face effect

Sunday, May 8, 2016
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Photo date: May 7, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
some examples of some of the strange things I call orb veils (18 types of
which are shown here). I have published 170 photos of these strange things,
but this one has a shocking type of detail I have only once seen before in
these veil-like structures. 

Below is a closeup of the top of the photo (I used the IrfanView "Auto-adjust
colors" on the closeup).  We seem to see two eyes on the top, and a grin that
include two rows of teeth.  We can even seem to see pupils inside the eyes. 
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Labels: orb veil with face, orb veils, water face effect

Thursday, May 5, 2016

Photo date: May 4, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
very colorfully striped orb that seems to be grinning. You'd smile too if you
had those cool stripes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, striped orbs, water face effect

Grin of a Striped Orb?

Sunday, April 24, 2016

Photo date: April 11, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
four orbs that look as if they are sharing a good chuckle.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect
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Wednesday, April 20, 2016

Photo date: April 19, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
some unexpected smiles.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Uncanny Smiles

Wednesday, April 13, 2016

Photo date: April 12, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless
background.  We see yet another example of the strange, strange effect I call
the water face effect, in which smiling faces appear.  I've photographed this
almost daily since October 2014.  They almost always appear as smiling
faces, and never appear as frowning faces. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:18 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Tuesday, April 5, 2016

Photo date: April 4, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
four pleasant-looking orbs that seem to have faces.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect
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Tuesday, March 29, 2016

Photo date: March 28, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop that seems to have near its top a smiling orb.   

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

Ephemeral Enigma

Sunday, March 27, 2016

Photo date: March 21, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see
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some orbs, one of which has a rather rare green appearance.

A less colorful group was observed on the same day.

These are additional examples of the strange water face effect I have
observed almost every day since October 2014.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: green orb near water drop, orange orb near water drop, orb face,
orbs in water drops, red orb near water drop, water face effect

Wednesday, March 23, 2016

Photo date: February 16, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see
about 20 orbs, many of which seem to have facial features. 

The same strange effect can be seen in another water drop photo from the
same day.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect, yellow orb near water
drop

Saturday, March 19, 2016

Photo date: March 17, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless
background. We see four orbs that seem to be in a good mood, judging from
those grins they are wearing.

For hundreds of similar photos I have taken since October 2014, see this
photo stream.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:16 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

A Blue Orb Face

Thursday, March 17, 2016

Photo date: March 12, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a
drip of water that seems to have at least 9 smiling faces.
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Another photo from the same day seems to show the same strange effect.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Saturday, March 12, 2016

Photo date: March 9, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop that seems to have inside it some cheerful-looking faces. It's
another example of the strange, strange "water face effect" described here
and shown in this series of photos. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wednesday, March 9, 2016

Photo date: February 19, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop that has some cheerful-looking orbs inside it.

Pure But Perplexing
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See here for a video showing many examples of this strange phenomenon.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Sunday, March 6, 2016

Photo date: February 4, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless
background. We seem to see eight or more cheerful-looking orbs. 

More Cheerful Than a Water Drop Should Be
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:19 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

Sunday, February 28, 2016

Photo date: February 25, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop that has an orange orb resembling a Halloween jack-o-lantern.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb in water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

This Water Drop Looks Like It Has a Jack-o-lantern
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Thursday, February 25, 2016

Photo date: February 24, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless
background.  We see a water drop that seems as packed as a crowded New
York City subway car.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:51 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

This Water Drop Was Occupied

Sunday, February 21, 2016

Photo date: February 19, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a
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water drop that seems to be have quite the little gang of placid-looking orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect, yellow orb near water
drop

Thursday, February 18, 2016

Photo date: February 17, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
two water drops that are each displaying what I call the orb centrifuge effect,
in which orbs spin around the outer edges of a water drop.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wednesday, February 17, 2016

Photo date: February 16, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see an
example of the orb centrifuge effect I have often photographed, in which orbs
spin around rapidly inside a water drop, like test tubes in a doctor's
centrifuge.
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The photo below shows a less dramatic example of the same spinning effect.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, water face effect

Tuesday, February 16, 2016

Photo date: February 16, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless
background. We see some cheerful-looking features within a water drop. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wednesday, February 10, 2016

Photo date: February 9, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
long water drop that seems to have lots of orbs inside it.
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Below is a closeup of the top part. The one in the middle seems to have a
prominent "nose."

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb nose detail, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Tuesday, February 9, 2016

Photo date: February 4, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop that seems to have three orb faces in it, one of which seems to be
moving fast.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Sunday, February 7, 2016

Photo date: February 4, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop with some colorful orbs inside it.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Colorful Orbs in a Water Drop

Thursday, February 4, 2016
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Photo date: February 1, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  The
photos help to show the remarkable consistency of the strange water face
effect in which I get what looks like orb faces inside water drops. In all of the
drops below, we see between 10 and 20 orbs, almost all the same size.

Here is the first photo. 

Here is the second photo.

 Here is the third photo.
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I have got this strange effect regularly since October 2014.  See here for
300+ examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Tuesday, February 2, 2016

Photo date: January 31, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a
long drop of clean water that has lots of orbs inside it.  Some of the orbs
seem to be moving very rapidly within the drop. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Monday, February 1, 2016

Photo date: January 31, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a
water drop that seems to be crowded with orbs.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb crescent, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect
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Saturday, January 30, 2016

Photo date: January 29, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We some
orbs in a drip of water. In one part of the photo we see a red orb, a white orb,
and a blue orb -- the three colors of the American flag.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, red orb near
water drop, water face effect

Odd "Patriotism" of the Water Drop Orbs

Friday, January 29, 2016

Photo date: January 9, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. The line at
the bottom makes you wonder: was one of these orbs changing color as it
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moved?

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:08 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb in water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

Monday, January 25, 2016

Photo date: December 12, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  Flanked
by what looks like some fast orb motion, we see two orbs in the middle that
look almost as if they were enjoying the spinning antics of their orb
colleagues.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:44 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect
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orb stairway (1)

orb string of pearls (96)

orb stripe with two lines (2)
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Saturday, January 23, 2016

Photo date: January 22, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a
water drop that seems to have within it several cheerful-looking orbs. To their
left we see an orb that seems to be spinning rapidly around the orbs in the
center.

The photo was cropped from the larger photo below.

Water Drop Marvels
orb swarm (137)

orb swords (1)

orb symmetry (1)

orb telepathy (1)

orb totem pole (1)

orb tower (1)

orb triangles (17)

orb triple alignment (3)

orb twins (2)

orb u-turn (19)

orb V-shaped turn (1)

orb veil behind orb (1)

orb veil Bezier curve (1)

orb veil outer membrane (24)

orb veil radial symmetry (1)

orb veil with concentric rings (28)

orb veil with face (2)

orb veil with internal circle (45)

orb veil with internal cross (1)

orb veil with internal diamond (1)

orb veil with rainbow edge (4)

orb veil with rainbow spot (1)

orb veil with right angle (11)

orb veil with shadow stripe (5)

orb veil with straight line (39)

orb veil with tail (1)

orb veils (277)

orb vertical bias (50)

orb vertical tail (6)

orb with blue smile (1)

orb with brighter bottom (1)

orb with central spot (5)

orb with circular hole and oval
hole (5)

orb with diamond mark (6)
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On the same day I got the photo below showing a bright blue orb in a water
drop, one that looks as happy as a clam.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orb mouth
detail, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Thursday, January 21, 2016

Photo date: January 17, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a
water drop that seems to have several smiling orb faces inside it.

Grins in the Drop

orb with diamond-shaped hole
(1)

orb with five holes (7)

orb with four holes (10)

orb with glasses (1)

orb with green edge (1)

orb with hair (1)

orb with hole (188)

orb with hole and ring (1)

orb with internal arcs (1)

orb with letter (42)

orb with long tail (5)

orb with multiple colors (3)

orb with number (16)

orb with rainbow face (2)

orb with rectangular feature (5)

orb with rectangular hole (5)

orb with red feature near center
(2)

orb with single big eye (3)

orb with six holes (1)

orb with small ring (12)

orb with spot (29)

orb with square (2)

orb with three holes (68)

orb with tongue (2)

orb with triangle (9)

orb with triangular eye (1)

orb with triangular hole (6)

orb with triple stripe (1)

orb with two holes (157)

orb zone theory (20)

orb zone theory debunked (2)

orbs and alien abductions (1)

orbs and near-death experiences
(2)

orbs at Hall of Science (1)
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Some more grins seem to have been picked up by the photo slice below.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:06 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Monday, January 18, 2016

Photo date: January 17, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photos below were taken while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless
background.  We see four orbs in a water drop. Which one is cutest?

Which of These Orb Faces Is Cutest?

orbs forming a letter (2)

orbs forming a number (3)

orbs forming right angle (2)

orbs forming semi-circle (2)

orbs general characteristics (1)

orbs in high megapixel photos
(1)

orbs in water drops (376)

orbs near Unisphere (1)

orbs near wires (8)

orbs on glass pane (5)

orbs visible to naked eye (18)

orbs with pear-shaped holes (1)

orbs with small rings (11)

orbs with two holes (2)

outdoor night orb (1446)

outdoor orb (456)

outdoor orbs on low pollen day
(148)

oval orb (3)

oval shape in orb (19)

pac man orb (1)

paranormal transformation (12)

paranormal transformation of
inanimate object (7)

particle size analysis (1)

peach-colored air orb (45)

phallic orb (17)

photo summary (3)

photo taken with higher focal
length (2)

photo uploaded directly from
camera (44)

photographic techniques for
paranormal photography (3)

photos suggesting a
supernatural design effect (380)

pie-like orb (3)

pink air orb (203)
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I think the cutest is the one on the right.

The photo is a closeup from the larger photo shown below, showing a single
water drop.  

Since October 2014 I have got this strange "orb faces in the water drops"
effect (which I call the water face effect) whenever I have photographed water
drops with my Olympus camera.  Click here to see a video compiling many of
the photos I have taken showing this effect.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:40 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Saturday, January 16, 2016

Photo date: November 30, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless
background.  We see a drop of water that seems to have within it many little
orb faces. They all look pretty much the same, except for a single orange orb.

Orange Orb Nonconformist

pink and blue orb (2)

pink and green orb (2)

pink and orange orb (1)

pink orb cluster (1)

pink orb in water drop (2)

Pinterest board of orb photos (1)

plasma cloud (10)

plasma veil (7)

poltergeist activity (4)

posters (133)

precognition (1)

precognitive levitation (3)

predictions (1)

pulsating orb (20)

punctuation mark in orb (3)

purple air orb (481)

purple orb in water drop (9)

purple orb near water drop (21)

purple orb veil (1)

purple striped orb (1)

purple-red air orb (1)

rainbow orb (1)

reappearance of anomalous
object (17)

reappearance of orb at same
spot (46)

reappearance of orb veil with
same distinctive shape (3)

recommended books (1)

rectangular orb (1)

rectangular UFO (2)

recurring orb patterns (3)

red air orb (103)

red orb aura (31)

red orb crescent (3)

red orb near water drop (17)

red orb ring (1)
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Click here to see 293 examples of this type of strange anomaly (keep clicking
"Older Posts" to see the whole series).

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb in water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

Wednesday, January 13, 2016

Photo date: January 9, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
single drop of water that seems to have within it several orbs that are
spinning around the outer edges of the water drop. It's another example of
what I call the orb centrifuge effect. See this poster for 48 similar examples.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:09 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Monday, January 11, 2016

Photo date: January 10, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see
yet another example of what I call the orb centrifuge effect, in which orbs spin
very rapidly around the outer edges of a water drop, like test tubes in a
centrifuge. See here for 91 other examples of this strange effect.
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Wednesday, January 6, 2016

Photo date: December 10, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  The photo
shows two astonishing types of anomalies.

The first anomaly is at the top of the photo, where we seem to see orb faces
similar to those shown in 289 photos you can see here.  But the bottom of the
photo shows something very strange I have never seen before. We can see
what looks like bird heads inside the two orbs at the bottom. Below is a
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closeup.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: animal face in water drop orb, orb face, orbs in water drops, water
face effect

Tuesday, January 5, 2016

Photo date: December 17, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
what looks like several faces inside a water drip, including one with an
unusual yellowish-green color. 
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The photo above was cropped from the larger photo below (right click to see
the photo at its full resolution). 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:05 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect, yellow green orb in
water drop

Saturday, January 2, 2016

Photo date: January 1, 2016. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see
another example of the strange, strange water face effect I have observed
regularly in water drop photos since October 2014. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb in water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

Wednesday, December 30, 2015

Photo date: December 28, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  Within a
drip of water, we seem to four orb faces, I think the one on the bottom is
cutest.

Wet and Very Puzzling
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See here for hundreds of similar photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Sunday, December 27, 2015

Photo date: December 25, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken while photographing nothing but ordinary drops
of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. The first
one shows a water drop that includes a blue orb and an orange orb.

This one shows more detail. The one on the top left has features resembling
an eyelid and an eye pupil. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:02 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, orange orb near water drop, orb eye detail,
orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Thursday, December 24, 2015

Photo date: December 12, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing nothing but
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless
background. The photo shows another example of the strange, strange water
face effect that I have photographed in this series of 285 photos.  

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 
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Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Friday, December 18, 2015

Photo date: December 12, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We seem to
see a dense clump orb faces in a single water drop.

See here for a video showing this strange phenomenon.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Evanescent Wonders in a Water Drop

Wednesday, December 16, 2015

Photo date: December 13, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop that seems to have within it quite a few smiling orbs. But we also
see a degree of "racial integration" -- for there also seem to be one or two
yellow faces.

This Water Drop Is Not Racially Segregated
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There seems to be some very fast orb motion on the left side of this drop,
including some undulating motion. See here for similar photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, speeding water orb, water face effect,
water orb undulation, yellow orb near water drop

Tuesday, December 15, 2015

Photo date: December 14, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a water
drop that has three orbs within it. Those orbs seem to have strange face-like
things inside them.  The left one and the top one somehow remind me of
depictions of the three Magi kings, although they might just as easily remind
you of bearded medieval knights.

Like the Three Magi Kings
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:46 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Photo date: December 14, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  In the first photo
we see three water drops that each seem to have orbs speeding around
inside them. The blue orb at the top has an unusual color. 

On the same day I photographed the orbs below, one of which seems to be
moving quite fast.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water
drops, speeding water orb, water face effect

Sunday, December 13, 2015

Photo date: December 12, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  Near the top we
see an orb that seems to have kind of rainbow stripes within it (I can see
colors of purple, yellow, green, and blue). Below that orb is an orb that seems
to have a toothy grin. On the left is a sun-like orb that also seems to have a
smile (which you can see if you look closely).
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orb mouth detail, orbs in water drops,
rainbow orb, speeding water orb, sun-like orb in water drop, water face effect

Saturday, December 12, 2015

Photo date: December 1, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see
some orbs in a stream of water drops. One of the orbs in the lower half of the
photo rather seems to be looking up at the orb above it.  

Looking Up at the Face Above Him?
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It's another example of the astonishing water face effect shown in this series
of 279 photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb eye detail, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Friday, December 11, 2015

Photo date: December 11, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a single
drop of water that seems to have some orbs inside that are spinning very
rapidly.  It's another example of what I call the orb centrifuge effect, in which
orbs spin around the outer edges of a water drop, like test tubes in a
centrifuge.  See here for 85 other examples of this strange effect. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, speeding water
orb, water face effect

Wednesday, December 2, 2015

Photo date: December 2, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see at the top
of the picture a very strange white orb that has two stripes: one blue and one
red.  Very patriotic, but quite inexplicable.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb in water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, striped orb
near water, striped orbs, water face effect

Friday, November 27, 2015

Photo date: November 13, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see what looks
like quite a few orb faces inside a water drop.
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The photo above was cropped from the larger photo below.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wednesday, November 25, 2015

Photo date: November 25, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see one or
two of the mysterious orb rings I often photograph,  along with some equally
strange orb crescents.
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A closeup of one of the orb rings seems to show a smiling face.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:38 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb crescent, orb face, orb ring, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Monday, November 23, 2015

Photo date: November 13, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We seem to
see several orb faces.  These are, I think, some of the cutest orbs I have ever
photographed. 
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This is a closeup cropped from the photo below, showing a single big drop or
drip of water.
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Watch this video if you want see other example of this astonishing water face
effect.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Saturday, November 21, 2015

Photo date: November 19, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see some of
the strange objects I call orb rings, which are also shown in these 17 photos.
In the center of this photo we see what looks like a smiling face, one with two
eyes, a  nose, and a grin.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:00 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb ring, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Thursday, November 19, 2015

Photo date: November 13, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. First let's look at
the full picture, and then we'll see some closeups.

These Orbs Are Cute Enough for Closeups
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Here's the first closeup. We see a sun-like orb that has a kind of "lying at the
beach and soaking up the rays" kind of look.

This other closeup shows what looks like a happy quartet.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:33 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb in water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, sun-like orb
in water drop, water face effect
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Monday, November 16, 2015

Photo date: November 11, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see here
another example of something very strange I have photographed five times
before: a mushroom shape inexplicably appearing while photographing water
drops (with a strange beam of light being the "stalk" of the mushroom).  In the
bottom right corner we seem to see two grinning orbs. 

The best picture I took of these "orb mushrooms" was this astonishing shot
showing two of them in a single photo, one with a golden look.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb mushroom, orbs in water drops, water face effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Friday, November 13, 2015

Photo date: November 13, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop that seems to have many smiling orbs inside it. It's yet another
example of the astonishing water face effect described here, and shown in
this series of 270 completely authentic and unaltered photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Miniature Joy?

Thursday, November 12, 2015

Photo date: November 11, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
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clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see two
examples of anomalous phenomena. The larger example is the orb veil
shown in the background, which had an apparent size of about 5 inches.  See
this photo stream for 89 other examples of these strange objects. 

The smaller example is the water drop in the lower half of the photo. A
closeup shows the orb centrifuge effect, in which orbs spin around the outer
edges of a water drop.  See this photo stream for 81 other examples of this
strange effect. The orb at the center looks cheerful.
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Notice how the top photo shows two water drops, each of which seems to be
casting a shadow. But the orb veil itself seems to have no shadow. As far as I
can tell, these mysterious things never cast a shadow.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 11:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orb veils, water face effect

Wednesday, November 11, 2015

Photo date: November 11, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see an
example of the orb centrifuge effect shown in this series of 80 photos, in
which orbs are seen speeding around the outer edges of a water drop.  The
orb on the right looks rather like some lusty lad, but the orb near the center
has a slightly more feminine look to me. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 10:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, speeding water orb, water face effect

The Smiling Orbs and the Speeding Orbs

Saturday, November 7, 2015

Photo date: November 6, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see yet
another example of the orb centrifuge effect, in which orbs are seen to speed
very rapidly around the outer edges of a water drop, rather like test tubes in a
centrifuge.  See this link for 79 other examples of this astonishing effect.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb in water drop, orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water
drops, speeding water orb, water face effect

Photo date: November 6, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see 7 orbs in
a water drop (the shadow of which is shown at the bottom).  One of the orbs
is orange, and another green.
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See this stream of 266 photos for similar examples of this type of water
weirdness.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb near water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

Tuesday, November 3, 2015

Photo date: October 25, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unmodified photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop that seems to have within it a densely packed crowd of cheerful
faces, in different colors. It's kind of a little bit how the 7 subway line in New
York City might have looked at about this time, if the New York Mets had won
the recent World Series. 

A Merry Water Drop?
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Saturday, October 31, 2015

The photos below were all taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  While taking such
photos I very often get photos that seem to show orb faces, as in this video
and the example below from October 25, 2015.

While taking such photos, I also often get photos of what I call orb crescents,
as shown here and in the photo below from October 3, 2015.
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The photo below from October 30, 2015 seems to combine these two things.
We see some crescent-shaped orbs that seem to have half faces.

The photo above resembles this photo, which shows the same type of
crescent half faces.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: half face, orb crescent, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

Thursday, October 29, 2015

Photo date: October 28, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a
water drop that seems to have several orb faces in it.

Below is a closeup, with the Gamma correction slightly reduced. I would say
these things are way cuter than anything we would expect to find in a water
drop.

See this photo stream for many similar photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:17 AM No comments: 

Orb Faces in a Water Drop
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Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Tuesday, October 27, 2015

Photo date: October 26, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a single
water drop that seems to have some smiling orbs within it.  See this video for
many similar photos. 

Below is a closeup of two of the orbs. We see a jaunty-looking pair.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:23 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Jaunty-Looking Orb Pair in a Water Drop
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Photo date: October 27, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see yet
another example of the orb centrifuge effect, in which orbs are seen to speed
very rapidly around the outer edges of a water drop, rather like test tubes in a
centrifuge.  See this link for 78 other examples of this astonishing effect. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 9:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Cute Speeder in a Water Drop

Monday, October 26, 2015

Photo date: October 26, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  Amid some orb
crescents, we see what looks like two strange faces at the bottom.

Water Drop Pooch?
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Below is a closeup showing the strange looking things at the bottom. On the
left we seem to see what looks like a dog face. On the right we see what
looks like a human face.

I regularly get photos of strange faces while photographing water drops (as
shown in this video), but I cannot recall previously getting what looks like a
canine face while photographing a water drop.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: animal face in orb, orb crescent, orb face, orbs in water drops, water
face effect

Sunday, October 25, 2015

Photo date: October 25, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  Below what looks
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like several orb faces, we see an orb that seems to be speeding as it
changes color from orange to white.  Quite the little trick! 

This is another example of the orb centrifuge effect, in which orbs are
spinning around the outer edges of a water drop. See this series of photos for
77 other examples of this strange effect.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb changing color, orb face, orbs in water
drops, speeding water orb, water face effect

Saturday, October 24, 2015

Photo date: October 16, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a few
pleasant-looking orbs. An orb near the bottom appears to be moving very
fast.
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See this photo stream to see 257 other examples of this astonishing water
face effect.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, speeding water orb, water face effect

Thursday, October 22, 2015

Photo date: October 21, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a water
drop in which orbs seem to be speeding around very quickly.  For similar
examples of speeding orbs in water drops, see this series of 76 photos. 
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These orbs are moving so fast it is hard to see the details inside them. The
photo below from the same day shows features inside the orbs more clearly,
leaving us with a very cheerful result.
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For similar photos, see this stream of 257 photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:35 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, speeding water
orb, water face effect

Monday, October 19, 2015

Photo date: October 7, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We a water
drop that seems to have within it more than a dozen orb faces.  Watch this
video to see lots of similar photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:34 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Drop Dazzlers

Friday, October 16, 2015

Photo date: October 9, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We seem to see
quite a few pleasant-looking orb faces inside one or two water drops.  See
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here for 255 similar photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Monday, October 12, 2015

Photo date: September 29, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a water
drop that seems to have within it several smiling orbs. It's another example of
the astonishing water face effect, seen in this series of 254 posts, and in this
video. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Thursday, October 8, 2015

Photo date: October 6, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a water
drop that has quite a few orbs in it. One of those orbs is an orange orb, and
next to it is an orb that looks like a sun. The orange orb has a kind of pleasant
"warming your hands by the campfire" look.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:22 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb in water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, sun-like orb
in water drop, water face effect

Monday, October 5, 2015

Photo date: October 2, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photos below were taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. The first one
shows something very unusual: a triangle shape within a water drop (in
addition to orbs that seem to be speeding about very quickly inside the water
drop).
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I don't typically get triangles when I photograph water drops. What I do very
often get are water drops like the one below, which seem to have quite a few
smiling orb faces within the water drop. 

See this video for many similar photos like the one above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:11 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orb triangles, orbs in water drops,
water face effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Tuesday, September 29, 2015

Photo date: September 27, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background. We see a line of
cheerful-looking orbs.  It's another example of the astonishing water face
effect, shown in 249 posts on this blog. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Mysterious Smiles in a Water Drop

Sunday, September 27, 2015

Photo date: September 26, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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The photos below were taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see an
example of the orb centrifuge effect shown 76 times in this series of posts. 
An orb seems to be spinning very rapidly around the outer edges of a water
drop.

On the same day I took the photo below, in which we can seem to see orb
faces more clearly.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:59 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Friday, September 25, 2015

Photo date: September 22, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We seem to see
three smiling orbs, including one with a blue-green face.  See the video here
for more examples of this strange water face effect. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:57 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue green orb in water drop, orange orb in water drop, orb face, orbs
in water drops, speeding water orb, water face effect

Tuesday, September 22, 2015

Photo date: September 17, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see three
water drops, each of which seems to have within it a rapidly speeding orb. 
We also seem to see a cheerful orb face in two of the water drops. 

Speeding Orbs in Water Drops
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Below is another photo from the same day showing a similar effect.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:39 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, orange orb near water drop, orb centrifuge
effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, speeding water orb, water face effect

Monday, September 21, 2015

Photo date: September 4, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see an
example of the orb centrifuge effect shown in 71 posts on this blog, in which
orbs speed very rapidly around the outer edges of a water drop.  To the right
of the speeding orb, we see an orb that seems to be smiling. 
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:42 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Sunday, September 20, 2015

Photo date: September 12, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see a water
drop that seems to have in quite a few orb faces. Such faces appear
whenever I photograph water drops with a particular camera, but the faces
normally appear as round orbs. In this photo some of the orbs have a
"chopped" look, as if the right part of them had been chopped off. But they all
seem to be smiling, nonetheless.

Even the "Chopped" Orbs Are Smiling
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See the video here for similar photos.  See the link here for photos quite
similar to the one above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 6:50 AM No comments: 

Labels: bitten orbs, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Friday, September 18, 2015

Photo date: September 18, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
three water drop guys -- but perhaps I am being presumptuous, since I don't
know their gender.

Water Drop Dudes
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See the video here for many similar photos, or see my many posts labeled
"water face effect."

Posted by Mark Mahin at 3:17 PM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb in water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

Photo date: September 17, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see 4
examples of the strange ring-like things I call orb donuts or orb rings. They
are arranged in what looks like a mathematically precise pattern.

We can almost seem to see some dark face in the right-most of the dark
circle shapes.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:00 AM No comments: 

Paranormal Precision in a Water Drop
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how to navigate this site (1)
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Labels: four intersecting orbs, intersecting orb donuts, orb face, orb ring,
water face effect

Wednesday, September 16, 2015

Photo date: September 14, 2015.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
some cheerful-looking orbs that include a golden-colored orb and a green
orb.

On the same day I photographed this jaunty-looking orb, who seems ready
for his closeup.

Gleeful Gold Orb
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light forms (8)
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light metamorphosis described
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light metamorphosis flash photo
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:30 AM No comments: 

Labels: green orb near water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect, yellow orb near water drop

Monday, September 14, 2015

Photo date: September 13, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We seem to
see quite a few smiling orb faces.  It's another example of the astonishing
water face effect described here. For a video of similar photos, see this post. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:03 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wet and Wondrous

Sunday, September 13, 2015

Dark Faces in the Water Drop?
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Photo date: September 12, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of
pure, clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see
some orbs that have dark centers.  If you look closely, you will see that some
of these dark centers look rather like dark faces.

I have very often photographed what looks like white faces inside water drops
(as you can see here), but I should not be upset if I start to get some dark
faces when photographing water drops. Let us remember: dark faces are as
beautiful as white faces.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: 3D-looking orb, orb face, orb ring, orbs in water drops, water face
effect

Friday, September 11, 2015

Photo date: September 7, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  Inside a water
drop, we see an orb that seems to be moving around at an astonishing
speed.  Call it the Usain Bolt of the water drop orbs. Notable also is the smile
of the guy on the far right. 

Wish I Were As Fast As This Orb
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, speeding water
orb, water face effect

Wednesday, September 9, 2015

Photo date: September 8, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark, featureless backdrop.  We see at top an
orb that seems to be making a remarkable undulating motion.  The camera
seems to have caught multiple position states of an orb moving very rapidly in
a wavy manner. The "grinning" green orb at the bottom has an unusual color. 

An Undulating Orb Inside a Water Drop
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:32 AM No comments: 

Labels: green orb near water drop, orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in
water drops, water face effect, water orb undulation

Tuesday, September 8, 2015

Photo date: September 7, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark featureless background.  We see one or
two of the mysterious wispy objects I call orb veils. I have 53 photos of these
things, and none of my previous photos of them seem to show a face inside
one of these veils (although I very often have got what looks like faces inside
of water drops). But now for the first time I see something inside an orb veil
that looks like a face -- a cute grinning face with blue eyes.  The photo below
is from the bottom of the full photo, so I can't show you the lower part of this
orb veil. 

The Cute Face in the Ghostly Orb Veil
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:41 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb veil with face, orb veil with straight line, orb veils, water face effect

Photo date: October 30, 2014.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The previously unpublished photo below was taken while photographing
ordinary drops of pure, clean water falling against a dark background. The
orb on the right seems to have a big toothy grin. The orb on the left looks as if
it was looking at the orb on the right.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: eye detail in orbs, orb face, orb mouth detail, orbs in water drops,
water face effect

Your Basic Orb Grin

Friday, September 4, 2015
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Photo date: September 3, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The unaltered photo below shows a drop of pure, clean water photographed
falling against a dark background. We see what looks like 9 little orb faces
inside the drop.

See this video for many similar photos.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:48 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

9 Smiles in a Water Drop

Wednesday, September 2, 2015

Photo date: August 23, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo shows a drop of pure, clean water. We seem to see several orb
faces, as well as some orbs that are spinning around within the water drop at
a very rapid speed. It's another example of the orb centrifuge effect shown in
68 posts on this blog. One of the orbs has a remarkable orange-green color.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: orange green orb in water drop, orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in
water drops, water face effect

Friday, August 28, 2015

Photo date: August 20, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

In this photo of a drop of pure, clean water, we see at least 12 orbs packed
inside a single water drop. We see orbs of several different colors: yellow,
white, orange, and blue. The orb in the center seems to have a face.

Like College Kids Packed Into a Phone Booth
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:14 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect, yellow orb near water
drop

Wednesday, August 26, 2015

Photo date: August 16, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a drop of pure, clean water photographed falling
against a dark background. We see a blue orb with a rather cute face, along
with an orange orb. For many similar photos, watch this astonishing video. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:36 AM No comments: 

Labels: blue orb near water drop, orange orb near water drop, orb face, orbs
in water drops, water face effect

Blue Orb and His Water Drop Pals

Monday, August 24, 2015

Photo date: August 24, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

We see here a photo of a pure, clean water drop, one that was taken just
after the close of the stock market. Despite the sharp plunge in the equities
market on this day, the orbs in this water drop seem to be pretty cheerful.

Cheerful Despite the Stock Market Downturn
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I guess they didn't have any money invested in the stock market.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:29 PM No comments: 

Labels: orange orb in water drop, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face
effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro

Sunday, August 23, 2015

Photo date: August 22, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing pure, clean water drops
falling against a mirror. We see quite a few orbs, some of which may be
reflections in the mirror. These orbs won't win any beauty contests, but they
sure seem to be pretty cheerful.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:17 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Water Wow

Friday, August 21, 2015

Photo date: August 20, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a drop of pure, clean water I photographed while
pouring ordinary water next to a featureless dark background.  We see some
strange "half eyes" that look like half of a human eye.  We can even see a
blue color in the "pupils."
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:07 AM No comments: 

Labels: half eyes in water drop, orb eye detail, orb face, orbs in water drops,
water face effect

Thursday, August 20, 2015

Photo date: August 18, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

In this photo showing a drip of pure, clean water, we see about 12 orbs that
seem to be in a good mood.  For similar photos, see my 228 posts labeled
"water face effect."
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:12 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Sunday, August 16, 2015

Photo date: August 15, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.
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The photo below shows a drip of pure, clean water photographed falling
against a dark background. We see what looks like more than ten orb faces. 
See my posts labeled "water face effect" for 200+ similar photos.  I have been
seeing this effect whenever I have photographed water drops since October
2014. 

Here's a closeup of part of the photo above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:24 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wednesday, August 12, 2015

Photo date: April 20, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a window pane on a rainy day.  We see quite a few
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orbs. These smiley orbs don't seem to be letting the dreary weather get them
down.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, orbs on glass pane, water face effect

Tuesday, August 11, 2015

Photo date: January 23, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

In this previously unpublished photo of a drop of pure, clean water, we see
two orbs that seem to have a cheerful expression. Above them is a very
strange anomaly that looks rather like the head of a dog. This anomaly has
three stripes of color -- orange, green, and blue.  See my posts labeled "water
face effect" for 225 other similar photos.
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 8:01 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Sunday, August 9, 2015

Photo date: March 18, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

In this unaltered photo of a drop of a pure, clean water, we see several orbs
that seem to be having a grand old time.  

Click here to see a video showing 500 similar orbs in water drops and water
drips.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Bewildering Balls

Wednesday, August 5, 2015

Photo date: July 23, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

If you look closely at this photo of a drop of a pure, clean water, you can see
(among some very bright-looking orbs) what looks like several cute orb faces
(although some of them are partially blocked). For many similar photos,  see
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this video showing 500 orb faces in water drops.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:52 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Tuesday, August 4, 2015

Photo date: Oct 26, 2014.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

This previously unpublished photo from my backlog shows a drop of pure,
clean water. We seem to see three orb faces.  
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:37 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Monday, August 3, 2015

Photo date: April 22, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water. We see what looks like several orb faces smiling inside a water
drop. It's another example of the astonishing water face effect.  See my posts
labeled "water face effect" for 221 other examples.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:56 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Anomalous Smiles

Saturday, August 1, 2015

Photo date: July 23, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing ordinary drops of pure,
clean water falling against a dark background. We see on the left some of the
strange objects I call orb crescents. To the right we see seemingly ring-like
objects like those that I have previously labeled as "orb donuts."
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But when we take a closeup look at the "holes" in these "donuts," we find that
they look like dark images. The first one looks rather like an image of an
animal. The second one looks rather like the face of a woman (tilted 45
degrees to the right). Below is a closeup cropped from the image above.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:47 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb crescent, orb face, orb ring, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Wednesday, July 29, 2015
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Photo date: July 28, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

In this photo from yesterday showing a drop of pure, clean water, we seem to
see two smiling orbs at the top. At the bottom of the drop, we see something
almost as interesting. It looks rather like an orb that is moving in an arc
motion, and changing colors as it moves. Or perhaps it is several orbs
arranged in a way that mimics a single orb in motion. We will never know.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb centrifuge effect, orb face, orbs in water drops, speeding water
orb, water face effect

Monday, July 27, 2015

Photo date: July 19, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a drop of pure, clean water. We see at the top what
looks a tranquil trio of orb faces. We also see what I frequently see when
photographing water drops: a yellowish orb that seems to have a wispy aura
like the outer gas around the sun.  See my posts labeled "water face effect"
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for 218 similar photos that seem to show orb faces in water drops.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:27 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Friday, July 24, 2015

Photo date: October 28, 2014.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

This previously unpublished backlog photo is from my first month of
photographing orbs in drops of water. In a drop of pure clean water, we seem
to see three orb faces, and the one on the top seems to have a wispy purple
aura.  

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:31 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb aura, orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect
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Thursday, July 23, 2015

In this photo of a drip of of pure, clean water, we seem to see 7 or 8 smiling
faces.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:25 AM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orbs in water drops, water face effect

Drip Faces

Sunday, July 19, 2015

Photo date: July 3, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

I have many photos on this blog showing what looks like orb faces inside
water drops, as you can see by looking at my 215 posts labeled "water face
effect." I also have 26 photos showing crescent shapes in drops of pure clean
water, in my posts labeled "orb crescent." The photo below shows a kind of
overlap of these two things. We see on the top right what look like crescents,
but we also seem to be able to see the left half of faces inside these
crescents.  When I took this photo, I was photographing nothing but pure,

Crescent "Half Faces" in Water Drops
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clean water drops falling against a dark background.

Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:26 AM No comments: 

Labels: half face, half orbs, orb crescent, orb face, orbs in water drops, water
face effect

Friday, July 17, 2015

Photo date: July 15, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below shows a drop of pure, clean water that seems to have
several orb faces inside it. It's another example of the astonishing water face
effect, shown in 214 posts on this blog labeled "water face effect."
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:54 AM No comments: 

Labels: orbs in water drops, water face effect

Monday, July 13, 2015

Photo date: July 13, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken while photographing pure, clean water drops
falling against a dark background. We see four types of anomalous things
here. The largest are two hill-shaped objects I call orb veils (see my posts
labeled "orb veils" for many similar examples). Also we have (at the top of the
photo) what I call orb crescents. In the middle are some objects shaped like
half moons. Then at the bottom of the photo we see three orbs that look as if
they have faces.

At the top of the photo, the orb crescents look as if they are kind of
materializing into existence out of nothing.

The "Materialization" of the Orb Crescents
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Posted by Mark Mahin at 7:43 AM No comments: 

Labels: half orbs, orb crescent, orb face, orb veils, orbs in water drops, water
face effect

Saturday, July 11, 2015

Photo date: December 4, 2014.  Photographer: Mark Mahin.

In this unaltered photo of a drip of pure, clean water, we seem to see a
column of cheerful orb grins.

A Column of Grins
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Photo date: July 9, 2015. Photographer: Mark Mahin.

The photo below was taken today while photographing drops of pure, clean
water falling against a dark background. Below what looks like an orb with a
smiling face, we see three mysterious ring-shaped things that I call (for lack
of a better term) "orb donuts" or orb rings.  I can think of no natural
explanation as to why ring-shaped objects should be appearing when
photographing falling water drops. 

Posted by Mark Mahin at 1:44 PM No comments: 

Labels: orb face, orb ring, orbs in water drops, water face effect
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Authentic photos of unexplained wonders

Orb Pro
Wednesday, May 6, 2020

In this post I will give some basic tips on how to take the most important type
of photos you see at this site. I will tell you how you can attempt to take
photos of repeating orb patterns. Repeating orb patterns are of great interest
when they show very distinctive and highly improbable characteristics
repeating very often.  In such cases it can become clear that we are seeing
something that cannot be the result of mere coincidental repetitions of
random physical characteristics.  When orb patterns appear with a sufficient
degree of repetition, and when highly distinctive physical characteristics
appear over and over again in the orb photos of a single photographer (the
type of repetition that would require a vastly improbable coincidence to occur
by chance), then we have what can suggest a manifestation of some unseen
purposeful intelligence, something of very high philosophical and spiritual
importance.

I have photographed a vast number of such orb pattern repetitions, which you
can see here, here and here and by looking at the videos and photo slide
shows here (one of which is two hours long). But in order for the world to pay
proper attention to this important observational phenomenon, it will be very
helpful if more photographers get such orb pattern repetitions and report their
findings.  Below I discuss two methods you can use to  attempt to photograph
repeating orb patterns.

Method 1: Attempting to Get Photos of Orb Patterns Appearing in Clean
Dry Air

The most basic type of orb photography involves photographing in clean dry
air, using no special technique, without having your camera on a platform. 
For such basic orb photography, all you need is a regular point-and-click
camera with a flash. A $100 camera will work just fine. For this type of
photography, I use a Sony DSC-W830 camera. I have no reason to doubt
that other cameras in the same price range will work just as well.

I can give the following general principles about basic orb photography:

1. Try not to photograph orbs in some very dusty place, although you need
not be too fussy about photographing in some place that has zero dust.
The idea that invisible dust particles in ordinary air can cause prominent
orbs in photos is a groundless fantasy advanced by skeptics. The dust
particles in ordinary air are between 100 and 1000 times too small to
produce such an effect, as explained here.

2. Try not to photograph orbs while pointing towards some very bright light
such as the sun. This can produce lens flare, which can produce natural
photo anomalies that might be mistaken for orbs.

How to Photograph Paranormal Patterns 267,121
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3. Try to photograph only in dry weather. Rain drops and snow flakes can
be mistaken for orbs.

4. Make sure that your camera flashes when you try to take an orb
photograph.

If you have not been able to get any orbs in your photos, I do not recommend
that you spend more than 10 minutes a day trying to get such orbs. Just be
patient. Try taking about 20 flash photos a day, ideally while thinking to
yourself that you would like to get something you have never seen before.
Persist at this activity for several weeks if you have no success. 

If you are lucky your photos may start to show orbs with unusual features
such as stripes or other distinctive features. Save any photos you get
showing orbs with distinctive features. Look for pattern repetitions.  Anyone
getting a high degree of pattern repetition in the orbs they photograph should
publish their photographs in some stable spot on the Internet.  Also, if you get
such pattern repetition,  send me an email at marjinsopmar@gmail.com, so I
can add your site or web page to the online list I keep of sites with notable
orb photographs.

The pattern repetitions that I have got when photographing orbs in clean dry
air (not photographing falling water drops) have been repetitions that
occurred in a kind of "chronologically spread-out" manner. Usually I would
notice the pattern repetitions only when checking photos taken during
different days.  Something may occur rather like this:

(1) On one day I will notice an orb with a distinctive physical appearance,
such as a very distinctive stripe shape.
(2) Several days later or a week or two later I  will notice another orb with the
same distinctive physical appearance.
(2) Several days later or a week or two later I  will notice another orb with the
same distinctive physical appearance.

Such a rather slow rate of pattern repetition is typical when I photograph in
clean dry air, not photographing falling water drops. I will almost never get
two instances of an orb pattern appearing in a single day when I am not
photographing falling water drops.  So if you get photos of orbs with
distinctive characteristics, it is very important for you to save such photos, so
that you can compare them with newer photos, looking for pattern
repetitions.  If you have a computer, you can keep all of your photos of orbs
with distinctive characteristics in a single folder or directory. Then if you get a
new pattern showing an orb with a distinctive characteristic, you can compare
the new photo to your old orb photos, looking for a pattern repetition.

If you get a good pattern repetition, try to publish online side-by-side photos
that allow people to see the similarity. Below is an example.
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Using various tools that allow you to combine two or more photos into a grid,
you can also create a grid like the one below, which can be useful to display
any pattern you may have photographed more than twice:

Below is another example showing a "leaping dancer" pattern that repeated
the next day:
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Method 2: Photographing Falling Water Drops to Try to Get Repeating
Orb Patterns

There is another technique for trying to get photos of orb patterns: the
technique of trying to get such patterns while photographing falling water
drops. I have had enormous luck at such a thing, as you can see by looking
at the photo summary posts here and here.

As I am just a run-of-the-mill type of guy no different from the average fellow,
I know of no reason why other people should not be able to take astonishing
water drop photos of the type I show on this blog. Below is a description of
the technique you can use to try and get repeating orb patterns while
photographing falling water drops.

1. Go to a table in your home such as a dinner table, and place something
on it that you can use as a stable platform on which to place your
camera. This platform might be a stack of books or a box about 6
inches in height. Place your camera on this little platform, so that it's
about 6 inches above the table top. 

2. Set your camera so that it will make flash photos every time. If the
camera has a "burst" mode or "Sports action" setting, use that.
Otherwise, use the "Auto" setting or "Macro" setting.

3. Just behind that platform on which your camera sits (farther away from
you), place a bowl or pan or bin that will be used to catch falling water
drops.

4. Just behind that, place a black cloth that will be used as a photo
backdrop. A black shirt or black sweater works well. The blacker and
less reflective the cloth, the better.  Use an upright book or box to prop
up the black cloth or shirt so that it reaches a height of about 12 inches 
(one third of a meter). 

5. Get one of those portable water bottles that joggers and athletes use,
the type that has a spout (or use a cleaned-out empty spice container,
the type with several holes at the top). 

6. Fill the water bottle with tap water. 
7. Hold the bottle parallel to the table, and tilt it so that a few drops trickle

out of the bottle's spout, into a bowl, pan or bin. As the water drops pour
down slowly from the bottle's spout into the bowl or pan, take flash
photos of the drops. Don't pour the water too fast. Pour just fast enough
so that water drops slowly trickle out of the bottle's spout.
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8. Adjust the positions so that the front end of the camera is about 5
inches from the stream of falling water drops. 

9. After taking a set of photos (perhaps a few hundred), transfer the
photos to your computer. 

10. Examine the photos one by one. 
11. Look for any interesting anomalies in your photos, particularly any that

appear to have face-like details inside small orbs, orb holes, orb stripes,
crescent shapes, or veil-like shapes. If you find something interesting,
save that photo. You may want to use a photo cropping tool allowing
you to save only a selected part of the photo.  

With some luck and persistence, you may find yourself getting startling
photos like the one below.

Or like the five-part pattern below:
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Or like the strange pattern below:

Or something as colorful and startling as what we see below:

Or face-like details like we see below:
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A somewhat simplified way of doing the technique described above is to
carefully watch your viewfinder as you photograph, and see whether you see
any recurring anomaly. If you do not notice any recurring anomaly, do not
bother to transfer the photos to your computer, and just delete the whole
batch of photos you took during that photo session.  I use such a simplified
method when taking photos of falling water drops. If I failed to notice a
repeating pattern appearing in my camera viewfinder as I photographed
falling water drops,  I will just delete the whole set of photos I took in a photo
session,  without bothering to transfer the photos to my computer.

I usually get some anomaly I cannot explain after taking about 5,000 photos
of falling water drops, and I very often get results that seem worthy of
publication after taking that many photos. But it is not very uncommon for me
to take 10,000 or more consecutive photos (perhaps spread over two days)
without getting any results I wish to publish on this blog.  So if you are
interested in trying to photograph repeating orb patterns, don't give up after
taking only 1000 or 2000 photos.  Wait until you've taken 15,000 or 20,000
photos before abandoning this activity because of a lack of success.  It will
help if you have a camera that works in "burst" mode or "sports" mode,
allowing you to take multiple photos with a single press of the shutter button.

The video below shows an astonishing anomaly I once got when
photographing falling water drops. The camera took about 300 photos by
itself, in 13 separate bursts. I include the video here because it shows the
basic setup I use when photographing falling water drops.

If your attempt to photograph anomalies fails, you can try switching to a
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different camera. My inexpensive old Olympus FE-100  produced water drop
photos showing certain types of anomalies such as striped orbs and orb
crescents. But for a long time such effects would never appear using my
Sony A6000 camera. However that camera would occasionally produce
abundantly other types of anomalies such as orbs with holes.   Experimenting
with a few digital cameras might increase your chance of success.

I do not recommend purchasing an expensive camera for the photography of
falling water drops, unless you have got some interesting results with a less
expensive camera.  If you start to get interesting results with a point-and-click
camera, and you want to move up to a high-quality camera like the ones I
have used for my best photos of repeating orb motifs appearing during water
drop photography, I recommend the Sony A6100 camera, with the HVL-F20M
flash attachment.

The Sony A6100 with the HVL-F20M flash attachment

You really should avoid the Sony A5000, because its built-in flash may fail,
leaving you without any ability to do the type of photography described here
(since the Sony A5000 has no "flash shoe" allowing a flash attachment to be
added).  But the Sony A6000 and the Sony A6100 have a "flash shoe" unit,
allowing you to plug in the HVL-F20M flash attachment if the built-in flash
fails.  Since I have experienced a catastrophic failure (after long use) that
effectively caused my Sony A6000 to stop working, I cannot recommend that
camera. But for the past several months, I have been putting the Sony A6100
camera (with the HVL-F20M flash attachment) to a real workout, taking
5000+ photos a day.  This combo has worked beautifully for me for several
months. I have no complaints about the Sony A6100, and I recommend it as
an excellent camera that can be a real "workhorse."

If you don't get anything very interesting in your photos after a few attempts,
keep trying. I get the stranger photographic anomalies in only a minority of
the times I try to photograph water drops. Probably 70% of my photographic
sessions do not produce content I publish on this blog.  Persistence is the
number one attribute required for success in photography of the mysterious
or paranormal.

The phenomenon I get at unpredictable intervals when photographing falling
water drops is a massive repetition of patterns, with many instances of a
pattern repetition occurring in a single day.  If this happens to you, it will be a
different situation than the one I previously described when discussing photos
you can take standing up in clean dry air.  If you get the type of thing I get,
there will be no need for you to compare your water drop photos of one day
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with photos you took another day to find pattern repetitions.  If you get the
type of thing I get, you will see a massive and very obvious pattern repetition
that occurs in a single photo session occurring on a single day.

When examining photos you took of falling water drops, do not spend time
squinting at small photo details looking for some subtle orb pattern repetition
that is not easily noticeable.  Whenever I have got orb pattern repetitions
when photographing falling water drops, the pattern was as "plain as the
nose on my face" -- something that was very obvious and noticeable, the type
of thing that almost anyone would have noticed when looking at the photos.

Publishing Your Results

If you get interesting  repeating orb patterns, it is very important that you
publish your results somewhere online. Also, please email me at
marjinsopmar@gmail.com, giving me the URL where you have published
your interesting results. Just as it is important to not throw away very high
scores on ESP tests, but to publish such results, it is very important that any
photographer publish his or her anomalous results if he or she photographs a
very high degree of orb pattern repetition that is very hard or impossible to
explain.

If you fail to get any interesting results after many photo sessions lasting a
total of 10+ hours, I am interested in learning about such negative results, so
drop me an email to tell me about such a lack of success if it occurs.

What Are Your Chances of Success?

Although I get repeating orb patterns with astonishing frequency (several
times a week, typically) when I photograph falling water drops, I cannot
estimate your chances of success when attempting to get photos of repeating
orb patterns while photographing falling water drops, because I have no
knowledge of anyone who failed after trying such a thing for many attempts.  I
have no idea whether dramatic repeating orb patterns would occur to 100%
of the people who spent many hours photographing falling water drops, or
whether such dramatic repeating orb patterns would appear to only some
very tiny fraction of the people attempting such a thing. I do know that I have
never had any feeling whatsoever that such a phenomenon is in any way
arising from any power or special ability of my own. So I will not be the least
bit surprised if I one day learn that the same phenomenon can occur to many
other people who photograph falling water drops.

Postscript: By August 2020 I have experienced two different unrecoverable
failures of the Sony A6100 camera, requiring me to buy the camera three
different times during a period of 9 months.  The failures each occurred after
months of heavy-duty use (consisting of 6000+ photos per day). I can no
longer give a very strong endorsement for this camera model. Put me down
now merely as someone who loves the Sony A6100 except when it suddenly
stops working.

The following are settings that you can use with the Sony A6100 to do the
type of photography described above. Some of these settings facilitate the
taking of thousands of photos in a single 1-hour sesssion:

Quality/Image Size 1 (1/11):
File Format: JPEG
JPEG Quality: Standard
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JPEG Image Size: S.6M
Aspect Ratio: 3/2
Quality/Image Size 2 (2/11):
High ISO NR: Off
Color Space: sRGB
Shoot Mode/Drive 1 (3/11):
Drive Mode: Cont. Shooting
AF1 (5/11):
Focus Mode: Continuous AF
Focus Area: Wide
AF Illuminator: Off
AF w/shutter: Off
Pre-AF: Off
AF2 (6/11):
AF Area Auto Clear: Off
Disp. cont. AF Area: On
Exposure (7/11):
Exposure Com: 0
ISO: ISO Auto
Metering Mode: Mutli
Face Priority in Multi...: Off
Exposure Step: 0.3EV
AEL w/shutter: Off
Flash (8/11):
Flash Mode: Fill-flash
Flash Comp.: 0.0
Exp. Comp. set: Ambient&Flash
Wireless Flash: Off
Red Eye Reduction: Off
Color/WB/Img. Processing (9/11):
White Balance: Auto
Priority Set in AWB: Standard
DRO/Auto HDR:  D-Range Optimizer
Creative Style: Standard
Picture Effect: Off
Soft Skin Effect: Off
Focus Assist (10/11):
Focus Magnif Time: 2 Sec
Initial Focus Mag: x1.0
AF in Focus Mag: On
MF Assist: On
Shooting Assist (11/11):
Regist Faces Priority: Off
Smile Shutter: Off
Auto Object Framing: Off
Self-Portrait/time: On
Shutter/Steady Shot (4/9):
Silent Shooting: Off
Front Curtain Shutter: On
Release w/o Lens: Disable
Release w/o Card: Enable
SteadyShot: Off
Zoom (5/9)
Zoom Setting: Optical zoom only
Display/Auto Review 1 (6/9)
FINDER/MONITOR: Auto
Grid Line: Off
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Exposure Set Guide: On
Line View Display: Setting Effect ON
Display/Auto Review 2 (7/9)
Auto Review: 2 Sec
Network 1 (1/2)
Airplane Mode: Off

When doing photography of falling water drops with the Sony A6100, you
should use a Drive Mode of Continuous Shooting: Hi+ (note the plus sign), 
an Image Quality of Standard, and an image size of only 6 megabytes, all of
which seems to allow more photos to be taken in a shorter space of time.

The photo below shows the Sony A6100 while it was set to the settings given
above:

The photo below shows the Shoot Mode screen set to settings that I use with
the Sony A6100 when photographing falling water drops. You can get this
screen by pressing the round Fn button on the lower right of the camera.

Below we see a type of water container that I use when doing this type of
photography.  You can obtain such a container by buying several types of
spices, and cleaning out one of the containers.
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